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Sidney council was to have 
held an in-camera meeting 
Tuesday with representatives of 
a Vancouver consortium seek­
ing approval in principal to 
develop the Port of Sidney.
The consortium, which con­
sists of architect Pouf Hanson 
and developer Kerkhoff Con­
struction, requested the in­
camera meeting.
Town Clerk Geoff Logan 
said Hanson and Kerkhoff want 
some kind of commitment from 
council before discussing 
specific aspects of the develop­
ment and inviting public par­
ticipation.
The consortium met once 
■with the previous council in 
November. They were asked to 
return with some specific 
development proposals and cost 
estimates.
Aid. Stewart Mackay sug­
gested at the Dec. 9 council 
meeting the public be allowed to 
attend.
i “ Development of the Sidney 
waterfront must be a completely 
open process,TMVIackay said, 
i After the meeting, Mackay 
said the public may be puLin the 
position of reacting rather thari 
participating in the- planning
Mayor Norma Sealey agreed 
with Mackay’s argument.
^ However, she said an in- 
pcamera meeting won’t eliminate 
public input:
Should the consortium come 
, forward , with a specific pro­
posal; Sealey said council would 
receive it for further discussion 
as opposed to giving immediate 
ratification.
Initially the developers 
outlined a preliminary plan for 
the Port of Sidney which includ­
ed a marina and hotel complex 
on town property, private pro­
perty and a provincial foreshore 
"lease. v-'v'
By BARRY GERDING 
Review Staff Writer
Two peninsula firms that 
took advantage of a federal pro­
gram to spur research and 
development are bankrupt and 
together owe $11 million.
A Sidney scientific research 
and development company has 
filed for bankruptcy leaving 
more than S7 million in unpaid 
bills.
Sci-Re-Co., 10114 McDonald 
Park Rd., owes Revenue 
Canada more than $6 million in 
.'taxes.' ■
The company also owes 
$1,507,844 to secured creditors 
and $51,000 to unsecured 
creditors.
However, company assets 
amount to just $621,188 which 
includes proto-type equipment, 
laboratory equipment and of­
fice furniture.
The firm of Lloyd, DeBeck & 
Partners Ltd. of Duncan has 
been appointed bankruptcy 
trustee.
A meeting of the creditors is 
scheduled for Dec. 19 at ihC’ 
" trustee’s offices in Duncan.
I: Creditors along with a federal 
investigator will be-able to ques­
tion Karim Sayed Kamil, prin­
cipal of the company, under 
oath.
Joe Sieben, regional manager 
of Consumer and Corporate 
Affairs Canada, said he knows 
very little about the company.
“All we have received is their 
document declaring bankruptcy 
and that a trustee is in place,” 
Siebensaid.
Sieben said he understands 
the company was involved in 
the federal government’s scien­
tific tax credit research pro- 
'fgram.,'
The program, introduced in 
1983 to help smaller companies 
do worthwhile research v enabl­
ed companies to transfer the 
unused portion of their tax 
credits to investors for a no- 
risk, five per cent profit.
Sieben said he has no idea if 
the creditors will be reimbursed.
“Their assets are a little over 
half a million against debts over i 
seven million, I don’t kripw. 
Where the money will corne 
from. That is an awful lot of 
debt,” Sieben said.
kamil 'Op the: company’s; ex­
ecutive secretary, Leonara 
Continued on
Impaired driver pull­
ed over and I Ossed in 
jail. The full story.
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Cut down your pwii 
Ghnspnas tree in Cent-; 
ral Saanich.
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MarathoiLs arc habit 
forming says Sylvia 
MacMahon,
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end of Beacon Avenue.
Beacon Ave. is alive with the spirit of ■ 
Christmas: courtesy ; of the Sid'icy- parks" 
department.
The parks staff has installed 26 frosted 
evergreen trees on sign pole tops along
"Beacon.V,’^'".
The flag pole at the foot of Bcacoii, adja­
cent to Sidney Wharf, was also adorned with a 
Christmas tree light design.
Christmas lights are also strung at the town 
dtall, Sidney Museum, Silverthrends Center : 
.'■and.library.
Jonathon Kelly, Sidneyi parks superinten- : 
dant, said town employees spent about two 
weeks decorating the evergreens Willi holly,,
balls and wliite frosting,
Abpiit hal^ of the evergireens are ac­
companied with a plasdc church bell billed 
with cedar.
The trees aidjacent to the Landmark
access to power on the light standards, ^
“We wanted to do something spcciaf and 
unique for Sidney. Because Sidney is a small 
town and has only one main street, that allows 
us todo something like this,” Kelly saidf^^^^^^
; kelly said the town plans to hang mistietbe 
under each bell.
“If people arcoH careful there could he an 
outbreak of kissing on Beaebni” Kelly said.h:
..Jhe , Tsawout Indian band 
cleared the first hurdle in its bid 
to halt Saanichlon Marina Ltd. 
from building a 500-berth 
marina in Saanichtbn Bay.
The band was granted a tem­
porary injunction by B.C. 
Supreme Court Justice John 
Spencer Dec. 6 halting all 
dredging or construction in the;; 
bay until a trial is held.
jurictiqn to Saanichlon Marina ; 
to restrict band members or 
supporters from interfering 
with construction on Ferguson' 
Rd,; the accesis route to the pro­
posed marina.
Bind lawyer Clo Ostrove arid 
company legal counsel Pau 1 
Pearlmah each took more than 
two hours presenting their 
'■client’s'case':';'■ "A
More than 100 Tsawout band 
members and suppdrters packed 
the courtroom in Victoria.
Band counsellor Gus Under­
wood Jr. and Robert Wheaton,
a minority, c.o m p a n y 
shareholder, sat sTde-by-side for 
much of the courtroom pro­
ceedings.
“I talked to Mr. Wheaton 
throughout the day. He is a 
gentleman and has our respect. 
We hold nothing against him^ 
personally^’ We are simply 
; against the project his comply 
is proposing,” Underwood 
said.
Spencer said given the 
number of issUes raisedfand'the; 
care devoted to the arguments 
by counsel, he was convinced 
there was a scribiis issiie to be 
tried.
In granting 'the band’s ap-' 
plicaUpn, Spenser said potential 
environmental damage to the 
bay has precedence Over the 
time and money lOst to 
Saaniclitqn Marina due to a 
delay in the marina cbnstruci^
" tion'.\'"
Pearlmah said the company 
V;"Continued 'oh'' Pagc''A9,
O.C'.',.;,Prcmicr’L,
Bennett tells; it all to | 
Hubert Beyer In an ex­
clusive inlerview:
The Review hu.s ti new 
editor '''''"Brin h Mi t
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The Central Saanich police 
departmetit ^is operating; with 
'just chte officer oiv duty during 
several shifts because of ihoney 
problems.
However; depehdihg on tlio 
source, the number of shifis; 
with only one officer on duty 
varies from 27 to 45 per cent.
Police Chief Bob Miles claims 
that because; of shift rotations, 
staff costs and ‘Overtime pay, 
there Is only one officer bn duty 
about 27 per cent of the time.
An officerbwhb asked hot Ip 
be identified; says becausc;pf a , 
l''=“shortage''''Of';'mahpowcrV,;':oner ■: 
person shifts occur “about 42 to 
45 per cent of the lime.”
Miles snid there have been ho 
;\';<:uibacks;''''lndrin'''drder id;'pin'; 
done officer on ;tlie,i’oud;24,hours; 




bhesci'geanil and thcchief,^^^^^ ; - 
“We could put two on 
teclinically, but we don’t have 
the abilily: to;; traitsfcr- pepiilp; 
Buicyy:':;on;;;sltift$,V:;:;Nhles;':cx-‘'';^ 
plained.
“Ideally we'd like two people 
; oh;;af':all ri'invcs:";wc;; always,''ask'd" 
for more people, bin it depends 
on what level of policing thed 
mnnicipallty can afford,^'
Miles says the majority of his
department’s members live in 
the municipality and are on call 
in case of an emergency,
, He says Avhlle police forces 
are restricted on holding people, 
'Central ;Saanich;;dpes'liavc:4wp;;:’; 
cells and civilian guards can be 
; called'.'in ' t'o'bbsci’ve': any0hc;bcrd''' 
ing held,
'"';";''According;td';,die ,officer,'.it''is;'; 
not regular procedure in Centrnl 
Saanich to hold people.
? IV 'IS' "!, , ,, rr ' ^ ‘i,. i
:4V■■' f;-I'l d; I'l'l’I
I Ai 23-year-old man wearing a lady’s nlghlgown and bra j 
I over his clotliiha wn^ainprehended by Cehtftd Saanich pOlice^ T 
L wandering down the middle of East §aanich Hd, hear the P^ 
liny I Ilghway about 5 p.m, last Sunday.
Chief Bob Miles said the man wasn’t eoherem nnd omild 
I not temcmbci hisn.amc.
id :':Milcs;;;saUid'thed,'than'''was ;,know'n:;.tb;; Sa'anich.'V'pblic« 
'''''l'''V"returned him'toJtifi father;'"■■'>’ ''.■-/■r-'n,;.; i;;-'
I No charges''-'were :iaid,;snid'Mlks;;and, 110 ,,cvjdehce':'pointed j
i to alcohol or drug impairment. |
bulanceaitendcnts,
;V;"'''One wo'mnn' ls,'dend" following;';';;’' 
a head-on collision Tuesday s at 
the Wahl Rd,ri*at Bay Highway j 
intersection.
The accident occurred about 
a,iiifM,with,:.ihC:; driver ,und'';'^;;; 
four passengers in a Dodge* 
sedan being acihiittcd to Saanich; 
'PcnInsula'Hospital.’vi 
d'The driver:;and 'passenger:of a ■ 'V' 
; mchor iidthc wet e hot Ihlured.
.^Sidney.,...RCMP,'wcreV.;',.„not.;.i: 
releasing any names pending 
notification of next-of-kin.
■'I':'''
;■ ;‘'Tlie'; carwa's;dKmi i.hbburtd ;'''bh ''’""V 
the highway attempting to thru 
left ontoHd. when It, col­
lided hcnd-oii with the motor 
home. ‘
Accidents are becoming a 
common occurence at the In- 
tcrkehiloh according to a Wain 
ttdi'resident,
‘* Vmi hear .screeching tlre,9 all
;ihe;v;tlni4::';,fti;';';tlhS';;:|ht'c'r£Cfitlohl":;';.'^ 
.Evcrytiwa;Jt':''happcnsdyau,;jusi;''!i' 
wait a couple of .second.! to see 
if a bang will follow,” he said.
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Druiik driver is judge’s ‘worst’
Cat on a hot tin lid. 
sun shines than in the outdoor sauna behind The Collector on
Beacon Avenue. Photoby Hugh Nash
Calling the incident “one of 
the worst cases of impaired 
driving I’ve ever come up 
against,” Judge Darrall Collins 
.sentenced a Vancouver man to 
four months in jail and 
suspended his licence for two 
years, Dec. 5.
“In my 12 years on the 
bench. I’ve never experienced a 
case where an impaired driver 
put so many at risk,” Collins 
announced in Sidney provincial 
court.
Garry Gurtartap Singh, 24, 
had a breathalyzer reading of 
.26 July 10 when he was stopped 
on the Pat Bay Highway at Mt. 
Newton Cross Rd.
He was seen leaving a B.C. 
ferry at Swartz Bay by several 
witnesses, one of whom phoned 
Central Saaich police upon 
noticing Singh’s semi-trailer 
truck “driving in both lanes, 
going all over the place.”
C r o w n w i t n e s s Cal v i n 
Veenstra told Collins he saw the 
truck bounce off the highway 
divider and “just miss hitting a 
small car by inches.
“Other cars were avoiding 
the truck, that’s probably the 
reason there was no accident.”
Singh was driving a flat-deck 
trailer with a full-load of
lumber.
Another Crown witness said 
that after trying to pass the 
truck-trailer several times, pull­
ed his vehicle in front of the 
truck and got it to stop.
Robert Saunders told the 
court “at least three vehicles got 
off the road because of it (the 
truck).
“It forced us into the guard 
rail, and I thought before there 
was an accident 1 would try to 
stop the vehicle. Why there 
wasn’t a tragic accident 1 don’t 
know.”
Central Saanich Constable 
Bruce Smith, the only officer on 
duty from 7 p.m. to 7 a.m. July 
10, said after observing Singh 
he believed life would be in 
danger if he continued to drive.
After taking breath samples 
and serving a notice to appear in 
court. Smith arranged for a taxi 
to take Singh to a friend’s 
home.
Smith told the court he .saw 
that Singh left in the taxi, but 
added: “the taxi driver returned 
and said he (Singh) insisted on 
getting out on the highway.”
When Smith returned to Mt. 
Newton Cross Rd. the truck was 
gone he said. He found it park­
ed and locked, w'ith the curtains 
to the sleeper drawn, at Keating
Cross Rd, He told the court the 
truck was gone by 7:15 a.m. Ju­
ly H*
Defense lawyer Moe Sihota 
appealed to Collins that Singh 
was the only breadwinner and 
ran the family trucking business 
since his father became il- 
1. Noting that Singh had two 
previous impaired convictions, 
in 1980 and 1981 in Washington 
State, Crown counsel Derek 
Lister.sought the conviction.
Collins told Singh, “perhaps 
your family should have been 
concerned about your drinking 
problem. ,It’s clear to me you 
have a drinking problem.”
He added he will advise that 
Singh’s driver’s licence be held 
until he has a medical certificate 
proving he has overcome his 
alcoholism.
“It is plainly stupid what you 
did, you should never be allow­
ed to drive a semi-trailer unless 
you show a medical certificate 
that you do not consume 
alcohol at all.”
Also charged with impaired 
driving Nov. 5 and fined $400 
on a first offence was Douglas 
Jay Walker, 26, 6821 Veeyaness 
Rd. Saanichton.
Once a Year 
Our
mriv;
A four-page handwritten plea by an 11-year-old girl asking work. vv 
the court to excuse her mother helped keep a Sidney woman Finall submitted several letters of reference from former 
outof jail Nov: 5.
: The woman received a suspended sentence in Sidney pro- the woman and her efforts to provide for her daughter . 
vincial court for writing $265 worth of baid^cheques over CroNvn Counsel Derek Lister^ called the daught^’s letter 
seven months in several local businesses.: “heart-warrnihg” ancl told Collirrs there would be “no useful
Explaining the family situation, the girl wrote:^^^^^>^^^ r ^
“I lovemy mother very much... she’s not just my mom. Lister cailled for a suspended sentence and restitution to the 
she’s my best friend. merchants.
He told the court she had served 10 days in 1982 on siihilar 
do. My mom didn’t mean to hurt anyone. charges, but had made full restitution.
“She’s all I’ve got and I don’t want to lose her.” Collins was firm in handing out sentence and told the
The woman’s lawyer, Alice Finall, told Judge Darrall Col- woman: 
lins her client had suffered a number of “persona! tragedies”. “You may have a propensity towards this type of conduct.
“She lost all family support because of a mixed marriage If it happens again, you will be incarcerated and perhaps for a ;
and has been separated from her husband for five years.” lengthy period of time.”
Last January the mother and daughter lost all their belong- The suspended sentence carried with it two years on proba- 
ings in an uninsured apartment fire. Five months later she was tion and an order to make full restitution and receive debt and 






Fashions, books, sporting 
goods, cards & gifts, speciaity 
shops . . . finai ieasing phase 
1000 sq. ft. units in Sidney's 
newest, most attractive maii.; 
i High traffic ; Thrifity!s, Phar- 
masave now open. Prime;, 
location: ampie parking. :
-'look:"'now:-/:.
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North Saanich council is ex- Tegal”’ plans to construct a lownhouse
pected to reverse bylaw amend-said all materials have; devdopment; on 75 acres of his
trients giving the Aylard been filed and the hearing was Wain Rd. property whiclv he,
development; proposal the go expected to begin yesterday, and themajority of the ifofmer
ahead, if the Supreme Court of Deci lO in B.C; Supreme Court. council, believe is not arable. :
B:C. does not quash them first. North Saanich council mct The Agricultural Land Com- 
‘T helicve the will of closed doors with their mission hasi ruled the properly is
council is to revcfse ihc (Oct. : lawyer Dec. 4, and Harrop said ^ not arable but has not excluded
28) decision,” Mayor Lloyd hecbtild not deyulgc the epnyer- it from the ALR,
Harrop told the Review. sation as it could affect the case. The Aylard Development
The ' bylaws (487, 488, 489)^^^^^^;^^^ proposal has divlded the com-
are being challenged by Tatlow that because the results of munity and councils for more
FRENCH RES rAURAHT
n 190 Chalet Road, Sidney, B.C, 656-3541 656-2601
Rd. resident Geraldine Kok-
kelink.
(  government soil and arability than five yearsy
be available un- ■' '
Her lawyer David Adams is til early spring, “it is not sensi- 
seeking “to qua.sh the bylaws blc to make decisions until 
amending the community plan then.”^
because tltcy are invalid and il- Land owner George Aylard
pricedTindbr
BREAKTHROUGH
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f-lto Easily Undor 
Cabinets or Uso in tho 
Motorhotne' .. . tw «is
SPECIAL 




Reg. $50 to $60
GENUINE REDUCTIONS 
ON THESE SHOES WITH 
BEAUTIFUL FIT
aiAUTV — quality *’«• YALUB Where oluo but,,.
QJSEANDMURNm
2513 Braron Avenue, Sidney, MOM.-Sat. 0 AM to 6 PM 6564724;
SALE STARTS 
I MONDAY, DEC. 91
In the group are sizes 5 to 10 
collectively. Assorted styles, 
colours and heel heights.
ANITA
Black, Grey, Taupe or Brown 
i smooth leather.
GOMBO
Black, Taupe smooth leather,
sorority;
I Grey; smooth iMth^:
SAUCY





Black viilth Gray trim. Brown 
with Tan trim. Navy with Red 
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We’re pleased to offer our congratulations to the federal 
government for their decision to impose harsher penalties on 
drinking drivers.
Education programs designed to inform these drivers that 
tippling and travelling are a poor mix have, at best, been less 
than useful. Stronger measures were needed.
The only lasting way to make sure that drunks on the road 
are unacceptable is to hit them hard and then harder.
We must take from these potential killers their money, 
their licences, their vehicles and their freedom.
Tax Grab a Giggle
When ta.x gathering and politics are mixed together, the 
result is not common sense. What you get is a giggle.
Last w'eek’s announcement by Finance Minister Michael 
Wilson that rich Canadians will have to pay a minimum tax, 
and file two tax returns to make sure they do, is the funniest 
thing to happen since his prime minister promised over a year
to a
manageable level.
The Conservatives will never net the millions they hope to 
get by implementing this latest twist in Canada’s tax maze.
In the first place the costs of administering the two-tax- 
return system will be far greater than budgeted if indeed a 
budget has been set. Additional personnel and machinery will 
be installed in Ottawa, and you have to believe this will take a 
chunk out Of anjtextra collections.^ ^ ;
Tax lawyers and accountants and their staffs will increase 
their incomes working out loopholes for others — and they’ll 
takeadvantage of them top.
We’ll bet even highly paid politicians and bureaucrats will 
■ figure a way around the new tax but we’re not sure if that’s 
funny or not.
We also expect more investrrient capital to move from 
Canada to sandy-beached tax havens in the south. Why keep 
money in this country. It’s just taken away?
When politicians devise new tax laws it’s tough to know 
whether to giggle or gag.
In Secrets We Trust
Sidney council’s casual decision to entertain a, secret 
meeting with the proponents of a major marina development 
on town-owned property is suspect.
In response to the request for an in-camera meeting by the 
developer, the town’s new mayor suggested such a meeting 
would not eliminate public input. But such a development is 
of public interest and attempts to'talkl^ecretly will not make 
such a project any more palatable.
The open and up front approach, where the parties making 
; the pitch have nothing to hide, is usually the way to win con-
There must be many people/i 
;as confused:as I am about just^^”
verts.
There appears to be no strong; cas in-camera 
meeting. And within the rules of the municipal game, there 
, appears to be little legal justification for the meeting cither.
The new council is off to a good start putting developer’s 
interests above piublic interest.
Hut congrats anyway to I'eiicia’.s Mai ly Bailey and her ihree- 
weck-old grandaughier.
tough to tell who’s who when they insist on staying up-
The gymnast in conioi lions in last week’s Review story is Nicplle 
Vinette, hot Danielle Nclles as repoiiecl.
Sorry ladies,
, Mr. Mike is married now,
Jack and Linda were married No\', .^0 and are spending 
, the next little while skiing or wluiiever at Lake Louise in BaniL 
; Jack is the local Mrt Mike’s rcstatn'aiTt o\vncr/nianagci;:i'
Winners of the various door prizes at the Nov, .30, I’CA
Charnbers won Betty Fiilian’s pottery, .loanne I hompson 
iwon the Carrington Wyatt Tea Room gift eertifieate.
The Clipper Inn gift certificate went to Gaye ITasci-Biscue and 
.the mandarin,s from Sidney I'oods wore lakcn homo by Jrise Taller- 
ton.
; Pat Mason won the Joati Brideau jewelry; Ardniore Golf arid 
I-'ilness Club passeswcnl to Iw Liotusori. C. Kmidsen, T. Hack and 
’1„ Wardic. Ingrid Miller won the Chrisinias puzzle.
1 Petite Cuisine^ two meals will he enjoyed by Jessica Johnson, 
,;Veltna Hawkings will pl^y with theTldsanitaMassie doll, and the 
'Christmafp^tree;" from; ’A(lera'''Nirrscijcs;; will; he" :KcrMip:d;iw;j-’eggy:
lV|iiche|Ts first .efforts as the; newest 
; .iiiember of the Review editorial tcain, a inaih iaublcin obyiuiisly
■ « . ' ■ *11 i I .1' . ■ l"; : .-'in ' ' t" ■. ' » I ■; ^gof'titc better of him, Central Saaidch will be paying nearly 2w
times more for Its insurance this year, That works otit to about a
‘■"""'''"d25'pcf"ccht incircasci:npt’;?25pcr'Pcnri'i4 rcnoricifkitU'WecH;':,
.■.nv- '■oi' ;:'l.cttcrslb'ihe^'edit or’;must; .'be'signed ,'■ conta 
wrltcr*8 address and a telephone number wh 
;‘she.can" bC'reached." Letters' khbuld' riot, exceed.
legality Or taste;
gwhat the Indians in British GoL 
; urnbia: actually want. On the 
i other hand there aremany peo- 
!■ pie likemyself who are extreme­
ly interested in helping our In­
dian friends improve tlVeir 
status of living here bn the west
pleas fronv many 
sources to let the Indians fish 
; certain areas rather than let a 
inarina be built, I have to admit 
that I’ve vihy rarely, iii all the 
years I have been oiv the water, 
ever seen an Indian fishing 
anywhere around the Saanich 
; peninsula. I have seen Indians 
; fishing commercially but that V 
has always been in places fur- 
:;";ther afield,,';:..,.;;'.
As 1 watClied the Grey Cup 
being won by B.C. I liad to ad­
mire, b nee aga j n, 11 ow t h c b 1 a c k 
people of North Arnerica have 
advanced spectacularly from 
; ' the bid days of slilyery and now,
V donjinatc the cpmpeiitiyc fields; 
of football, ba.seball, basketball 
as well as the entertainmem 
ficld.s of music and the movies, I 
keep asking how can we help the 
Indians to also become spec-; 
Uteular in some of these fields or ; 
:;'!;'jn;sbme,,bdicr,..fnslnpn?.;',''.';;,V';;;;
There seems to be so little 
bu,slnc.ss activity on tho part of 
our Indian residents that ! 
wonder if they aeinnlly wish to 
become part of the 2dth century 
or return to the days when they 
; lived exclusively from ihe pro- 
; ducts of forest aiid str^ 
wonder htwy we can help them; 
so that they top can form their 
own companies and businesses 
completely devoid of supervison 
by non-Indians.
When I observe some of the 
beautiful land which is owned 
’ exclusively by Indian bands on 
Vaiicbtiver Island, I have to ask 
why they don’t lease some of 
that unused property just as ihc 
1 ndians do in Paint Springs, so 
; ithnt bd’‘?r ^
houses and thus create a large 
: financial return for many 
generations of Indians in This 
■''■■‘'province.''^"''
y This way they will be remov- 
':..'.\cd, froiiL'the stigma.'oLGovefriv 
iiteiu grants and be able to hold 
3^ their licads hlgliTts financially 
Indcpcndcni people
must be ah Indian; Chief who 5 
can 'give the readers rhe answer 
to these preplexing problems 
which puzzle me and I’m sure 
many other people here in 
beautiful British; Columbia, a 
province which was created and ; 
has been developed by people 
from rhahy parts of the world.
■'."..■'TBilLGray-^.:
2040 White Birch Rd.
Prejudiced.
In response to the editorial in 
the Review, Nov, 13. 1985,
I didn’t like the article you 
vvrotc. I would also like to know 
why you did nol sign your name 
a11he end of y0u r cp! u m n. Arc 
you prejudiced against the In­
dians? It sure sounded I i ke i t in 
your article. ’
I think you should have kept 
your feelings to yourself about 
the Indians. 1 hope you get 




J » # i-i ■* Iv' -v >.kit J. ^ t i * «• I -»■
'Africa 'revimted':
South Africa’s concept of 
racial apartheid is seen by most 
Canadians as racist in the ex­
treme, Dividing people along 
Historic anti ethnic lines is eon*; 
trary to our demoerntic way of
; But tvhal do we have in B,C; 
now? Native land claims and 
^ the adypiiacy' of’'aboriginal tir;
! tic’’;: Large areas .of Ulie pro­
vince; an ethnicTninofity says, 
;shpuUl be reserved for Indians; 
only. Knuckle; under inid we’lf 
have a; South Afi'ica of the 
north -“ Vast land areas feserv-; 
ed for Indians only and otherV 
for fiOn-ItKliansbnly.
The idea of “aboriginal title” 
has a first-come, first-served 
,, ,rihg;;’iprh.'. Where'Vlues, .’it,:,leave;. 
laie-<!onjersi recent immigrants 
for example? Will the latter 
:'(and most ;;|»f.''.".usin;.■;varying; 
degrees) be second-class citizens 
; in a larid in Whjeh a^b 
, lie jssaerosanct?
Recently an all-pafty cPinmitV 
tee puhiished a document in Ot­
tawa entitled ‘‘l-pnality for 
All”'.''Qur elected ■Mil*.'s,,Con- 
■';;,,servativc,'; J..iberal ■".’and; 'NDP,; 
urged that fPmorro'w’s im- 
rnigrants have all ilig rigltls of a 
;Canaditin cHi.zcn’as:;!'P0n as.lHc'y'
This view is diametrically op­
posed to the concept of 
“aboriginal title’’. The timing 
of one’s arrival in Gahada niat- ] 
;ters,'pT it ;dPesn’t matter. If it ; 
;dpesi how Can we divide up; the 
claims of those vi/hose ancestors 
all live abroad or whose 
forefathers; immigrated to 
North America 10,000 years 
ago?:';;,;AT‘';.s',;.^^;;',;:.
Some writers, environmen­
talists and multi-cultists back 
B.C. Indian land claims, But 
they; ihaven’t thought things 
through.Mow would they rate 
the claims of Indians of mixed 
ancestry as opposed to tlic, few 
pure-blooded Indians among 
us; and of the claims of people 
with some aboriginal blood in 
their veins as opposed to Gana- 
■ dians of Fniropcah and southern 
Asiatic' descent? Is; there a 
Solomon among us? 1 doubt it. 
And Soloinon’s task was simple 
compared to the comindnim 
posed by the race rigluisis 
; among'lis.'
And what about principle? 
Our Constitution says that
Further, and very important-^^^ -^ 
>ly,'since we lived; in THe;;Sidney 
area for well over 20 years, we 
left behind us many excellent 
friends and sp I Hope you will ; 
printi tHis, letter so that all our ;; 
friends , in; the > area, of; Sidney, ; 
North Saanich and Saanichton; 
will know that; our; Christmas 
greetings included each one of; 
.■them'.:,//'';;/;':.
Inflation is so terrific here ; 
that the cost of sending in- ; 
dividual cards to all those 
friends is now prohibitive.
::1 have no doubt tliat the cir- ; 
ciilation of The Review is so 
‘ great that dozens of our good 
friends as well as yourSclyes will 
read these good wishes ; and 




C a It a d i n n s Tivu s I not
discriminate on the ; basis of 
aitccsify, race, colour, cul l arc, 
etc. Indian land claims, if 
V rccpgnizetb; foice discrimina- 
t,i,on,;;pTa.:iv'Hib,:’wH,i,vh’;J,sTbiVigit'; 
/ to Ganiulii; a iiatibii j»y \vHich 





■; Many thanks (p iSaapichjbn 
nnmicipailties, Gary Rodgers
; and crew; for ;;tlie : ircniendo 
j oh t hey ha ve d one c) ea ri ivg t he 
road.s dining our rccord .snow-
/.■.'fall, ;■:/.;.../
, „ Hope you arc iipw enjoying a 
well earned rest fellows, /
'V'''';''''The Lftvlhgtbns
The Christmas season is upoti 
us, heralded by a snowfall of 
unscasbnn! proportions, 11;is an ; 
exciting, optonvisiic tinie of year 
when one acknowledges ihcii; ; 
loved ones, friends and ac­
quaintances with a gift ibf love \ 
or appreeiuiion.
''';;;;.;d'’'lcase';;;;T(bhcmber,'''/,'T,o:';/'slibp;
locally. All dbwiitbw'ii rner- 
';/'chaiif s;.;/'Vgrbc'cry'S;:st'pres’v;.bbid '3 
res la ura n is ;;a re,,'rea cly,’: '\y i 11 i n’g;, 
and pleased to .serve ycni.
They are creating employ­
ment, paying rent iind taxes a;> 
good cnmmuaiiy dti.'.cns. .Save 
gas dolIar.S:ahd (aijoythe friend­
ly helpful service at cpiripciilive; 
prices,
Supimrt your ittwn by sup- 




::»mcc my wile and I tnoved to 
;''’;;N,eW''':Zcttland' 'bver'/'fp'u'rt'years., 
ago to he near our fahtily, f 
bah’t be stire that 'The Fdilor’ is 
the otic whilh whom I vvas 
'';;;Tricnd's’ariiiai; time,';
However the purpose of this 
letfef is' Ip offer ybii arid yoiir 
.staff,':;, all ’,/;'goo'd..,; :".w'isites';' for;
; :„/. ./'To"' ';;ihe:;''., Sidney.., .Volunlcei;^
,;';JTrTncny;;;wT,,’d'',!i'ki;;''ib'’ii'ikcrt!b-‘.'
' pppbiiunity to conycy o»if 
sincere thtiuks to those tnen Avlio 
Cfirc enbngh Ib dombb their time
and effort to help people in 
-’/digress.'
wp; Hat|'; 'tj ;'Ciiipme>' :'fjrc ;.lMsi! 
';' ;'ivcek’"'arid '’'wjthuut';thcli;' effort
.:''.;:'';bur'.;; Hoine;;;'vvbii1d/;have'/ been'." a ,'■ 
.','■; complete loss'/"'""
.;;.;■/■■ Thankv again/.frotiva;'Rimily'■ 
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White road winds its way to farm.
By BRIAN MITCHELL
Review Staff Writer 
The integrity of the country 
lane and rural road are as much 
guarded as a man’s castle.
Their rustic charm may be an 
impediment to progress, but 
such pathways are cherished by 
their guardians.
When Central Saanich an­
nounced an ambitious road 
plan, it was clear there would be 
detractors. A case in point is 
Hovey Road which is bisected 
by a ravine. It was destined to 
become a throughway but resi­
dent protest stopped the public 
works endeavor.
The Hovey Road connection 
would have increased traffic 
which most people don’t want. 
It also would have shortened the 
emergency response time for 
fire trucks and ambulances but 
residents were willing to take 
their chances with the existing 
routes.
White Road is also a cherish­
ed local road. It was carved 
through the trees 16 years ago 
by Tony Yonge. He put the 
curves in the one-lane drive in 
keeping with the neighborhood 
flavor. It is known to joggers 
and cyclists v.'ho use nearby 
pathways and Centennial Park.
Although it is of little conse­
quence to most folks it is in­
tegral to the Yonge property off 
Tomlinson Road.
The trees on both sides and 
the hedge further down the road 
are windbreaks for three rural 
acreages. The Yonge’s have 500 
apple trees and livestock which 
makes it important to have 
cover.
The acreage is bordered by 
the Cumberland Farm on one 
side, and its expanse can whip 
up the winds.
White Road is a legal entity 
but in its current condition, is 
unacceptable. It’s curves en­
croach on private property and 
widening and staightening by 
Central Saanich public works 
crews would mean the removal 
of the trees and hedge.
Tony Yonge says the 
municipality has been great in 
dealing with the road problems. 
A right-of-way on Cumberland 
Farm could straighten out part 
of the mess. But it is obvious the 
area is changing and White 
Road is just one of the victims.
A strong lobby is mounting to 
move the fairgrounds to 
Cumberland Farm; there could 
be pressure again to push Hovey 
Road through; and it appears 
White Road is destined to 
become two-lane blacktop.
The rustic bridge on Hovey 
Road is already lost to progress.
For the Yonge family, the ex­
isting buffer of trees along 
White Road could soon become 
necessary for peace and quiet if 
the fairground move occurs.
: /
VICTORIA —- Labor Minister Terry Segarty and the 
NDP’s Bob Williarns recently locked horns in the legislature 
over the alleged discrimination against the southeast coal : 
fields in favor of northeast coah ^ T
It’s a topic that keeps coming up. The opposition claims 
that norhteast coal production is all but wiping out southeast 
coal, and there seems to be some justificatibh for the claim j 
because there have heeri problems recently iif the; southeast'^ ; 
coalfields.
A
'j ' vC' V '
'h. ---------
I <
At BCRIC’s southeast Coal mine, for instahee, 190 workers 
lost their jobs recently, and Fording Goal had to cut back pro­
duction.
Rising to the occasion, Williams asked Segarty during ques­
tion period whether there was any plan to establish a balancer
Modern pulp and paper millshchieye a far greater degree of; 
efficiency with far fewer people than the dinosaurs of days 
past. The coal industry is ho different.
In West ■ Germany’s Ruhr Valley, one of the world’s 
foremost coal production areas, tens of thousands of miners 
arC: but bf work, despite record production figures^, If 
anything, B.Cr. has beenmqre successful than many other: 
CQuritriesdri keeping tb a minimurn; the displacement of-the^^ j 
coal mining work force as a result of iechnolgical change.
The luddites would have us stay with the “old and proven” 
technology to preserve jobs, a noble but essentially suicidal 
plan. To remain competitive in the world market, no country 
can afford to reject modern technology. An industry that 
would stay with antiquated equipment to avoid a reduction in 
the work force would not be able to .survivci.
To blame the government for the effects of technological 
change is as useless as it is wrong. And to blame northeast 
coal for layoffs in the southeast coal fields is also wrong. 
More than 2,000 people work; in the northeast ^coa! fields.
coal had:never been established.
T'he Japanese steel industry wantedn diversification;of its 
coal suppl A A hey didn’t just want more coal. Offering them 
an increased supply from the southeast wouldn’t have done 
the trick. If B.C: hadn’t developed northeast coal, the
;i:'f
but wouldn’t say what was discussed. When Williams Con­
tinued pressing, Segarty said there was more coal moving out 
of southeastern British Columbia than ever before. Tlic pro­
blem, he added, was that it was done with fewer people.
When Williams still wouldn’t let go, Segarty got mad. 
While northeast coal was being devcloi^ed, he said, two new 
mines were also bpened'in the southcasi. Who thc dcvil was 
Williams to tell southeast miners they can’t compclc with 
miners elsewhere in B.C. He, for one;; had complete con­
fidence in the ability of southeast miners.
It was good political rlietoi ic, on both sides, but all tlic 
postering vvon’t make the problem go away. There have, in­
deed, been layobfs in the southeast, and produclion' has, in­
deed, been cut back. But the reason is hardly political.
The real problem is modern technology, the technological 
revolution. We’re in a transition which makes the industrial 
revolution pale by comparison.
a few people in;white eqats. The rest is done by computers.
We’re also not going to increase net employment in the coal 
mining industry by performing some balancing act between 
production in the northeast and the southeast. The only way 
B.C. will be able to lower its double-digit unemployment is to 
develop a sound manufacturing and service industry base. “ 
if this and past B.C. governments arc to be blamed for
anything, it’s the failure to take steps long ago that vvould 
lessen our dependence bh primary iiidustry, British Colum­
bia’s abundance of natural resources served us tod well in the 
past. It was all loo easy and tempting for governments to rely 
almost exclusivelybn the sale of bur resources. “
When the recession hit, demand for our resources dwindl­
ed, and we were in trouble. Wc’rc still in trouble, and vve 
won’t get out of it until we can diversify our revenue base.
And even though norihcnsi coal is yet anoihcr sourcc of jn- 
coine based,on primary industry, il is providjiig badly needed 
jobs, for the people and revenuc for thc govcrnmcni.;Bad- 
mouthing it .serves no purpose.
,r.
OPEN FOR DINNER
FrOSn 5 p.m. Dsily (except Monday)
SUNDAY BRUNCH
2328Harbour Road
Sidney; B.C. FOR RESERVATIONS
Come in out of 
the cold & register 
for good time leisure 
programs!
Winter Program Registration commences: 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 14
at 9 a.m.
(and continues until programs begin)
PANORAMA 
LEISURE CENTRE
18S5 Forest Pork Driwe Sldnes;, B.C.
In ice and snow, w'c were on the streets when you
Dedicated drivers, transit supervisors and mechanics
snow and cold.
We run in wind, rain and sunshine too.
Take the bus in foul weather and fair.
For
keep up the bus habit.
If you liave any questions on routes, times ; 




At this lime of year while ciirpls rhig out my rnothersftyjJ little boys who gel up to sec 
the sounds of .Peace on ,Earth, Good Will to Santa will never ever be called upon agaiii; 
'Men and tlic cash registers chime their merry avarice wins so I do jtoi see Simla, Inil for 
tuncs antf thc animnls slaPghtcf iiinoccnt Vic- many days my little blabk dbg i; casts 
tims in theif pttTsuilvOf jerrorisni, Nylmteyer suspicious eyektipon my Dad who nlsb Shuns 
that i.s, and young men die in places named the footstool.
Afglianislaiviuid JhilcVdhdaiul Lebanon, we Tlte big wheel of Tlirie turns and the ycary 
old-tintcrs are wont : to look back over 60 pass nnc| in 1939 I am 15 years old and 1 am 
years and perhaps rementber some of tlic “ called upon to be Saitta as rnnny of oilr 
■good ChrisimasesT*ast,“
r am si,x years old and the sotind bf f OPINION’ I 
Acrecchiiigrunners,:,can/be.heard. fop many;■;“';■. Z'/ ^■■:;;;
miles across the prairies of southern Siiskai- nuvirrHii
chewan; the Dirty Thirties areupoii ns and ' ;
poorold Santa will make only .sporadic calls, young men have gone to wear a different 
for we arc poor, but we eld not really realize uniform, ttnd the Santa suit has been design- 
this, as we are all iit thesame boah ' cd for a six-footer and i fill the bill. I f pdio-
, ' But. tnidition calls fop a snack la be jcfi lio and 1 capep off ilie stage and p ip pyci a, 
i duf for Santo as he niakcs his frozen voyage rug lind poor old Santa lies uriconsaous, 
across the prairies; cocoa; says nty ntothcr, -haying struck ihe’doof-post directly betweei) 
■'but .she !|V ovi(;’'votcd'dy; my'fnifherT'vfilyAvine'- ''the' pye«;: and 'for' some ,5(range;ffa<:bn "n;;; IS-' 
must bo left out, lie says, for the poor did“ycaiyoUiVrnrin boy/;
Sain t must/ ho ve sbiiieihiiig/ to \vurm I t is sliiners for some weeks, ho-ho-ho. 
blood, 'The big Wheel (urns again and I bectmic
So a bottle of the finest Catawba is left fur ' 16 years old and tun off to Edinbntan tvheic 
Santa and of course he found It, for thcMic a little bit about my age and become 19 
night is punctuated by the sound of rt and beebme a soldier; l am sent to Nanaimo 
cl-ashing fddtsiool and the shrill yelps of my on Vlincouvcr Island and on Chriiitmns Day 
little black dol and the corks of Santa; ! 1940 I come down with a dreadful dikase 
shrink in deliKlited terror in my little bed and which truly befits a 16 (I9)-yenr*oId
Defender of the 1-aiih -- measles!
Cliristnias.Day 1941 j/ain in f^eben, Ndya; 
Scotia, itavdng : passed . through m 
Canal'Gunfd ofiNiagnra Falls; dhtarib, and 
: I liaye met Thc/Ciirl/aiid want fb phbtie lier 
/ and;tlic billy lelcpbbhc available Is in,tiie Ofr 
/ fleers’ IVless; and I am jnSuHcd by a young 
Lieutcnatit v-Iro says fbe phbtfe should not be 
imnde available to confmon soldiers like ine 
- and today he lies in a grave in France; ho*ho* 
Ikk^'//;i:' /''''/"■/,''/;i' ./':'/'/
On Christmas Ddy 1942 1 stagger down a 
.street in Windsor, Hngland, and .salute a 
lamp-post because it looks like a^lGuard's 
/ lieutenant; I ■ ineei three lonely American 
soldiers and take tlicm home for phristipas 
; dinner to my shocked British sistcrrin-luw, 
Cluismias Day 1944 finds lac hpiiie again 
in Canada; I have limped off; the hospital 
ship and found the Girl and niarried her; the 
slindes nf rriy flearl frlenrK' gathi’r arnnnd me
Jake anti the ofh er s. bu t ^ha 11 ire hel ly weep- 
'./'higwillnoi bringdjc(n/back,..,V/V/V,;,V;/'V;,v//'/;.':
So we will lemeinbep ihein, not just; on 
“November/ 1 lih, but bn th 
Christmases; these yomrg men gave their 
Jlyes so that you nnd Imighl/live burs in the 
'■'/kny. we,are accustomed,'to' do.;'Anrf/'as;Tiny 
..'■/T'lmsnid! God bless Us every one!"■■/"';/;"■
; WATCH FOR OUR DAILY LUNCHEON
BEACON PLAZA MALL » ”oT.«'. MO pm
SIDNEY F,I.»S«.
658*4822 , 8:00 «fu - fftOO pm
■■■'!/■ / :
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\After 10 years
remams
! Ten years^ ago today, Bill 
\ Bennett swept his Social Credit 
\ Party to victory. On the eve of 
< the anniversary, Hubert Beyer 
I obtained an exclusive interview 
with the premier.
I BEYER: Dec. 11 marks the 10th 
I anniversary of the day you were 
I elected premier. I want you to 
{go back 10 years and tell me
what went through your mind
1 on the morning of the election.
when it had finally come down
I to the wire.
1 BENNETT: What went through 
I* my mind?
[ BEYER: What went through 
your mind.
BENNETT: I was confident. I 
thought we were going to win. I 
.was looking forward to seeing 
who of the team was going to be 
there. A lot of people I knew as 
candidates, but they were brand 
new politicians. The party had 
grown from a few thousand to a 
hundred thousand in the two 
years we were rebuilding, and 
this attracted new members, 
new voters and, of course, new 
candidates, and really, it was a 
matter of waiting to see who 
was going to be there.
BEYER: But, you were ab- 
sol^
BENNETT: I’ve always been 
confident. I’ve always, in every 
election, that one and the two 
since, I’ve always been confi­
dent, although ...
BEYER: Not cocky, j ust confi-- 
dent?
BENNETT: Just confident that 
; our programs are right, that our 
Jjolicies are right,^^ a^ 
have great respect for the voters 
of B.C. Fortunately, the voters 
have expressed confidence, then 
as now, and the press has 
always been wrong.
BEYER i Excep tme
Bennett is reluctant to look back on the past 10 years, prefer­
ring instead to talk of good things ahead.
be biased, or would be seen to 
be that way. I look back on our 
10 years as a time in which I’ve 
seen our government mature, 
both collectively and as in­
dividuals; I’ve noticed great 
growth amongst our members 
in their own personal develop­
ment, and that has reflected on 
the gpyer rimen t.: ^
BEYER: You wouldn’t chicken 
out on me if I asked you to 
assess the media?
BENNETTts I .woulcin’t call it
challenges. I mean you can 
disagree with policy. That’s fair 
because that’s what public life is 
all about. You can disagree with 
decisions taken when you only 
have so many options on how j 
you’re going to meet a challenge 
or a problem that faces you; I 
think the one thing I’m pro­
udest of is that we’ve never been 
afraid to make decisions. We’ve 
never^ run away from a decison 
that; in the { short term; may 
have been politically {unpopular
gives us a chance in a lifetime to 
see the countries of the world at 
a time when international rela­
tions, the need for international 
trade, is very apparent to every 
British Columbian. They also 
see that the world is coming 
closer together. We’ll have the 
world at our doorstep, and I 
think it’s significant that here in 
Vancouver, in B.C., you’ll have 
the nations of the world, some 
of them for the first time on the 
same site — the USSR, the 
USA, the People’s Republic of 
China, the Republic of Cuba. 
They’ve never been together on 
the same site in North America. 
It’s significant. The number of 
countries is increasing as they 
want to take part in what. . . 
BEYER: What is the number 
now?
BENNETT: They’re talking 
about 47 now. This could be the 
most successful exposition held 
in North America since Mon­
treal. It could be the most suc­
cessful special-category exposi­
tion ever held in the number of 
counties present. People don’t 
realize that. We’re setting some 
firsts. It is the first fair to have 
an exhibit a year in advance, the 
preview centre, the dome. And 
you know, 600,000 people paid 
to go through it. We have pre­
sold visits. Almost six million 
tickets are already sold. The 
money’s in the bank. The 
budget for the fair is based on 
13.7 million visits. Well, you’ve 
got to know that with that, I 
mean for ^budget proposes, 
we’re 40-some-odd per cent 
there, and this element of the 
market is just really getting go­
ing in the U.S. and in Eastern 
Cantida. So I feel very good 
about it. 1 think it’s going to be 
a success. But it’s the program 
{ after Expo that is the important
business programs. What 
you’ve got to realize is Expo is a 
theme fair, a tranportation and 
communications fair. All right, 
that’s the technologies of the 
future, they’re already develop­
ing the future. We have already 
invited 32,000 business people, 
investors, people who will buy 
our products, people who 
would be interested in the 
development of new 
technology, firms, to come to 
the fair. We’ll take them around 
the province, show them what 
we have, make them aware of 
B.C. That’s a major program, 
something that hasn’t been 
done in a world’s fair before.
: ^Wroteetmmism 
leads to loss 
of jobs^ declining 
economy
BEYER: Mr. Premier, you were 
in Seattle recently, speaking to a 
group about the threat of pro­
tectionist legislation in the U.S., 
which might severly hurt our 
lumber industry. How worried 
are you and how confident are 
you that we’ll be able to stave of 
protectionist legislation? 
BENNETT: Well, first of all, 
I’ve been doing — not just 
recently, but since it started — 
everything I can to deal with 
those who are proposing the 
legislation, and also.with groups 
down there who recognize the 
deterimental effects it would 
have on their economy, as well 
as our trading relationship. We 
know that protectionism leads 
to loss of: jobs, a declining 
economy, and that a more open 
market leads to niore jobs, 
more investment arid a larger
all;
tionism. You’re asking how 
confident I am. Well, how con­
fident can you be when you’r^ 
dealing with politicians? We’r^j 
dealing with people whose 
political careers are on the line 
in 1986, in the Congressional 
elections. They represent consti­
tuencies that have difficulty. 
Protectionist legislation is a 
grab bag of protectionism that 
really isn’t in the main thrust 
aimed at Canada at all. It’s aim­
ed at Mexico, at South 
America, and it ties the lumber 
issue into it. But I’m confident 
that we have the support of the 
administration. The president 
and our prime minister have 
committed themselves not to 
pursue protectionism, but a 
more open market which, I 
believe, will prove to be the 
thrust of our two countries, a 
more open market, a more 
secure investment climate, more 
stability and, therefore, a better 
opportunity for jobs on both 
sides of the border. For B.C. 
that’s very important. It gives 
us opportunities we don’t have 
now. I’m confident, but you’ve 
got politicians here in Canada 
who are against open trade. 
They play politics with issues. 
You’ve got to know that takes 
place on the other side of the 
border as well So, don’t ask me 
to predict. I’m constantly sur­
prised by the politicians in 
Canada.
BEYER: There are some signs 
of recovery in the mining in­
dustry. Some miries have been 
reopened as the result of 
government legislation. There 
are still cries about the water 
rental fees, however. Any 
chance that they will be 
lowered?r,;';,:;,'
BENNETT: I think that the 
{ people : who say that don’t 
understand. We have made
'•.•en
BENNETT: Except you chickening out. Assessing the but was the right thing to do for part. It is a catalyst. We’re go- economy and benefits for
the long-term benefit of the ing to have a major growth in When I was in Seattle, I was hydro an instrument. The mines
of the opposition, but political- conscience. What it reports, the people of the province. tourism and the hospitality in- speaking to one of the groups, a you say that are reopening, are
ly you where still a bit of a way it reports it, and how fairly BEYER: If I may move to some dustry coming out of Expo, national group, the Lumber opening because of electrical
greenhorn. it. . . more current matters, the Tourism is the largest employ- Dealers and Building Supply discounts. Why haven’t they
BENNETT: Absolutely-- BEYER::Do you think you have quarterly financial report came- nient generator. It is a people ; Association,; people who sup- (mines complaining about water
BEYER: Looking back, how have been fairly treated, on the out a week ago. It shows that industry. And then you have the port r -our:
difficult was the "learning pro- whole, by the media? the deficit is higher than an- '
cess? BENNETT: I personally have a ticipated. Do you foresee any ;
BENNETT: More difficult than good relationship, if you’re us- problems there when it comes to --------------- -
sup­
position on protec- Goritimied on Page 7^
I’d ever imagined. The two ing that in a general term. Ob- the final
years I spent in opposition were viously, as with any group of BENNEFT: No, I think it
the iridsL time of my people, I would have varying underscores the necessity of
life, second only to the first opinions if an individual is un- what we had to do in the face of
three years in government, professional. But by and large, an international recession that
which were the toughest I’ve I’ve got a very good personal affected resource-based
sbent. I went horrie every night/ relationship (with reporters). I economies which are subject to;
with books and books of brief- hke them. world pricing and demand, as j
ingmaterial on every ministry in BEY’ER: Over the 10 years, can we are in B.C. We have to get
the goverrimeht, every policy, yort point to any one thing that pur costs in line, and I think
every program; federal- you’re particularly proud of now people will be asking the
provincial relatibns; interna- having achieved? Not you per- question, if they hadn’t made
tibrial relatlons,/lt was tough; I {Sonally, but as the leader of the those decisions, where would
I f think I had, in fact, I know I PUi’iy that is in goyernment? that deficit be? How much
had a headache for two bur would the debt be? I can tell you
BEYER: So, being leader of the j Koyernment vve kept several it would not only be more than
bppositibn is not rbally in itself conimitments that were fun- r double, it would be probably
a preparation tb become ^hmental to bur party. I guess triple or quadruple. We’ve coii-
premier, biggest thing we’ve done;' in tained it. The deficit is actually
BENNETT: No^ it’s a political my view, is to bring in the long- very close to what the finance
preparation. Really, I was lear- ^^crm care program. It is the minister had projected, but one
niiig the political process. I was finc.st in the world. It is a B.C.
building the party. Yes, we were iu't'utivc. It’s been studied in-
advancing policy because -we icrnatibnally, Today, our
. had a lot of policy development f l’^hiors probably have the finest
;''';;SCtninnrs,;j:{.withitV;;:?
/ amongst the new people, but ^^THcve
that still doesn’t count in 
government. There was no way 
of utilizing the best abilitic.s 
within the bureaucraccy to 
develop policies and programs. 
There was no commiitee syMein 
of cabinet. There was no highly 
skilled learn of public servants 
that would work for. that com-
reason it is somewhat higher 
than anticipated is the $100 
million-plus forest fire bill. The 
other thing, which is part of our 
strategy, is the complefion of 
major highway projcels / that 
must be completed to help the
no
■gpverhntenl
care/in the world;: 1 think: it 
uridcr^fCoreS: our ebrnniW^^^ 
{{rniltee{{apd';;niake{{surc./ihat/fWu/;;/Thc,{seriiprS'in{:B,C 
had an orderly process of sub- made their contribulion. They 
mission. The first iwo years was have gone through much 
a lime of modernizing, of br- tougher times in their lifetime
inging 11.C. into the 21st ceii- than we've experienced in the 
tiny. Is far as the ability to run /recession. They built the base of 
the gtwernmchi was Concerned. / B.Cm fhid they n^ that level of/ 
{'Gbverninent;/hn(,l;'; become/ 'so^v/care,^::^;:.;:,/'/:
sophisticated, so coinplex, ybii 
couldn’t run it.
BEYER: Looking back 10
would you rale your per­
formance as premier, and that 
of your government? 
BliNNIi'lT. 1 uouUlu’ulotlutl.
, rinVPP. Vori ivniilHrih dnilmt?
BEYER: Based on the assump­
tion that everybody i makes 
mistakes, is there something 
years, on a scale of 1 lb 10, how that yon've done in the lb years
you would do differently now?
BENNETT: I don’t need; to 
identify tile, ntistakes^ o^^^^
............. ...^govciiinicnl,,;^;] whole
■ BEYER: Y u wouldn't o that  host of ireople willing to point 
IIENNEIT: No tho.se out, and I’m nol going to
BEYFR: Would yon do It for them. HIndrighf i'- for
1 the opposition? You must everyone. Ytni can alway,s ^ , , ,
things that you would do dif- pleofihcprovinceoverwliclm-
v{BENNETriV:;No{''J/wpuidn’t'/da{:vfere(ttiy;/{wi(h{,;,the/;d)ct»cl'ii:;'{«f,.// 
mat eitlicr. looking bacK. So, obvunisly,
^‘/BRYBR:/Voii'Xvouldn'’t;;dodluu :ihere Is no';such''ll'ilng as'perfect;
'cltlicf?'/:''" '" govcrtunchl'or a""peri‘ect pefflbri."
BENNBIT: No Biit by arid large. Tin proud of
BEYER: Why not? tlie record of the government,
'"BENN'ETTh'Ob'.i'ibnslyT would;-■■■proud'- of-thc'"':'wav:; w'e' 'Taced'
Interior, to help all the com 
munlties of the province in time 
for Expo, tp{ take advantage of 
/it./yau’ll find that those/w
areasbre the reason for slightly
higheri deficit, /The tlefiiih/ ‘ 
which is contained arid stabiliz/ 
cd, something Ollier provinces'; 
haven’t been able to do, also 
reflects the first major tax cuts. 
/So wlmt Avc/ye been able to <iqls 
coritriiri the deficit and bring in 
tlic largest tax cuts lb siirmilaie 
/business /and industry, /{secure / 
jobs and offer greater incentives 
to new jobs. Tliai’s something 
that no other government has 
been able to do. I think it's a 
good example of .sound govern” 
ment planning. /
BEYER; A moment ago you 
mentioned Expo, It’s coming 
close (b the wire now. IS 
■'■'everything,■'■' as-' '■one '"of ■' your'; 
'minlsters'';Iikcs'',to'bay/'ori/tlme/ 
and on budget?
BENNETT: bnc of the things 1 
f^i good about Is that the! peby
The govrbnnu'ntH of (bnadri and British Cplurnbia have signed a
forcHi partrieraliip agroemNiC that will ficti an additional $:i()b mili^ 
invehted in intensive mnnageirientand relerestation programs lbr li.E.’s 
riutnhcr one resource. ,i| . .
This unique paHrierahip recogniMB that our {brests ore a multiply
resource, one providingpver increasing recrontional potentjal anaa sound 
and coinpct itiver barcToi/B.C.'o forcot pifpdticfajnduatry.!'
'{Expo.'-They; see 
•/:: tfe rcaMn'{ror' 11{. They/sce t h a'ld t;;{ 
/{will{";;TWvjdc,:'./{a;, {{:;$l':{.:billibn{{{{
(economic) st i miilai ion that 
goes througlioul the private sec*. 
ytor and will eventually affect 
every British Columbian/ Expo
And,Avitii this additional ft'derahproyiricial comrnitmpnt to enhancing 
our forestH arid economic potcmiial, a rob*ird 20p million seodlingB will iw
{planlwl annually by 1987- Tliroughoul IJritisli Col limhia, t)iis agreement
iiealthy pwJucUve hripre lia' a real growth induatrv,
Mon. ibm Watorland 
Ministor of Fomsts
Hon, Gorald Marrilhow, 
Ministor of SIpto/lFbrQstry)
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Editor Brian Mitchell
Publisher Reg Cowie an­
nounced this week the appoint­
ment of Brian Mitchell as editor
of the Review.
Mitchell has considerable 
knowledge in the newspaper in­
dustry and previous island ex­
perience. Most recently, Mit­
chell was editor of 
Yellowknifer, a community 
newspaper serving the capital ci­
ty of the Northwest Territories.
His three-year posting with 
Northern News Services began 
in 1982. Mitchell started as a 
senior reporter covering the 
legislature and city politics for 
both Yellowknifer and ter­
ritorial weekly, News North. He 
was editor for two years.
He is a former reporter and 
production assistant with the 
Kootenay Advertiser in Crau-
brook.
Mitchell also served as senior 
reporter on the Ladysmith- 
Chemainus Chronicle and as 
production editor for its sister 
publication the Oak Bay Star.
His daily newspaper ex­
perience includes a year spent 
on the Daily Townsman in 
Cranbrook.
He is also a former cor­
respondent for United Press 
Canada and a contributor to 
several magazines and daily 
newspapers.
Mitchell was trained in jour­
nalism at Humber College in 
Toronto and at Red River Com­
munity College in Winnipeg.
Mitchell now resides in
Sidney and will be making an 
effort to meet many people in 
the community.
Temporary editor Hugh Nash 
is leaving the Review to 
pursue a freelance writing 
career.
------- -----^____
CENTRAL SAANICH BUSINESS ASSOCIATION
j RESIDENTIAL OUTDOOR
I LIGHTING CONTEST
j Open to all residents ot Central Saanich
I hl^^R^E ............................a...... a'a a a a'a aaaaaaaaaaa
I '■ ^
I ADDRESS a a a a......................................................a a a . a a a a a a a . a a 1 a a a a............................................................
I ■ ■ ■■
I PHONE aa a. a aaa........ .............. ....NOENTRY FEE
j Complete form and depsosit at: Thought Shop, Brentwood 
Bay; Co-Op Lawn & Garden Centre, Keatinga 
TROPHY FOR BEST ENTRIES— TO BE JUDG^ DECa 15
RENEnSER...
'T/S 8ElTTeR TO GIVE THANi 
IT IS TO RECEIVE!
SO, m GIVIN{5 ALL OF 
these PRESENTS to 
MYSELF!
OOUOLlNG THE pleasure, 
AS IT l^/ERE.
[ 3"^!?© based upon their individual safety
^"'''''"^"'■'';:perforrhanGe;dver.tlie:p^
Safer companies will earn fin
panieswiH ^ .r./r, , <
led to their -i/i ’ .X;;]'
. .. ...... , ,, . ........... ,... . ..................  ....... ........... . .... . DECREASIMQ U
Designed to be responsive to the ual assessment costs that equate to ;,xn;; safety
needs of both the worker and the ■ each company's safety recprd..
, ^ . ------------------^ But why should a company be




on-the-job safety performance. The 
name Era/ for Experience Rating 
Assessment also represents the ; ,
makingfo create a more efficient'^^^^^^^^ /
for everyone. X 
Each employer will continue to
safety when it should be expected f'" ^ "'r' . . .x. -x V
of them? ; add ^ subtract vi I;:
I_____ EXAMPLE. UPTO 
Ts: I $133,000
DowNTo, m
$67,000 1.$100,000.... , ASSESSMENT.............................. ,




xEecaLise effective job safety pro 
^ grams cost money to irriplemeni 
xmaintafeVtn bifeculf 
runsflferiskbf being afeefed as
panieS look fdn^^ trim costs. maximum of 2 years wiin^e use .
One wav to ensi ii e that safetv stavs Galculation of Ratiny: ® Iptal of 2 years claims costs
on thejobsite IS to make it pay di\ i- ratio to the subclass industry ratio, “ferevery 3%
dencis to the safe eniplbyer wliile
vidinginbentivefo other ,
whose safety performance
IlX The accumulatecl 2 years' claims cost for Employer X is $3,000.
impt Oyet nei tl * I iie accumiilate.cl 2 years' payroll for Employe/' X is $100,000.
$3,000-$100,000 ”.03
,05 - ,03 ” ,02 (a -id'yo recluclion from llic ij/ubclass ratio).
/,0<''„ -^' 3-13,.3'VnMEr<!T |
. ■■. ForitutiBI
In spite of accident reductions, i; Jlii
Ivifc subclassTatioy,.,
i'"‘, , Firm W) Variance j; X ■' X" ' 'vv ' ■ i.'
f f,f —«. |.'inTi Merit or Demerit




» Tlie accident rate In B,c,lia?£nurtit,er of accident claims was ftv
declin<yJ by Tl%i in tlielast:3^rs/ ; reduedd frpni th





While Era will apply to all li.C. industries
' . • I ■':
'X.'tX X ;;
//^^;/v';.“■Pye^;$^80;pOO,000 Ih employcr X):;
of accldente per person-hours assessed contributions were made last ? ] vvnnc pi« wii. tu a..
worked and represents a signifi- year fibrh dvef 85Ig6o British x i! vtlSfFrS
cant improvement from oui Columbia employers. x;: January isfi 1986 withthe balance entering
previous experience. «Tlic total cost ofadministraiion of ;,; the plan in 19U7
1986. Porcsl, Metals Mining, 'n ucKlng, Heavy150,!)l9newclaim.swercrepor- ihc Workers'Compensation Board wa.s ..........
i ted in 1984, down 24% from 1980. 
^''';»Thefenfendedji
Manufactuhng andConstfud^
............ ,mm, ? • ' 1987 Remaining applicable indu.strle.s. Ah:-, ,i4, ................................ ' '
'■ ' '"'‘xy
UJORKERS'
' GOmPEIMSATIONU.^kR,.-U! ■■ ■ ■ .... ■Xi".-, ,x
„, . ......................... ...,,
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rental fees) applied to the 
Critical Industries Commission 
to get better rates? What we’re 
talking about is electrical rates. 
We have a program to make our 
mines and our forest companies 
— where there’s a partnership 
of labour, the local community 
and management and govern­
ment working together — com­
petitive. And one of the things 
we put on the table is hydro. 
And they can’t say that’s a pro­
blem.
BEYER: The Critical Industries 
commissioner, you say, will 
definitely look at any mine that 
can say “we have touble.” 
BENNETT; What they’ve got 
to do is bring about a partner­
ship, because the resolution is 
not just government. It’s not a 
handout. It’s labor and 
management, and we have a 
number of successful conclu­
sions that have done that. 
We’ve got the Granisle Mine, 
we’ve got Brenda Mine, we’ve 
got Victoria Plywood. What 
they’ve got to do is get together 
and say, let’s be part of the 
solution. It’s a partnership and 
it’s working. Some of them 
have been hesitant to apply, but 
I know that we’re on the right 
v track.-'
BEYER: I’ll tell them that. 
:':^"'BENNET:'Sure.
BEYER; Speaking of power, 
what about site “C”?
" BENNETT: Site“C’’ is a pro- 
that takes: advantage of 
water storage already developed 
dn It takes ad-
v^ of the Bennett Pam and;
has been done, the public hear­
ings have been held; The; only 
?; markets^ as
-v/g: were corning in to a surplus; 
of our own energywhich we 
were bringing on stream in 
Revelstoke. We understand 
that. I say that we have a good 
chance to keep providing 
attractively-priced industrial 
power in our province by selling 
surplus energy at a much higher 
price to the California market.
BEYER; Some people have 
warned that if we develop Site 
“C”, we’re going to sell a lot 
cheaper to the U.S. than we 
charge our own people here. 
BENNETT: No, that’s nutty, 
and the people who say that 
don’t understand the values in 
the marketplace down there. 
We would sell at much higher 
prices into their system. What 
we would do is get them to 
finance our dam which would 
be there forever. I mean, they 
are permanent fixtures. They 
give us flood control; they give 
iis fresh water sporting; they 
give us power. It’s the cleanest, 
most acceptable source of 
energy. It doesn’t create acid 
rain; it doesn’t create the fear of 
nuclear disaster. If we can get 
them to pay the type of money 
which allows us to bring on Site 
“C” early, we can bill them in a 
time frame which we need to 
continue to provide construc­
tion jobs. And the public will 
get more attractive prices for 
their hydro. That’s the only way 
you can do it. If we had to 
finance Site “C’’ as part of the 
power pool, only again dividing 
power in B.C. at the rate we 
charge the people, it would be 
very difficult. And we can’t go 
for some of the nutty proposals 
that haven’t worked elsewhere. 
California is trying to get out of 
wind-mills and what they call 
co-generation projects that 
came on at high prices. They 
became tax dodges.
BEYER: Are negotiations with 
Galifornia in progress now?
? BENNETT: Well, sure, listen, I 
started (talking) over a year ago 
with the; California utilities. 
They’ve been holding public 
/ hearings in the state, an evalua­
tion of the power needs over the; 
next five, 10, 20, where it would 
be generated. Now we have a 
window of opportunity. 
They’re interested, they’re very 
interested, but if they won’t pay 
our price, we won’t sell it. 
Hydro is holding meetings with 
; -Bonenville (Power Administra­
tion). 1 made a strong represen-
tation to the ambassador of the 
U.S. and l have an argument I 
think he’ll have a difficult time 
answering. You talked about 
free access of trade, of products 
going back and forth across the 
border. That’s where we count 
on the highway system and the 
railway system to deliver the 
products. Now, how can you 
through a federal authority, the 
Bonneville Power Administra­
tion, refuse to carry a product 
(electricity) for which we 
already have a short-term con­
tract with Los Angeles Power 
Light, and you’re refusing to let 
it go through your carrier, 
which happens to be a hydro 
line? How can you refuse that? 
What would you say if we said 
we don’t want American pro­
ducts coming in to compete with 
what we produce and we won’t 
let them travel on our roads? 
New Brunswick sells power to 
the U.S. Quebec, is selling not 
only their own power, but New- 
foundalnd power. Ontario sells 
power. Manitoba signed a con­
tract to sell power. We want the 
same opportunity.
BEYER: You’re a good 
salesman
BENNETT: I’m. not a good 
salesman. You just have to 
know what you’re talking 
about; Not all our politicians 
know what their talking about. 
BEYER: I have one more ques­
tion. Guess what?
BENNETT: What? V 
BEYER: When are you going to 
call the election?
BENNETT: it’s not on my 
mind. It’s an exciting time.
We’re in a second year of 
growth. The growth of the pro­
vincial economy this year will be 
higher than the finance minister 
predicted in his budget. We fac­
ed the international recession. 
We did what had to be done. It 
was a tough thing to have to do.
It was the right thing, and we’re 
earning the dividends now. We 
could not have cut ta.xes if we 
handn’t made these tough deci­
sions.
BEYER: That’s a speech, not a 
answer to my question. 
BENNETT: Those who work in 
the system, their jobs are 
secure. We’ve made the adjust­
ment and now we are in a period 
of having an affordable public 
service. We can make sure that 
all the dollars go to services and 
not to more people than we 
need to deliver them, or to un­
due salary increases.
BEYER: So what’s that got to 
do with my question? 
BENNETT: That’s got 
everything to do with it, because 
every day, every week, every 
month and every year, as we 
move along now, there’re peo­
ple who understand that better, 
and I think they’ll have even 
greater confidence in the 
government. Time has proven 
us right. Time has proven us 
correct. Retro,spectively, people 
will say that we had courage. If 
T wait until 1988 we might get a 
sweep.
BEYER: Thank you Mr. 
Premier.






JUST ME Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders
9570 Northlawn Tprrace. Sidney, B.C.





for better starting & gas saving
plus tax (4 cyi.)
(SPECIAL VALID UNTIL DEC. 31/85
ON YOUR
DATSUN, HONDA, TOYOTA, ALFA ROMEO, 
FIAT, LANCIA, JETTA, RABBIT, 
SCIRROCO, DASHER, B.M.W. 
MP2D/K andyOlMO
. (For other cars, please inquire)
2081 Amelia Ave.
Robber; uses /knife
A man Wielding a diving knife 
; held up Fennell’s Pay-N-Save 
- last Sunday and made off with 
$70.
The culprit fled from the gas 
station, 6429 Pat Bay Highway,
in;
recovered most of ’ the stolen 
moneyJ:';,;
The Peninsula Co-op was 
also robbed last Friday evening 
for the second time in two mon­
ths.
Thieves made off with $5000 
pursuit. ' in • merchandise including
Police found the car aban- cigarettes and four microwave 
doned on Cordova Bay Rd. and ovens.
in a car with Saanich
THE B.C. PAVILION COMPLEX.
...our guests will knosy it as the H Pavilion of 
EXPO 86; British Golumbians syiil call it home. Either way, 
it’s a kaleidoscope of exhibits, buildings and fine B.C. 
entertainment at the heart of the Expo site: klere is our 
province at her best, uelcdining the world with bpen arms; 
aindan image ofBntis/vCofiqnhidthat visifors will remember ! 
long after they return to their native lands;’
.ast month we touched on ah importantpart of ourimage 
the spirit of ihnovatiori which Itas made us the creators of 
.leading-edge technoio'gy ''ff;' ''';'f/f',;//,yf-
This spirit also lives in the Itearts and minds of our 
workiitg people, and in the fesource industries of British ; 
Golumhia. Oiir Challenge IlC. Pavilion is dedicated to the 
parti'iershipi)fhusiness,lahourandgovernmcntthat/ ;^'/ 
.weaves pur ecohonvy iritofhecotnmercial fabric.of lire v . f ;
.Gorld njarketplace.''h ^ ;■/:■':/,■/:’/
IT’S A HUMOUROUS SHOWCASE. As ah
/infroduction to this thenic. G/uillengc B.G. rakes a lookqf 
the lighter side of our vvorking traditions with whimsical, 
humpimnis and s()metimes wacky images anti exhibits.
miirals, mobiles and sculptures as a 
colouiiu! tribute to tair resource Iteri,tage and the liiean? of . 
getiirtgour prtjducts ro marker. Tbroughout, thc ; ; f ; 
partnership rheme is prevalent •---■ tee succeed in t/ie murid 
market beenuse tee C(>.:)/)cnueaufiorne aiul the niedium'is ^
''delightlully;bi'j.itre,""':’/.G.':
EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED. We’tl like to tell:
. you abijitt our iiext gallery; --" the prediotv ttumr film 
/ presenrai idn;--.but it’s a 'surprisey;Gall jt a..celelsrafioh.Jv: ■ 
>; ttiur-de'(orceh(.hve;per(oni\nnce ahdainniiqtntruc nvptlels 
.whiclv represent the vaiied inteiests of our pmvinei',
OUR FILM IS YQpR S'TORYVGtir industry filnVis., 
the last element oi the (./hallenge B,(.d. proseiiiat ion. Atitl 
even here, we’ve chosei^ ,i novel i’oimat,
/ A 500'se.it liteiUre feature^ a massive screen which
.■arcsA2;clegidcph.'>mdeh,,tGtig!udof':iftond'width’of'36''f'";''/' 
:'tnetersf.ysed;i.h:Gn:vjuilction.\vi:i.b-thefIriiTiaK"pna'je’crii> 
./■system panuhttn.iC'.iniages_.t>t;:B,G!.;Will;be''Seen;.on' three;'/'/;: 
screens siiniiltiineoiisly relletaiirg tiiir diverk* cvilnires ’
iindiriilustries.
In ihi.'s spleikliil medium,'Brilish tkilumhians 
■ everywhere williipeak directly to theyyorld from ilteir • / 
tiatural sett ings using their unique eloquence to voice 
thestrength.and otadldence rhafwill keep B.C, prosperous 
;;.in,the years.nhead,
Next Montli: 1 he B.C, Pavilion 
;Means Business.
nir iitHNOi iii:tiii I! ixiN I'lm I MiNurr H iii:vi>nN9.tnii.:'
'‘CHRISTMASONTHE 
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would lose $110,000 in profits if 
the project was delayed a year.
The dredging can be done on­
ly between Oct. 1 and Feb. 28 
f^fccording to federal fisheries 
^^’uidelines to minimize en­
vironmental disruption.
Pearlman said the company 
now pays the provincial govern­
ment $10,000 annually for a
foreshore lease which allows it 
to work in the bay. The lease 
will expire next August.
Spenser cautioned the band 
that the case was far from being 
settled.
In the event of being unsuc­
cessful in the trial, Spenser said 
the band could end up paying
damages to the company for 
lost revenue.
Earl Claxton, Tsawout ad­
ministrator, said legal costs for 
a trial remain a major concern 
ifor the band.
' “So far we have not heard 
anything from federal Indian 
Affairs Minister David Crombie
about federal assistance, ’ ’ Clax­
ton said.
But Claxton said the trial will 
settle the question of whether 
developing Saanichlon Bay 
violates the 1852 James Douglas 
treaty which protects the band’s 
hunting and fishing rights.
“We were happy in 1975
when the government stopped 
the marina from going ahead 
but the zoning remained un­
changed. So are in the same 
situation again. We will be 
relieved when a permanent in­
junction is set by the courts so 
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Continued from Page A1 
Kamil, were unavailable for 
comment.
In September, equipment 
belonging to another hi-tech 
firm, Formtek Technologies 
Inc., was seized by Revenue 
Canada because the federal 
government was owed $4.5 
million in taxes.
Formtek, also a participant in 
the scientific tax research pro­
gram, also owed another $5.5 
million to other creditors.
The company’s research 
facility and pilot plant, located 
in the Keating industrial park, 
was scheduled for completion 
Aug. 31 but is unfinished.
The company planned to 
develop and prepare processes 
to control the health hazards 
which result from the use of 
urea: formaldehyde in the 
manufacturing of building 
mate:rials and consumer pro- 
V, 'ducts.'."■V;:'
Peter Barrett, a chemical 
: engineer hired to head Form- 
tePh’s research program, said he : 
; understands company ;Pfe 
Grant Ballard is attempting 
sell the plant.
Barrett, now working • as a 
consultant, said the idea behind 
Formtech was “perfectly ge­
nuine.’’
“It was a case of the building 
costs drying up the cash flow. 
There was no mortgage taken 
out on the building originally 
and after International Elec­
tronics GorpV of Victoria crash­
ed, it became irhpossible for 
Form tech to get one, ’,’ Barrett 
/■'said.;,'; /
A1 Mackey, municipal 
engineer for Central Saanich, 
said the municipality has receiv­
ed no inquiries about F'orin- 
tech’s abandoned plant,
“If a new owner takes over 
their building; its use rrnist con­
form to the existing re­
quirements as it’s situtated in a 
development permit area,” ^ ^
use would have to be approved / 
by council,” Mackay said.
GUARANTEED FRESH PRODUCE
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«BONELESS BLADE CHUCK STEAK 
• FRESH CUT STEWING BEEF 
® FRESH LEAN GROUND BEEF kg B lb.









PARTY STICKS5.05.. .. ...... . .a.
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FRYING CHICKEN.. . . .
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GIFT IDEAS FOR.IVIEN : : ' '.:
EXCLUSIVE NEW LEATHER BELTS 
BALLY SHOES and SHOE COSMETICS 
NEW ARRIVAL!! Men’s Dress Oxfords 
HEEL SPECIAL -1 st pair full price, 2nd pair ®1.00
Offer Expires Dec. 14th
WESTERN BELTS & BUCKLES ... 1/2 PRICE
2328 Beacon, Beacon Plaza 656-5115
DlSTINeTIVE GIFTS of ART
from
for a framed poster
to
fora unique ;
Sidney Seascape Original 
TT y* “We hsvasyeryihlng for every issto"
Village g^lleriA-'




rtppy Christmas Decorations 
Al kinds of Glassware 
Race mats & potholders '
Rales, Bowls & Cups 
^chting Dinnerware^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^
Q)ffee Mugs & Coasters 
H)lders for Candles^^^^^
T|ar Neat Shooter Sets 
literesting Wine Coolers 
Sainless Steel Cutlery 
/^iblecloths and Trays 
Mckey Mouse Childrens Sets 
^imal oven mitts & Tea Cosys 




25 Outdoor fights 9778-029. .^9®® 
25 Outdoor lights 5645-331. .^6®®
REPLACEMENT CHRISTMAS 
EXTERIOR LIGHT BULBS










'o of* all BIRTHSTONE RINGS







See newest edition 
obert, the Golfer”
JEWELtERS ITD.
2443 Beacon Avo. 656-2532









• ACC ESSO RiES
all; BMx''' p Abs:.^-: /'.. :-;v. '.A:.; a;; ..;'■. .;l;;s2.95;
BMX GLOVES . .50% OFF
BMX HELMETS.
BMX JERSEYS.............................................................50% OFF
BMX PANTS................................................................ 50% OFF
BMX NUMBER PLATES ^A. .
tires:and^;tubes;;g.'.. a;.;;/.;t.;.:;.,..'.-.:. ,25%:^:bFF^p||i| 
ALL RACKS AND BAGS. LA .. .. . ... 25%OFF 
RACING SHORTS & JERSEYS NOW IN STOCK 
MINOURA RACING TRAINER Reg. $154.88SALE S139«8| 
SANYO GENERATOR LIGHT SET Regular $21.95 . SALE S13“[
SkATEBOARDS '' " • ''ll 
SPIRIT SKATEBOARDS
CALIFORNIA MADE A s-umn“SURE GRIP” SKATEBOARDS ... ..®119®®
1)2-9843-2nd street 
656-2139
BICYG LES N OW IN STO C K
2424 Beacon Avo. 656-3714
EVERYTHING
IN THE STORE





RALEIGH 18/24" BOYS 
JUNIOR 5 SPEED RACER Reg:$l52.88..SALE 
RALEIGH 21" & 23" GENTS 
10 SPEEDS.........special'' I
NISHIKI rally 12 SPEEDS 
GENTS :i9V 21A, .23Y, 25"..............SPECIAL
BMX BICYCLES
REGULAR SALE
NORCO SHOGUN With Tuff Wheels
NORCO FORCE III (Chrome Moly) S............. .
RALEIGH PRO-AM RACER (Chrome MolyrK . ;. W 
SKYWAY WITlITUFF WHEELS IS!:?:, V .. :




//I of • 2527 Boacbn AVe. 656-335i1
KUWAHARA;LAZERLITE^^SS:,:V;.vi'.':;.«549'**» OrIV^ * V »111 •'
DIAMOND BACK TURBO , .
AI.LTERRAINiBIGYei.ESKW
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I BOYS OR bini s itt/2fBOYS OR GIRLS 18/24" 
NORCO MOUNTAINEER 12 SPEED
i;v.r''.'it in;-,.
GENTS 19’’, 21'*, 23'’
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Eagles saw their two game 
winning streak come to an 
end losing to Oak Bay and 
Saanich in peninsula minor 
hockey action Nov. 16-23.
The pee wee rep A Eagles 
were edged 7-6 by Oak Bay 
and dropped an 8-6 decision 
to Saanich.
Scoring for Philbrooks in 
the two games were Chris 
Cochrane with three goals; 
Chris Gummer, Mike 
Wagnor, Doug Helmerson, 
Blaine Drury, Tim Dobbie, 
Chris Pawluk, Tye Swallow 
and Mark Mason.
Among those collecting 
assist? "were Bobby Acker­
man 4nd Shawn Bazin.
The Eagles brief winning 
streak resulted from their 7- 
6 win over Juan de Fuca 
a hd 4-3 d e f e a t o f 
'‘■:Parksville.";V';;:'
Swallow collected four 
goals and two assists to lead 
the Eagles offensively in the 
two wins.
Pee wee house play saw 
Sooke down Sidney Bakery 
c7^ as Tom Barnes collected
Alexthe hat trick and 
Costillo scored once.
Mike Fimrite scored 
twice as Sidney Tire and 
Sooke played to a 5-5 draw 
in midget house play.
Andrew McKinnon, Bob 
Grant and Brett Waldner 
rounded out the Sidney Tire 
scoring.
Seaboard Properties, the 
midget rep squad, suffered 
a 5-2 loss to Parksville with 
Tom Bazin and Trevor 
Skakun scoring for the 
locals.
Peninsula Signs and Har­
bour Texaco played bantam 
teams from Juan de Fuca 
with mixed results.
Peninsula Signs, bantam 
rep A, were thrashed 9-2 
while the bantam house 
Texaco squad recorded a 4- 
■'3'win.
Robbie Olson and Chris 
Johnson scored for Penin- 
: sula Signs while Louis 
Costillo, with three goals,; 
and; Dan ] Wiren ; p^ 
the offence for Texaco.
Brentwood Food Giant 
• Eagles; defeated Esquirhalt ;
Peninsula pee wee rep B goaltender Derrick Matson was kept busy Saturday as his team was outscored 8-4 by the 
Peninsula pee wee rep A club.
and Juan de Fuca in atom 
rep league plhy.
The Eagles outlasted Es­
quimau 9r8 as Jeff Dorian, y 
Adrian Gamer and Graig 
Benthant each scored two 
goals. With one goal each 
were Brad CairM, Colin 
Gill and Jeff^qhrtenberg. y 
Br eh t w^bpd bu i It^ u p ■ an 
A early dead agaih{;tl Juan^d 
FucaiGullsFandyveht on to
win the game 4-2.
The first period ended at 
1-1 as Garner deflected a 
Bentham slapshot for 
Brentwood’s goal.
In the second period, the 
Eagles went up 4-1 as 
Gafnerv' Wonnenberg and 
Bentham scored goals.
Brentwood netminder 
Dustiri Banyard ;iiehj Juan; 
dci^ca to only: one goal iPy
the third period.
In house Teague play. 
Central Saanich Police and 
Volunteer Fire Department 
were-upset 3-1 by Sidney 
Lions.
G r e g Me Con n e 11 ^ 
Morgan Evans and Garth 
'Kennedy counted goals for 
the Lions while; Chris Bol­
ting answered for Central 
Saanich.
Novice; league play saw 
Kiwanhis shutout Cornish ’ s 
Books 2-6 and Magic Col­
our down Sidney Bakery 4- 
I.
Brian Dutkewich counted 
two goals for Kiwanhis.
Chris Pollack and Geoff 
Lansdell also each scored 
two goals for Magic Colour 
while Jonathon Ray - Jr. »
T-'
■V..'
......... . . .................. :
replied for Sidney Bakery. I
MIKES;;*;,: CRAZY; mikes;;*:*'*:;
300-9810-7th STt
A Peninsula minor hockey 
•association pee wee all-star 
/. team will, play a team front 
ftl^Adelaide, Australia, at 
Panorama Leisure Center Dec.
The Australian contingent 
will also play two games in Dun-- 
can during their week-long stay 
Aon Yancouver Island; The team 
twill then participate in a tourna- 
Imeht at Red Deer, Alberta, 
before heading home.
It’s the first time a; minor 
!hbckey team from Australia has 
' (Ventured overseas,
' Rick Adams; who organized 
the exhibition games, said the 
19 Adelaide team members 
range in age from 10 to 13.
He said 12 are native 
Australian.s while four others 
I are Canadian and two arc frorii 
i F’inland.
I !; ‘Tloth tenrhs shou 
' T’qiml in skill level. Hockey is
■I' ^/clatively;'',ya;'' ■ ■ new';;; sport; ;;;in; 
1;;f:Ausiraliav as Adhere - were; only- 
[ seven arenas in the entire eoun-;
warm climate tends to make 
outdoor sportsmore popular ih; 
'Australia,;;':;;
; t‘Minor hockey receives ex-; 
cellent financial support from 
the business community par­
ticularly the oil companies,” 
[Adams said.;'A-;;'.:;
; He said the An^^ 
to host a tournariicnt; for 13- 
year-olds in 1986 and invite 
teams from Denmark, Finland, 
Ssveden and Canada,
‘Tund; raising efforts are 
alrcady undcrvyay in Australia 
so all the visiting teams will 
have their travel expenses paid 
for. The tournament is still in 
the planning .stages, particularly
from the financial standpoint, . 
but the ideal is that a team from 
the peninsulawill be invited,” ; ;
While on the island, Adaims 
says the Australian players and 
their billets wiH attend a 
V a n c q u v e t - W ash i n g t o n 
Capitals game,; ;
Rick’s brother Greg Adams is 
a forward for Washingtoni while 
yancouver defenceman Dave 
Cochrane is a close friend; 
“The kids will gel a chance to 
meet and talkwith some qf the 
players from both teams prior 
to the game,’’ Adams said.








BM tty five years ago;
P " ' ' ....... .;‘‘Howcver|;; 12;'''"new;'arena's" ■■ 
have bcen built sittcc Uieii; T^ 
Cantuliansttnd Europeans who 
t ;ltnye;moycd to Australia have 
also had an in6uencc,’;^^/^^^ 
said.
;Adams, wlto recently; return- ; 
bd to Ctmada after working |ror; 
five years in Austirnlla, said the:
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The Sidney Capitals were two 
different teams in splitting their 
B.C. Junior Hockey League 
road games last weekend.
Sidney downed Langley 
Chiefs 5-2 and then dropped a 
6-3 decision to Delta Flyers.
The Capitals play left coach 
Robb Mclnnis a little perplexed.
“We played perhaps our best 
game of the year against 
Langley. We seemed to have the 
same level of confidence going 
into the Delta game but it just 
wasn’t there.
“We weren’t skating or play­
ing the body and ended up with 
only 14 shots on goal. I was 
really upset because there was 
no reason for us to play that 
poorly,” Mclnnis said.
Against Langley, Sidney 
backup goaltender Dean Cook 
received the starting assignment 
Stopping s! shots.
Cook was working on a 
shutout until Langley scored at 
10:41 of the third period .
Bruce Pritchard, Grahame 
Bewley, Kevin Arnold, Micah 
Aviazoff , and newly acquired
Keith Fair scored for Sidney.
“We controlled the game 
from start to finish and Cook 
made some great stops the few 
times Langley had good scoring 
opportunities,” Mclnnis said.
The win left Sidney fourth in 
the coastal division 10 points 
behind third place Nanaimo 
Clippers, but . having three 
games in hand, and eight points 
up on Langley.
Mclnnis said he was also sur­
prised by the number of college 
and Western Hockey League 
scouts in the stands at Langley.
“I’ve never seen so many 
scouts in the crowd before as 
there were in Langley. In talk­
ing with some of them after­
wards, they were impressed by 
how the team has turned things 
around this season compared to 
last year. I think people now 
want to know who we are,” 
Mclnnis said.
Against Delta, the Capitals 
were unable to keep the Flyers 
Todd Decker, traded by Sidney 
earlier this season, under wraps.
The speedy centre scored one
goal and added four assists.
Pritchard, Greg Davies and 
Darren Matias, who Sidney ac­
quired from Delta for Decker, 
scored for the Capitals.
The loss left Sidney 12 points 
back of second place Delta.
“I give Delta credit as they
were at the top of their game. 
We played to about 10 per cent' 
of our potential ?ind still only 
trailed 4-3 heading into the third 
period.
“If we play to our full potti 
tial we should be able to con­
sistently beat Delta.
%
_ _________ _____ _____ _ ___________-________________ _■ '■
CENTRAL SAANICH BUSINESS ASSOCIATION |
RESIDENTIAL OUTDOOR 1
LIGHTING CONTEST }
Open to all residents of Central Saanich |
NAME .... 
ADDRESS
PHONE ■••••NO entry FEE
Complete form and depsosit at; Thought Shop, Brentwood
Bay; Co-Op Lawn & Garden Centre, Keating.
TROPHY FOR BEST ENTRIES — TO BE JUDGED DEC. 15
NOTICE OF NORTH SAANICH
NOTICE
District of North Saanich Council is accepting appiications 
from persons interested in serving on the following 
Commissions:
the past five years.
Marathons are
Sylvia MacMahon has 
become a familicir sight to 
motorist s in ; Cent r a I j 
Saanich..
For the last two vyears, 
MacMahon has used the:; 
municipal roadways as her 
traiiiing ground to prepare ■ 
for long distance races.
The 41-year-old Brent- 
w o o d r e s i d e n t runs 
anywhere from 30 to 60 
miles a week.
“People get used to see­
ing me running every day 
and occasionaly honk their 
horns vyhen they pass by,” 
MacMahon said.
MacMahon’s training 
routine has reaped a mantle 
filled with trophies, plaques 
and ribbons.
Competing in the Masters. 
category .last ryear, Mac- r 
:Mahon entered: 12 races 
■ recordirig eight first place 
and two second • place ’ 
,v;finishes.:.;. 7
She has previously 
qualified for the 20k na­
tional championships twice 
Tihishihg fourth in 1982 and 
?'v;third:in7l'983.J:':,^"
7 7MacMahon and her hus­
band Dave started jogging 
five years ago while living in; 
.7.:,.White Rock.^^:”;'
7 “We both started just to 
keep fit but now it has 
almost become a way Of life 
for me. As a nurse, it is a 
good way for me to burn 
off stress after working a 
12-hour shift at the 
hospitalv” she said.
^ MacMahoiiv a member of
the Prairie Inn Harriers 
running club, rarely lets 
more than two consecutive 
days pass by without train­
ing.
‘ Tt gets pretty lonely 
sorrietimes training by 
ypurself. But I get a lot of 
support from my husband 
and oiir two children ■ and 
that keeps me going.”
In 1986, she plans to; 
compete in the Vancouver 
Island 8-race series which:’ 
kicks off with the Central 
Saanich Pioneer 8K . run 
Jan.19 , ,
She is also entering the 
Vancouver marathon next 
May and the provincial 20k 
trials.
; She also thinks about one 
day rurining inithe ultimalte 
event for long distance run- 
n e r s -- t h e Bos ton 
Marathon.
“I think part of the lure 
of the Bostbri Marathon is 
that you must qualify rather 
than simply register for the 
race. The only problem is 
that you must cover all your 
own transportation and ac- 
commpdation costs,” Mac­
Mahon said.
All entrants in the Boston 
Marathon must have run in 
a previous marathon and 
finished under three hours, 
20 niinutes. MacMahon 
completed the Royal City 
marathon in Victoria last 
year in 3 hours 17 minutes. 
She placed first in the 
Masters category and sixth 
overall.
Fred Cunningham of the 
Tuesday commercial league 
rolled a 270 single and 710 
triple for a 201 P.O.A. to 
win the Mr. Mike’s gift cer­
tificate for Dec. 2-6.
Gary Parker was the first 
bowler to break the 900 
mark bowling a 925 triple 
followed by Lyali Riddell’s 
881 and Herman Under- 
:: wood’s:'851 .';S''-'7
Henry AVashinton was 
runherup to Underwood’s 
score in the Monday fun 
league with a 329-725.
Mane Mill water led the 
Mermaids bowling a 233- 
624.
Luke Humber’s 272-724 
topped the Tuesday com­
mercial league.
Pacing the Legion 
7 bowlers were Doug iTbller;
248-760, Colleen Riddell 
248-654, Bud Nunn 259-625 
and Betty Rolph 296-602.
Finishing behind Parker 
and Riddell in the Thursday 
commercial league were Sue 
Luscombe 299-766, ; Ron 
Scott 272-755 and Wendy 
Croteau 321-688.
Stan Show’s 231-612 was 
tops among the Goldies.
Top scores in the Satur­
day Y. B.C. were by senior; 
Mike Devereux 232-652; 
junior Eanna Nunn 231- 
563y barium Anita Budd 
261-604 arid pee wee Ryan 
York 107-204.
The lead4ng scores in the 
Sunday Y.B.C. were junior 
Eric Luscombe 251-656, 
bantam Tara Nelson 235- 
510 and^ pee wee Nicole 
Treleaven 124-224.
Advisory Planning Commission 
(3 two-year positions)
Environmental Advisory Commission 
(5 two-year positions)
Interested persons should forward their names to Mr. E. A. 
Green, Clerk-Administrator, District of North Saanich, 1620 
Mills Road, P.O. Box 2639, Sidney, B.C. V8L 4C1 no later 
than JANUARY 2, 1986. Appointments will be made at the 
January 6, 1986 meeting of Councii.
E.A. Green 
Clerk-Administrator
LASAGNA Etc. For Upcoming Parties 
GHEESES, BREi^b STICKS, ANTIPA^G 
FRESH PASTA AncI SAUCES 
Calf or come in and see.
7th st; at BeaconMARINER VILLAGE MALL
656-0844
HOT FREE DELIVERY Open: 11am to midnight weekdays
®5.00 order) 11 arn to 2 am Fri. & Sat.




The Parkland Panthers got a 
taste of high school basketball 
at its best in the Victoria police 
invitational tournament held 
;7Dec.■5-7.:'^7;■:;^7;';-7■V.:;■'■■^^
The Panther;; failed to win 
any of their three tburnament 
games but coach Joe Milligan 
was not disheartened. * ! '
“Being a next year team with 
all our GradcM’s, we will have 
to be patient and take pur licks 
7; this seasbii. But we woii’t con* 
tinue to improve unless wc playl 
; ; against the high cal^
Milligan said.
, Pjtrkland vvcrc ovcrppvvc^




firemen will be left holding 
etmpty hoses.
The only reason water keeps during the recent snow storm,
flowing to homes in ihi:. tuea of rcsidence.s in the area aic
;’7> Ceritral Saanich Is becaiisc the
ifctstii fire bn Oldficld^i units 34 and Mission 95-.59,
nd The'power on the water lines arc powered ‘ t anthers iieici a
by electricity. When there's a agams I3.W.
power cut, like the six-liour one BopPV fieun Vancouver lull lost
the game 6.V57.
Forward Steve Otteweir was
7;vvithpiitAvaicrT::7;;:7;;7T;r7:'7T::'V:7l':;:7:^?^^^^^
At Monday’s municipal t'tutinst Magee and 1. .W, 1 oppy
sanitation and water committee with 10_ and ..2 points rcs^>7 • 
meeting, aldermen approvccl
spentiiiig $47,300 for h(rih «^bhwas;Tcgntia'.^
replacements for tlie oki equip- T *''^****'^
ment and also a standby diesel .
driven generntor the Panthers got hack on the
Muivicipal Engineer ai whinhig track whtniiig jnwverT:^; 7
pudigey in ihe pasi havc been
..und,.u{iuaUy,,uccurcd 7 • 7' ,
Scalev and Mackay *t«t’Trvii,t,i(f'Hf iin* niitiii topacci atkiaiui sotiente.
Mayor Norma Sealey was 
unanhnonsly appointed Capital 
Regional Districtiboard director 
7^^ w foir Sidney cbuneil at 1 he Dec. T! 
regular council meeting.
ill ilie iiiaugiual eotiiicil , very sliort 
meeting, e y ‘ in the middle o the ght when 
7 ” were both nominated I'Or The 7 no one riotiad tlic water was v 
■ citB7Jitscfe,7;.;:ai.i:7iiK::rt)7 '7orr::7;:::7:’:::;:^'^ 7 7. .7„
secret np a 3*.3 tic. The lack of a non-electrical
Aid. Ron Kubek was ab.sent backtip to the water pumping
7-777nlfromibe:rnceijng,7 7; ,..,7777::7:7'■ 77; system ;77,was::;„ discovered. '!by^ q.
”7 Rdph said he withdrew his .Mackey when he w'ns looking Miuigti
nomination for Mackay as intoreplaeinuthepres ob- 
;7 Sidney direcioi Tifter.recclving :.solCiesystem. y ^ ... „
“an interrial mcirib.V”^^^^^^^ T ebhimltiec's recommeri- week is agams Courtenay ten*
^ ^ 77 Rel|di would niT elabor^ datioa will go hdfdt'«J dm next taiivcly scheduled tot 8 p.m, on
Wiie^ millwright Stan Lajeunessti got the call to come hack to w'ork at 
the Bell Copper MincTiear Granisle, he (Ireye acrpaa Canada to return to 
The joh he thought lui hacl lost when thoTnlne closed; .
new Critical Industries Program,
m
was cxhntisted.
7“Wc should be able <0 
SMU handily blit being so tired 7;
di'd'tntjrship, woVe giviTtf Ik0,XcHiical inilustiriea a nbw lease on life. 
y’'C,y:.perygiiegl|drig-aTittle, Evgi:yimil|k^ttlng7hyiol.The;soluUoh,JT:Woi1uiig^
said,':";:'' '7, '’"■'7777 7^7.r’77''':7'77'7777777’7::
The Panihers's lone game this
Friday at Parkland Schobl,
Frovinco Of British Columbia
The Hon; Bill Benneil, Premier
Tho Hon. Hugh CurtiS; Minister of Finance
r
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WHILE STOCKS UST 
WE RESERVETHE RIGHT 
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
7Sie UST SAAHIOH RD.,SAANICHTON 






9819 - 5™st SIDNEY
STORK HOURS: ^
QUADRA AND TILLUCUM >
MON.-SAT. 8A.M.-9P.M. SUN. 9-6 <
SAANICHTON m
SUN.9-7, SAT. & MON. 8-7, TUES.-FRI. 8-9 
SIDNEY
SAT.-TUES. 9-6. WED.-FRI. 9-9
OAKCREST #4 >
7816 E. SAANICH RD. m
SAANICHTON















































































































































































































































































































460g and SlOg pkgs, ......







SAVE ON GRADE **A **: BEBF,
:WE have:
FRESH CRISP AND COMPETITIVE mm
■"■1 .
FRESH “U” AUSTRALIAN FROZEN GR.‘A’BEEF ROAST SALE
QR. A BEEr= LOIN
iONE STEAK.,
; 5.93
































U.S. NO. 1 BUNCH
. ...............................Bunch
y;s: NO; I FANCY GRANN^^
M,
..325« I ««
* t f •, L M *:* *,•.« M » ■» '■ 1 I
HAWAIIAN GROWN FRESH
1.27
' ■( * f,> »,,> < i ' f * * ,* ' I » m;< 1*^13 ;
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Gardener
dead at 76
Volunteers Chris McConecby and Ellen Scott attend to the food stocks, which are slow com­
ing in to the Lions-Review food hamper depot in the Landmark Building.
er
While the lawns and 
blossoms at the Butchart 
Gardens will probably re­
main unchanged, the mood 
at the world famous attrac­
tion changed forever Dec. 
■3v ■ '
The sudden death of 61- 
year employee Alfred ‘Alf’ 
Shiner, 76, shocked 
everyone who Shiner had 
watched in the Gardens 
since 1924.
He began his hor­
ticultural career at the 
tender age of 15. He 
became head gardener in 
1952, a position he held un­
til his retirement from full­
time employment in 1977.
For the past eight years. 
Shiner came to the Gardens 
weekly as a horticultural 
consultant e.xamining the 
flora and offering advice.
He lived in Brentwood 
from 1918. He is survived 
by hisWife Bertha and three 
children.
INVITATION TO TENDER
SEALED TENDERS for the projects or services listed below, ad­
dressed to the Chief, Contract Policy and Administration, Pacific 
Region, Department of Public Works, Canada, 1166 Alberni| 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3W5 will be received until the specific 
closing time and date. Tender documents can be obtained through 
the above noted Department of Public Works, Vancouver office.
PROJECT
No. 801388 - for TRANSPORT CANADA.
Ticket Booth Renewal, Ferry Terminal, Sidney, B.C,
Tender documents may also be seen at the Construction Associa­
tion offices in Nanaimo and Victoria.
Closing Date; 11:00 AM PST - 20 December 1985. 
The lowest or any tender not necessarily accepted.
Donations lb this year’s Review/Lions 
Christmas Hamper Fund have fallen behind last 
year’s pace and fund organizers are looking wor- 
: ried. i;'.;:';:
to buy food vouchers from local grocery stores but 
they couldn’t buy enough for all the hampers they 
hope to fill and deliver Dec. 21. They’re counting 
on future donations for this.
1 reasurer Howie Norquay said cash donations 
how;total close to $9,000. While that’s behind the 
amount collected for the same period in 1984, “it 
.seems to be catching up. ”
niajor problem is that to date donations of
Tood have been few and far between. Lions’ Glub 
organizers are desperately hoping this problerri 
:'will soon be solved.';.
On the good side of things, people as far away 
- as Ottawa are helping out. For the second year in a 
row Mrs. A. Mignault sent along nine hand- 
knitted sweaters and several pairs of knitted slip­
pers. She asked that they be tucked into hampers 
as special Christmas presents.
And local individuals are continuing to donate 
sums ranging from $5 to $200 to help provide
Community groups have also been generous. 
Churches, Sidney Rotary Annes and businesses 
have all brought in donations.
Some groups are choosing to make up their own 
hampers and deliver them completed to fund 
headquarters. That makes it a bit more personal 
for them, said fund co-chairman Mike Massie.
The Central Saanich Lions club has taken on 
the task of compiling and delivering hampers in its 
municipality.
Cameo Beauty Salon on Beacon has offered to 
give $1 off any service for customers who bring in 
; a food donation.
Lots of good things are happening.
Rotary
hospital
Food and cash can be dropped off at fund head­
quarters in the Landmark Building (through the
breezeway where , the fitness centre used to live) 
and cash rdoanatioris can also be made at the
;Review;officeL\ReceiptS Tor tax purposes will be 
issued.
The headquarters is manned by volunteers 
Monday to Friday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
If for some reason you can’t set in with your' g m n : 
donation, why not pop a cheque in the mail to the 
Sidney Lions Club, P.O. Box 2124, Sidney, YSL
food they’ll have for the holidays., 3S6;.
Thanks to the efforts of the 
Brentwood Bay Rotary Club, 
four new suction units will ar- 
rive at the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital in a couple of weeks.
The club presented a cheque 
for just over $3,200 to hospital y 
Administrator John Blenham 
last week.''■■■v T; ;;
Blenham said the two throat y 
and two stomach suction units 
he subsequently ordered; were , 
badly needed by the hospital.
The Brentwood Bay Rotary 
■ Club has ;about:;;3 
The funds for the hospital 
donation had been raised 
through various club money- 
functions.
Every Wednesday, from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
you’ll find us at 2444 Beacon{ Avenue. Of course, 
you can still call our yictoria office throughout 
the weLk for the same top-quality investment 
service we’re bringing to;Sidney! ; y^ A
Gall Merrill Lynch in Sidney on Wednesday, 
and book an appointment with Wm. Gault, ; \ 
G.A; Financial Consultant for a ho-obligation ) ^ 




Wfhe annual holly salb yin- 
L yitiated by Harvey;
ago is continuing to expandy
of holly will be sold in 24 loca­
tions across Canada this year.
, ,The holly is donated by North 
y Saanich residenty Doug {Miller
^^y ^ y ^ ^
by Air Canada, Pacific Western 
y : Airlines and Canadian Pacific
:;y.;;;y'; Airlines.'-'v:'
^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ 000 rai sed
by the holly sales is for the 
Canadian Cancer Society , i
chainhan, said four malls in 
y Vancouver and three hotels at : 
Whistler are among the new 
sales locations this holiday 
season,
'T don’t think we could have 
met the demand this year if not 
for the help of voiunteers 
assisting myself and Ales Fffa 
pick tho holly,” Currie said.
1 lolly will be on sale in Sidney 
Dec. 14, official Holly Day, at 
Beacon Plaza.
Holly donated by Miller will 
. also be .shipped to Calgary, 
Toronto and London for their 
hollyday stilesL ; i
Santa fans ready
when you’re three or four years old aiid Christmas is com­
ing.
Writing letters to the \vhite-bearded old man, visiting him 
in stores and at playschool, and best of all, waiting to see 
what he’ll bring you, are highlights of the yuletide.
‘‘Santa Claus iT going to come,” \yas they resounding 
answer of Playhouse playschool kids last week when asked
‘T’m going towrite him a letteri” Charlotte Nelson was 
' quick.to'respond^" 'L'";,
“You get to build a snowman and make a Christmas tree, 
another small, excited voice rang out. y ;
Eating candy, visiting grahdma and grandpa and watching 
Christmas shows also topped the list of favorite 
Christmastime activities;
The youngsters at the Playhouse have been adding tokens 
to their advent calendar every day, counting down the re­
maining days until the jolly fellow visits lheir hou,sc.
“I saw Santa and he said he would come,” one tyke an­
nounced without a trace of doubt.
“I’m going to leave him some cpokics.”{added another, 
tnaking sure she wouidn’i be forgotten, r yy;
yAs the big day draws hcafyand the excitement mounts, 
those visions of sugarplums and dancing cancly auies willj'lio 
doubt, get bigger and bigger.
Aftcryall, that’siwhat Chrisunas i^ 
















COPIES ON OUR NEW
XEROX
• FAST^ TOP QUALITY COPIES
^rrioM 1 -10,000
•REDUCES AND ENLARGES C 
•CONTINUOUS FEED COPYING OF 
FANFOLD COMPUTER SHEETS TO 
SINGLE SHEETS.
COPYPRINT 2403 BEACON ■:.:: :78S8.1233'
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FASHIONS & FOOTWEAR
rA Gift for Her
Reg. ^98“'>
Highway at about 5 p.m. Friday, 
damage to the engine block.
S, M, LReg.W> ............
by BRIAN MITCHELL
Central Saanich is the 100th 
municipality to join the Part­
ners in Enterprise Program 
sponsored by the provincial 
government.
Mayor Ron Cullis, who sign­
ed the agreement, at a Victoria 
ceremony, has the support of 
the business association and the 
Farmer’s Institute in the new 
venture.
Cullis said the agreement is 
not a threat to existing
businesses as the eligibility re­
quirements for most new com­
panies will prevent it.
An indirect benefit of the 
agreement is the municipality’s 
ability to get more directly in­
volved in economic develop­
ment, Cullis said.
Several companies have ex­
pressed an interest in locating to 
Central Saanich, Cullis .said, 
and some existing companies 
are looking to expansion.
The program incentive is the 
across-the-board tax reduction
of 50 per cent on all new or ex­
panding industry offered in 
Central Saanich.
Tax relief for the life of the 
program is the major benefit, 
Cullis said, but from a 
municipal viewpoint, the close 
involvement with the business 
community is the key to future 
economic development.
The business community has 
been through hard times and 
although the situation is im­
proving, council has to get 
directly involved, he said.
^Asst’d Colours 
Sizes 10-20 Reg. "50°° - "89°°....
By Parkhurst 
Cowl Necks, All Colours Reg. "66°°.
: J, ■
t Tsqrtlip band rriembers hope ; agreement sighed and the sewer knowmore about any legal pro- 
community sewer problems and hookups completed. blems follovving the m^
health concerns will be resolved, Morris said the band should day. 
as a result of talks today with 
Central Saanich municipal 
politicians.
At stake is an agreement to 
allow the band to become part 
jof the Central; Saahich^ s^ 
system. Band council lot s hope 
to reach a legal agreement with 
the niuhicipality without Indian 
' and Northern Affairs involye- 
t:.ment
It wants the power to enter in­
to a two-party agreement that it 
wo u I d ; n e g o t i a t e vy i t h t h e 
municipality.
According to Band Coun­
cillor Ivan Morris, both INAC 
and the municipality are aware 
of the band’s desire to change 
the rules for a sewer agreement.
; Most band members would 
like to sec Central Saahiclv pro­
vide sewer services, but the two- 
party agreement is important if 
the band is to win more powers 
of self-determination.
There is resistance among 
council members over the Icrnis 
of tlic agreement. Sotuc coun: 
cillors want to retain the three- 
party agreement which holds 
; INAC jiomewhat accoiintable 
•vV.for'band deeisiotts.;',.
Mayor Ron Cullis says both’
: the miinicipalitjbaiul INAC a 
;-ayilling'; id sign a ilirec'partyi;
T jlgrcenietit jfa'etinesled to do sd"; 
y'';by,1he baiid,\A 24-montliaiRrcc:-;;
;: tiicnt id be reviewed at i erminad 
d iiuii ■ is ptciptiscd.;: In lh;it.:timc,i,













L/S, S/S Reg. "33°°-"37°°
Do you know someone 
who is going to have a itot- 
sd-happy i Christmas this
year? C/d.;
If so, why not give Peg 
Gagnon a call at 656-1732 
and give her the details.
Gagnon is gathering 
names of needy folks and 
scn ior c ii izen s who vvo u Id 
appreciate a Christmas din­
ner' courtesy of the Army, 
Navy, Air Force Veterans 
Club, the Royal Canadian 
Legion and Sidney Lions.
At the bee. 22 dinner, 
close to 200 places will be 
set at tlic Veterans’ Club on 
Fourth St. and turkey with 
all the traditional trimmings
will be served. The turkeys, 
which will be cooked in, 
various dhpmes, will be 
donated by the Lions. <
Santa wil 1 arrive 
sometime during the 
celebration with small gifts 
for everyone -- especially 
for the children.
Just over 100 shared din­
ner last year at the club and 
.orgiuiizors say they will, be 
ready to handle double that 
number this year.
; Tlie official invit 
mailed to the diner.s before 
the dinner will be their entry 
ticket. All guests will; be 
from the Sidney area, a club 
spokesman said y ^
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80% WHOLE WHEAT 10 02.
A',
V
CHERRY PIE FILLING .......
TOMATO JUICE .............
MUSHROOM SOUP .......
MINCEI^EAT CO-OP. 750 mL.............................................
ng&iB=:A»na n crushed/sliced/chunk rinScArrLc co-op. 398 mL.................................................
PINEAPPLE JUICE To^TSil.......
FANCY CREAM CORN ?9?m[.....
FANCY KERNEL CORN ?4im[......
MUSHROOMS VSI.\ST..............





uUr rKil CO-OP. 369g...,...V.....i.........>...
■ i'TRra'-'D A'iT^e■■ORANGE PEKOE- 
1 C A D Au D TETLEY. 72’S .............. . . ... . . .......















SMOOTH OR CRUNCHY 
KRAFT. 750g............
















CREAM CHEESE KRArr°nEG.ORLITE. 2509 ............
BABY DILL PICKLES vE^- iy 
SWEET MIX PICKLeS:KS;.::,,,1:,. 
:SALAD:DRESSlN(3:'fK'’^
GARBAGE ;BAGS^;co-op. JO'S 
TOWELS, SCOTT VIVA. fe.;...4., 
POWDERDETiERGENTlK'™:^.'...i;;:.;,
MINI-MARSHMALLOWSlK‘ar“'- 
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CHRISTMASTREES




Now in stock B large selection of
&
■;)i .■;„,i;,:,..., ■.■.
». t.HX‘ i. 1 > ,1
X,|>iXi;X-xx,;:;xi.'.x:.X^...x .'i-'X'ii';' ■■ xc'''. '■'■■■ '.it' .'/■'■''‘■x.-x,-.'xXxxiX'Ki';'”*
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STOREHOURS
MON.-WED.-THUnS.SAT, 
■' ‘: 1l:Mim-8:«Spffi "
TUE8,‘PRIDAT
Pt(i»durOA8BAni» 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Phone 652-1188











• DECORATIONS • CARDS 




By HUGH NASH 
Review Staff Writer
There are not many places nearby 
where a family can jump in the car, toss in 
a saw and trundle off to chop down their 
own Christmas tree.
But on the northern outskirts of 
Saanichton sits such a spot. Close to 100 
Douglas and Grande fir trees, sorne six 
feet or more tall, await people who want 
to whack down their own tree.
The Saanichton Christmas Tree Farm is 
a family co-operative enterprise started 
almost five years ago by Joan Fleming, 
her sister Liz Thompson, brother Mike 
and Dan Sieffert.
They bought 2,200, two-year-old, foot- 
high seedlings from B.C. Forest Products 
and, working weekends only because they 
all have other jobs, planted the trees on 
two and one-half of the five acres they 
own.
Now, after years of watering and prun­
ing, it’s time to recoup at least some of 
their investment.
“We wanted to farm in some way or 
other but if we had cows or other animals 
we’d be too tied down,’’ Joan said. 
“Christmas trees almost look after 
themselves.’’
Actually the trees have had other than 
human help in their mission to become so­
meone’s December living room centre 
piece.
Cutting the grass up and down the rows 
was very time consuming so 40 Black 
African and Toolouse geese were purchas- 
ed last spring. “A lot of them must have 
been females because now we have 100 of 
them keeping the grass down. Arid havyks
when they were scurrying around,Joan 
said;
The older geese will be on the farm for 
awhile but the balance of the honking 
grass cutters will soon be Christmas din­
ners. The partnership will have the 10-
Lookit them geese go. Liz Thompson, Dan Sieffert and Joan Fleming 
encourage the grass- cutting geese to clip and fertilize up and down the rows 
of their Christmas tree farm on East Saanich Rd. ^
pound youngsters butchered and ready The new trees, ready by 1989, or sooner 
for sale the week before Christmas. if the geese continue to do good work, will
Not only did‘the geese, many of which be balsam fir, Norway spruce, Colorado 
won prizes at the Saanich Fair including Blue spruce, western white pine and jack 
‘Best in Show’, solve the grass-cutting pine.
problem but they also went a long way to Long before then though, the small 
providing all the fertilizer the trees need­
ed. The farm already had a good soil base 
as it had been a mink farm for years for families and friends out to cut a 
before the tree farm started;;
Fleming said they lost only 10 per cent This year, cutters should probably br- 
of the original seedlings a:nd have had no ing along a pair of rubber boots in which> 
problem with bugs or diseases; No sprays to trbmp up and down looking for their
or other chemicals have been needed or tree. The walking is a little vvet since the
used. snow melted and the rains started and . . .
Next spring between 1,000 and 2,0(X) vyell, you never know where the geese 
additional seedlings, some bought and have been.
some home grown, will be planted — The farm at 8231 East Saanich Rd. is 
some in the spaces left by trees cut down open for business 10 a.m. ’til dusk, on
this year but mostbeside the rows planted weekends and Dec. 23 and 24. Drop in or
five years ago. call 652-3228 for details.
Preparations are well under 
way for the North Saanich 
School Evening of the Perform­
ing Arts, slated for Monday, 
Dec. 16.
The show, which is being pro­
duced by the school’s 
Dandelion Theatre Company, 
will feature several per­
formances by all levels of the 
school band, the school choir 
and a drama/dance presenta­
tion stage managed by Tracey 
Hunter, choreographed by 
Melody Esselink, and including 
Becky Overbeck, Nicole 
Masters, Jennifer Douglas, Jen­
ny Owen, Nancy Shinnie, Tracy 
Hein, and another presentation 
directed and performed by pam 
Spence and Tara Huggins all 
members of grade 8 drama 
classes.
A major aspect of the concert 
will be involvement. More than 
3(X) students are taking part 
with a number- appearing in 
several performances.
Music classes, under the 
direction of teacher Sue Reid, 
will sing Silent Night, Straw 
Carol which includes a solo by 
Kelly McGregor; Bethlehem 
Boy, Hard Rock Holiday 
featuring a special; dance 
choreographed by Carrie Mor- 
: ris and Lesley Shewring^ and a 
novelty piece called Make Your 
Own Music At Christmas which 
is a lively cumulative arrange-
and builds to 45.
Singers will be accompanied
M'
by Maurice Picton on drums, 
Scott Henderson on the 
keyboard, Darryl Allison, Anna 
Caldwell, Edwin Bill, and Reese 
Mack playing recorders: Kim 
Meadows, Karina Miller, Kaysa 
Erickson and Bernadette 
Herbert playing ukuleles; Tim 
Brownon the maracas; and Jeff 
Wilson on the..xylophone.
Performances by the grade 
six and grade eight bands, under 
the direction of Bill Brennan, 
will include a selection of old 
favorites such as Jingle Bells, 
Old Macdonald’s Farm, and 
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star as 
■ well as many less familiar 
pieces. The grade eight band 
will also play the popular song 
Raiders of the Lost Ark.
A dance presentation to ac­
company Five Foot Two, Eyes 
of Blue whiqh was choreograph­
ed by Laura Burrows and; 
Leanne Lawson, students at 
Parkland senior secondary, will; 
be performed by Ffeather 
Sadlish, Ann-LoUise Irving, 
Kathy Scott, Suzanne Isacsbn; 
Wendy Smith, Jennifer; - Cole, > 
Krista Miller, and Amanda 
Morris.
Performances by the grade 
severi band under the direction 
of teacher Bruce Hipkin, will 
round out what promises to be a 
thoroughly delightful evening 
of entertainment for the 
families and friends of North 





THE FACTS * rqn's disposal ^
.LAiDLAW; waste::;systems,;:j:3
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.
* 100% CANADIAN WCALLf OW^
* L/DS REPLACED W/TH WO
RADIO-DISPATCHED
FOR PROMPT RELIABLE SERVICE
COMMERCIAL CONTAINERS NOW AVAILABLE
IT S YOUR GHOIGE
RM^S: 3 CANS PER PICK-UP
CURBSIDE L : DOdRSTEP :
^ $80 per yr. $115 per yr.
$60 per yr. ; ^ $95 per yr,
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1550 Mills Rd. 656-1858 
SIDNEY
Strutting their stuff during rehearsals for A Chorus Line are Cindy Peralta, Linda Lorkin, Holly McGimpsey, 
Patti Tidquist, Sarah London, Oleen Cassidy and Val Sing. ^ ^ ^ ^
Neither snow nor sleet nor 
dead of night can stop these 
dedicated Grassroots Theatre 
Company performers from get­
ting to rehearsals for the hit 
musical “A Chorus Line” 
which opens on the Parkland 
stage Dec. 17.
Who are some of these 
troupers and what are some of 
the qualities that keep them 
pushing through the fatigue, the 
disappointments, and some of
the worst November weather on 
record?
There is Shannon Pearson, 
15, a grade 10 student at 
Parkland senior secondary. 
Shannon is one of those rare in­
dividuals with that indefinable 
yet clearly visible gift called 
“star quality.”
There is Sarah London, a 
former Parkland student with a 
limitless abundance of stage 
presence and Linda Larkin,
who brings a stage to life merely 
by being on it.
There is the outstanding 
talent of Craig Hempstead also 
a former Parkland student and 
Tom Bazin, a grade 11 student 
at Parkland who enriches the 
stage with charm and joy and 
talent too. There is Sheila Harr­
ington and Holly McGimpsey 
who bring creativity, control, 
and an amazing wealth of 
knowledge to virtually every
Our cultural attitudes toward 
anger iare extraordinarily coh- 
flictiial. As individuals we are 
trained to be pleasant and 
codperatiye^ Canadians have an 
international reputation as 
conciliators and peacemakers.
For us to be effective in that
role, there must also be ag- information can be obtained by
gressors and warriors who re- this way. 1 have no right. With them, ! am faced with calling Parkland School at 656-
quire ipacifying. They too pro- If .l learn this expectation and the awesome decision of risking 5507.
1 m\7-"r<a>Or\r^'ri K\X - it- " ' Tr» /-Sf "'A-p 5
aspect of stage work. And there 
is Brynn Jones a grade nine stu­
dent who is already an outstan­
dingly beautiful dancer. The list 
includes Jack Horne, Cindy 
Peralta, Patti Tidquist, Morris 
Holmes, and many others.
Perhaps the most unusual 
thing of all is that such a small 
community could manage to 
produce or attract such 
undeniably talented performers. 
Of course, what brought them 
here or helped produce them 
isn’t the only thing that’s im- 
^/portant...-/
What matters too is that 
director Doug Bambrough has 
assembled yet another vy inning 
combination of performing and 
production talent that vyill be 
there on the Parklands stage for 
local theatre gbers to experience 
and enjoy.
f Showdates for “A Chqm 
Line” are Dec. 17 to 21. Seats 
are $5 reserved, $4 general with 
: $1 off for senior citizens. Ticket
IMAGES presents
Saturday, December 14th/9:00 A.M.
SANTA will fly in by Helicopter 
at our parking lot. ^ ^
Buffet Breakfast will be served 
Photographer on site, to take your
child’s picture with SANTA 
(TICKETS ON SALE IN ADVANCE):
Thursday, December 19th 
LADIES NIGHT AGAIN
TICKETS AT FRONT DESK ,
CHRISTMAS BUFFET Dec. 25,1985 
Two Sittings 4:30 & 6:30 
Per Person $9.95 Children 12 & under $5.75
TUESDAY, DECEMBER
NEW YEARS EVE BASH
\ ■■'.TICKETS ON SALE'NOWy;:/-
$10.00 per person, (or Dance and Party Favors 
$25.00 per person Includes Gourmet Dinner with Champagne. 
ROOMS ARE ONLY $25.00 PER ROOM, FOR 1 NIGHT: ^
Mpnday r Sat.




vide bs With rhbdels front which 
: we learn different lessons about 
anger.
Clearly, aggression ancl 
violence are ; amdng sorrie 
groups V eh d orsed and
rejectiohfand separation;:t :guide rriy fespphses by it,Then I 
will have to saw off parts of 
mysel f — parts that may be very 
: vital; - and energetic, parts that niyselfv br put theni d^ 
may have otherwise helped me" in hopes that trust and healing 
right wrongs or excape painful chn lead to grovvth. , ^
vy ( pT: :remaining in a relationship in 7 
which 1 must abandon parts of
Cw celebrated. Making war or war- ( or punitive situations, 
like moves on a national scale is Unlike a sawed off board, 1 
how an; ordinary strategy. Ih ; can’t simply dispose of^^^ t 
sports and entertainment, the parts. I’ll havp to store them 
bad guys regularly lose their somewhere insidemysclf that’s
tempers as aii advertising especially escape-proof, and
bonus. ihcn I’ll have to vvonder and
How are we to make any worry if the locks will hold. The
sense of these discrepancies? more strain 1 put myself under,
Oftenweslmplydon’t.Fforn themorcunreairilbecome — 
early training we learn attitudes outwardly so beauiifully con-
An intimate relationship that 
requires constant guarding or 
bending ourselves into artificial 
contours to comply with so­
meone else’s expectations or 
demands is a majjor expense, 
subtly extracting vitality from 
our spirit until we vvilhcr and 
crackle like empty seed pods.
IT / let you know that Tin 
angry, I’m terrified of your
it :vT> 
''t;.
f hat d ici a ic o u r ex ter ha 1 
behaviorwhile simultaneously 
extinguishing our internal emo­
tional exprience.
We try to make our outsiclcs 
look“nice"cvenwhenaurin- 
sidc.s arc in turmoil. The effect 
is similar to trying to ensure a 
balanced iceter-iottcr by sawing 
■ off onc'end.;.
In an earlier article, I referred 
to some attitudes toward anger 
that arc particularly destructive, ; <licmselycs, i angry and so
There were: ‘
- getting angry is dangefous ihcir own feelings; ihat tliey too 
and wasteful to me and the per- cannot dare io respond to anger 
soil tit whom I’m tingry.
feel, you won’t be able to take
■"■■iit.
- if I expre.ss my anger, 
might lo.se conirol.
confusion b(:i Ween the inter hut 
feeling of aiigcr and the external - 
expressioii of that feeliiig.
W wc are trained to suppress; ; 
or cliniinatc bur outside actions, ‘ 
wc often ; oVei gcticralizc and 
conclude tiinli wc should also 
not have the iptcrnal emotion,
We corne to believe that tlie 
feeling of angei is bad and tiud 
c arc less mature or balanced 
to experience it. This lends to:
liduldh’t feel
trolled and' pleasant, inwardly /eray/at/oh, ’ '
struggling with terrible pressure ; This attitude is painfully 
and possible corrosive guilt J ; prcvalentin adults who, as little 
7f /’/i7 ope/7 about my a/Jgcr children endured psychological; 
at you, you’ll reject me. " and physical s;uffcring from
In truth, there are some pco- parents who depended upon cx- 
plc who have been so wounded trcmc tlircats or assaultivcness 
and so friglitcncci in their live.s to discipline and 10 puni.sh. 
that they do riot have the emo- In each of us may still live 
tional resources to deal with that little child who is tifraid 
another’s ang' i . rhcrc are even and humiliated and helpless, 
morb pf ’ who arc, |?ccling that(way, vve arc unlike-
a fly-by inspection of the wide yariety of 
pants offered at Sidney Men’s Wear.
Cords;:;;:/;:;;-
ly to chnllengc powerful others 
who niayi iiv bur child-likc; ter­
rors, kill lis.Wc thereby render 
ourselves, as adults, as impoiciit 








The Pantman was 
overheard to say 
“We’ve never had a 
better selection of 
"slzes,i;cdlours;:'ahd;{styl,es: 
ythan'(We/have/|oday ”
Jlver-r-ry interesting!. J J
it would seem there 
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A concert of local fine arts talent is being staged 
by the Parkland School departments of dance and 
music.
Featured during the evening’s entertainment 
will be the Parkland Concert Band, The Parkland 
Nine Band, Parkland Stage Band and the \vell 
crafted and exciting choreographies of the 
Parkland Dance Company. Adding their con­
siderable talents to the show will be accordionist 
David Schmidt, singer Leah Luckhurst, the resi­
dent Flute Quartet and the exuberatn Jazz Ensem- 
^ ble.'- , ■
There will be a bake sale of irresistable 
homemade goodies during the intermission and- 
coffee and juice available. Donations of food 
twdards a Christmas hamper for the Lions-Review 
hamper fund would be gratefully accepted.
The concert will be held this Friday, Dec. 13. 
The curtain rises at 7:30 p.m. in the Multi-purpose 
room at Parkland School. The admission is free.
Parkland School’s stage band under the
exercises early Friday morning for the 
concert Friday at the school: )
Mount Newton Middle 
School’s, Grade 8 performing 
arts students, under the direc­
tion of teacher Patti Tidquist 
treated family and friends to a 
view of the special world of 
teenagers with a performance of 
the pop-rock hit musical 
“Teen”, staged recently in the 
school’s drama theatre room.
The musical, which follows a 
group of teenagers through 
their daily trials and triumphs, 
struck a responsive chord with 
the capacity audience. Applause 
was frequent and enthusiastic 
and if there was any complaint 
it was that there w'asn’t time to 
perform the entire musical over 
again that evening.
The cast included leads Tim 
McGuire, Ryan Haight, Paul 
Fitzaland, Jenifer Russell, 
Sherri Neudorf, Ingrid 
Olmstead, and Sabrina Eycker- 
mans. These performers were 
extremely well supported by 
roughly 25 additional cast 
members many of whom had 
short speaking parts and sang in 
the chorus. Grade eight student 
Janice Gibson also performed a 
ballet number which she 
choreographed herself.
Tidquist was assisted by 
teachers Mr. Jacobson, Mr. 
Garere, Mrs. Gameron and Miss 
Roberts . S t u d e n t s R o b 
Trelford; and Mike Burgess 
: handled the lights, with Gina 
Gregory, Stephanie Mac- 
Donald, Janice Britney, ancl
Alan Smith on the stage crew:
Several parents also assisted: f 
' " MrV and^^f Gib-
i j That !sriow really w “the 
pits” wasn’t it? Far too early 
for most of us to have really 
finished our outdoor jobs.
i could have wept when I 
realized, that our precious split-' 
leafed maple was still siting out • 
by the pool in a five-gallon pot. . ;
: has been iTiOiVed
in against the west wall of the 
house under a large overhang-;; 
ing shrub.;;
This year I forgot it, and the , , .
bages, cauliflowers, leeks, and
broccblies, the poor things near­
ly flat on the ground, but I’m
— /f ^ ''
’ HELEN LANOI
;were _.
son, Mr. Webb, Mrs. Gregory, 
Mrs. Fitzaland,- and Mrs. 
Barnett.
of participation, en­
joyment, and an opportunity to 
display a wonderful array of 




2nd - Rebecca Blanco 
3rd - Lee Ann Masan
:5'Years




1st - Angela Bressen 
2nd - Angela Norris 





1st- Grant Birtwistle 
2nd-Jimmy Philips 
3rd - Mia McKenzie
'6-7years'":^-'',-''-;",. 'V'',
Tst- Melody 
2nd - Donnie Spencer 
■■■3rd-Ann-'-:
■ ■: 10 -'12 - Yea rs';'o' ■, ■'/
1 st - Aiayne Sidlick 
2nd - Jennif er Bresson 
3rd-Paul Sidlick
Honorable l^ention 
Meredith Walker - 8 yrs.
SIVUTTY’S
Brentwood Bay
Corner W. Saanich & Keating X Rd: 
652-1764
I wrungmy hands when I saw 
the shape of: the winter cab-
.1
ice came and the snows, until 
the poor thing was completely 
buried. Actually the snow may 
have saved its life, but as soon 
as it is all melted I’ll move the 
maple into its usual hidey-holc 
against that warmer 
The larger shrubs such as the 
Junipers will be bowed down 
from all the weight of the snow, 
but they’ll recover,However,
have a real job on our hancis
trying to get the vines back up 
where they belong,
I imagine most of you are 
deep in the throes of Ghfistmas 
convinced they will recover, shopping right now, but if you 
That snow was obviously a have a second amaryllis bulb, 
blessing indisguise,^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ you might like to start it now so
The celeriac leaves are finish- that as your first plant finishes
ed but the root (which is the blooming you will have a se-
part you eat) in each case is oond one coming along, 
heard and crisp, so they should Pne more suggestion, and 
be fine, then I’ll go T promisef If yop
feel concerned about the jj^Qppjj^g ijgi Tjq yj^jj yoj,,. 
“winter keeper” toniatoes, favorite nursery, and take a 
stored under blankets in the look at all the neat gardening 
garage. Some of thenv have soft gardening aids, pots and :
spots, and will likely perish, but containers, you might
othcr.H arc still nice and firm, even buy an outdoor pot and 
and with hnported tomatoes plant some spring flowering 
over a dollar a pound, that has bulbs iii it, 
to be good news. They will have Late as it is to put bulbs in the 
to be sorted out thpugli. jojb (bey \yjii bloom,never 
Something to do Inter on today, fear, Just to make the pot look 
The thornless blackberries festive: plant ii couple ^ofi
" V
J r'nnr*r»rnf»rl nHniif ihf* . '
ly be damaged to .some extent.
Things like Aucuba and Fatsias 
may have a lot of foliar 
damagei but will almost certain­
ly survive to make lovely new 
growth in the spring.
This morning it feels almost 
like spring, and most of the 
snow is gone, so I pul on my 
boots and made a tour of the 
garden, pausing periodically.to
groan,, aiid 'P bubn'l lost their leaves when the primroses or winter pansies on
breath a sigh of rehef, ^ v- ^ arrived, and they sagged top of the bulbs, stick a bow in
T’he groans were loudest qousidcrahly urKlcr iheir load of (the niiddle, land you’d have aloudest 
when I saw the gladiola in one 
bed ^werc still stauflihg there, 
stiff and brown r , : ahotlici 
ovet'sight, and again, when; 
saw the delphiniums, which 
hadn’t yet been tnul^^^ 
hod obviously taken Jl terrible
; beoting.Qh dcar.:gardcning can 
be a trial at times, especially 
v/licn yod'l khow^U 
could have been avoided, and 
you know it's all your fault, 
TJowever, I felt tnuch better 
when I looked at the winter 
Jasmine and saw that at least 
some of the flower buds hiive 
■survived, although the flowers 
arc all dcad. Iti>va.s also a thrill 
to see one crocus peaking out of 
the groutid, and the Dutch iris 
Up a good sik inches, still very 
emuch alive and well. 1
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They were bellied up to the tables three deep most of the day at the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital Bazaar Saturday as thousands of shoppers and patients snapped up yummy jams 
and jellies, bought raffle tickets and Christmas presents. “The whole of Sidney must be in 
here.
It was a great Fair!
Over 2,000 people braved the 
elements to browse, buy and en­
joy the multitude of crafts of­
fered by the many crafts people 
and organizations. If there were 
any complaints, it was the dif­
ficulty in making decisions 
when so many high quality 
items beckoned.
Names of crafts people are 
available by calling PGA, 656-
Someone lost a bag contain­
ing a big green knitted sock plus 
soriie decorations. It’s at- the 
PC A office. Q75( 3rd Street,
.<e incci-: ..vui iiduiissioiis, 
nearly $1,000, will be used by 
\ PCA volunteer serviceis: to pro­
vide direct services to people Hy­
ing on the peninsula.
Your attendance really helped 
and we hope you w«li corne 
again next year and please bring 
a friend.
Now it’s time to turn all our 
attention to^ Christmas. The 
: cold weather really put everyone 
behind and the volunteers at the 
Christmas Depot are very con­
cerned at the limited amount of 
goods ^ they '. are. receiving, 
though I understand it’s picking 
up now.
There are hundreds of 
hampers waiting to be made up 
for .delivery by the Lions later in 
December. I neglected to re­
mind you last week that the 
depot is in the former Bayside 
Fitness Centre at the rear of the 
Landmark Building.
There is usually good parking 
and the volunteers who staff the 
depot Monday to Saturday bet-.; 
ween 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. will be 
happy to receive any contribu­
tions^ Tax receipt^ will be given
PEfSlINSUi-A
■ >f*
By Jim Van Domselaar 
As we head into the second 
quarter at' Stelly’s, already 
many activities have been plan­
ned and run.
The school held a dance Dec.
5 and all profits will be donated 
to various Christmas charities 
around Victoria and Saanich. 
Stelly’s is also holding an air- 
band on Dec. 12 and so far 
many entrants have, been ac­
cepted.
There will be a Christmas 
concert here Dec. 13 with all 
churches in the Central Saanich 
area getting involved. We have 
started our hamper drive pro­
gram, beginning with the dona­
tions received at the dance and 
will run it until the Christmas 
holidays. Hopefully, we will 
beat last year’s total of 700 
items donated!
There will be a caroling con­
cert held here, Dec. 19, halfway 
through the day and later on, 
caroling in the community.
In sports, the Stelly’s basket­
ball team are up and running. 
The girls senior basketball team 
came second in the peninsula 
tournament, out of eight teams.
Personal Attention by 
European trained Barber Stylist
“THE MEN’S SHOP’* 
behind the Landmark Bldg, on 2nd St
Tues.-Sat. 8:30 -5:30 656-4443
“Fine Dining Room”
Now owned and operated by Evelyn & Rene Bremner
introduces our STEAK NIGHTS
Mondays, Tuesdays & Wednesdays
Charbroiled to perfection ^
Includes salad, baked potato 
or rice and vegetable...... on ly
2506 Beacon Ave. For Reservations Call 656-1224
for cash donations which can be 
left at either the Depot or at the 
Review office.
In appreciation to the extend­
ed care unit Staff at the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital, the friends 
and relatives of: the patients at 
extended care have taken up a 
collection and this cash will be 
donated to the Ha:mper Fund.
; This will enable the Sidney 
Lions to use their bulk purcha.s-
ing ability to the best ad­
vantage. Thank you all.
St. Mary’s Church in 
Saanichton is also busy collec­
ting toys and food to bring to 
the depot within the next few 
weeks: Just several examples of 
the caring spirit of the penin­
sula. Please let me share with 
readers if you or your group is 
planning a; special caring for 
■Thosein'need.;.-""'L
from records to towels
The
2310BEACON 656>220Q





NOW OPEN 8 AM
IN THE BEACON PIAZAMAU 
■^■23!?lJeaconAv(t/-':’Sidn
656-4822
"lor FAMILY DINING 
at FAMILY PRICES 








V Mon. • SaL 11 om-8 pm
-':v7'''':>:;:CI08Gd''Sunday8':"'.7:,'vr:
Holidays
2470 BEACON AVEvv Sidney
Llcehaed 656-4944




TAKE OUTS 656-5896-7 
5th & Deacon Sfdnoy
FRANK’SPLACE














10% Senior Discount 
OPENTAM.ri‘MEve^
''-:-:LiC0n3ed..-:';-7t./y6S2-li92^
Early EvttnliiflDiNNRR SPECIAL 
4:30 • 6:09 Mon.'Frl, 
Lwnchi pinnor Dally ^ y 
Sunday Brunch 11:30"1:30 :
: 7172 Brentwood
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Pining out on tho 
Poninauta Is a treat for i,,:- y


















Beacon & Pat Bay 
Arriving by Helicopter
■Deciember'ZI
Pior 1 Restaurant 
Beacon & 2nd Street
Sponsored by 
ih« Sidney Aasoclallon 
ol Merchants s
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•EXPERT STAFF TO ASSIST YOU IN YOUR SELECTION
Brentw ood Village Mall 
Your Chi Istmas Candy Store
For That VtWy Special Person 
by Rob erts Chocolates
In Time For Christmas 
BEAUTIF ULLY WRAPPED 
Christmias Gift Baskets 
• Cheese • Crackers • Candies 
• Chocolaites ® Nuts • Fruit
Spoil yourself, come and see our DELICIOUS select ion and
enter to win the Gingrebread House PH.652-1833
LADIES AVEAR^
Avoid the crowds of downtown shopping, take 
advantage of Spooners great selection.
Shop with us and enjoy personalized service.
® FREE GIFT WRAPPING 
“ FREE PARKING 
TWO LOCATIONS
' : ‘"vfc .
'P.
SIDNEY







look forward to serving you better. We are now 
open:.'.;.
MON:—9-4 TUES,:WED.TRI. 8-6 
.>,::;v'TH'URS.'8-8 SAT. M:^:
CHRISTMAS GIFT 
:e ERT! FICATESiAVAI LlBLEi
■ ■■■■ ■
Have a Happy Holiday Season
From Tina, Joy, Betty, Michellei Cindyi Mallt'een, Cathy
fj'
■•iCVvi. . . ''v-'fc'''"'
We offer four different styles as well as 
imaginative additions, all designed to 
compliment your home. Call how for free, 

















We instail ail types of insulating 
windows, inside storms, thermal 
conversions, replacement win- 
t .,B 1 dovifs, wcod sash conversions, as . 
s i ^ well as our exclusive “Plus Three 












•Proven Aerobic Floor •Weight Room Consultant 
•7 Certified Instructors •Showers 
•Tanning Centre -Change Rooms
Olyrnpic Free Weights •Separate Aerobic Area
Girthai Maciiines 6793 Kirkpatrick Gras.
OFFICE & SHOWROOM
652-9221
7159 WEST SAANICH, BRENTWOOD BAY
•Global Machines
PAT IO C O V E R S » A WNIN G S “ R O O FIN G 











:SSLAN D Y! EWFB EEZER LTD^










2136 KEATING X ROAD j
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• RIB EYE STEAKS....................
• TOP BARON BEEF............V4®3»®lb4






'i' Mf Milf 
pppm^^





■ ■ ■■ P'-1
PM.
1/2 PRICE ON FIRST 
MONTH’S RENT FOR NEW UNITS
(3 MONTHS MINIMU M)
•Hefltttd a unhoatod stoi’ngo 
•FencedEtorago^yard 
' •Oh"8ltn ttocurllvf









REG, PRICE WHEN YOU PURCHASE
bhj BALLARpSorWAYNES
FOR WATER CONDITIONING 4
... ^
.V-"—rif










' 2111 Konting X Rd., Contra! Saanich 
PHONE eb2-91B8 HOURS; Mt>n..Snt, ii:4U ■ t»;yo
fhA'.'
4,'







BRENTWOO D! DA PH ARM AGY





ORDER YOUR PARTY TRAYS 
BEFORE DEC. 16th/85 AMD REiCEIVE ....
TO TOP OFF THAT PERFECT 













j Tom Todd and family would 
I like V to wish our customers 
^ ^ and other friends a very 
Merry Christmas and a Hap­
py New Year and hope you 














■REG.'4“ :: ::: 1.
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Large Christihas 
Pbinsettias













7,173 \vi:s r SAA.N’lCIl Rl);- 
F HRKN I WOOD DAY, li.C. V(>S lAO ,
CALLTODAY
652-1141







OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
ENJOY
THE mm OF CHRISTMAS
FROM T
PELIVERY WITHIN 
4 miles on orders





BRENTWOOD VILLAGE SQUARE 
7120 West SaanicK Rd.






BRENTWOOD BAY 7105A W. SAANICH RD.
7174 WEST SAANICH RD. 
Brentwood 652-4512






CENTER WIN DOW 
BRAKE LIGHT
REGi«29“®














G73fi West Siiariich Rd; Ph; 6S2-3221
::VVish
a glowing 
A / Holirlav ‘ tiijo
^ ‘ > V * nr n (inzxliha nerrhnnent \
fcentro piece. How about h car* 
isagp or pick a tabautiful floworlno 
; plant <rbm our lafso BolocUon. 
^jOrdor now for holly or; holly 
Wreaths WhllbouK^
'beat.* , ^ 41 9 ' ,■ . ,1 ■ i ' .; i ' ,1' . .J !' C., ' ' ,C ,, , '
7111 WestSnanlohRd. PH. 652-2131 TUieflora
WE’RE THERE WHEN 
YOU NEED US
0“ 'ift' • WCT & DRY
e GENERATORS^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
• PROPANE HEATERS “ SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
• WATER PUMPS FOR FROZEN PIPES
:^br litpsc* ':km EB G fe,NC Yitbms youihayn'eod;; dny ^; or "night: 
f hone"......................
G.W.G. EMERGENCY
RENTALS LTD. NUMBER 652-3908
TELEPHONE 6B2'3?)0tt
6777 Kirkpatrick Clo«M Korttino liidiistrlpipark, Victoria,
•Ml* w mwartmitmmmm
eERAMiie CHRISTMASTREES
: -r Cbif-ipletely finished, ready to plug
^ Intfbr a wariTTbribhl
, SPECIAL
'Sp&€iBlSahpn0fiC^
No, 1*606 Kli kptth ick Ch»s<
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FIJI ~ 12 nights from $1399.00 CAD p/p twin (child under 12 $699.00 CAD v/ith 2 
adults)
AUSTRALIA & FIJI —16 nights accommodation, airfare (ticket valid for 1 yr.)
& m.ore —$2305.00 CAD p/p
CLUB 50 — 25 nights accomrriodation, airfare, some meals
COSTA DEL SOL — fromSI 359.00 CAD p.p. twin 
PALMA DE MAJORCA —Irom SI 399.00 CAD p.p, twin 
MOROCCO—from $1549.00 CAD p.p. twin 
GREECE, CANARY ISLANDS — prices upon request 













I will sa\^/JiPS)lX'^3^P?oTPi ^^^r^^Jepair your 
shoes, nice and neat.
WE SPECIALIZE IM:
® Cowboy Boots 
® Work Boots 
® Purse Repair 
® We also do dyeing
Off W' Saanich Rd.' Ph. 652-4353
We’ve a great selection for you 
® SWEATERS 
* BLOUSES 





• Kaufman ® Lullabies













® STIRRUP PAMTS 
•FLORALTOPS





SIDNEY TWO LOCATIONS BRENTWOOD BAY
2471 BEACON AVE. TO SERVE YOU: 1193 VERDIER AVE 
656-9231 652-5612




m PALM SANDER w O..
^ W “GREYLINE^■/ ROUTER.. .
Gairbbnd a 'beautiful piano or 
brglfmvGOPELAND'S and make 







THE CUTTERS EDGE 
CUTTING GUIDE J 
Makes Straight cuts 
overSMong







' tul m ArWINOSOH —>
Titi niw^kHom STORE HOURS:
Mon. through Sat. 8:00 am - 5:30 pmMaster & Visa 
Cards Accepted Sunday 10:00 am - 4:00 pm




Ihdividual Mineral Bath 
«< Salts- ABRACADABRA
• English Garden q
• Mulling Spices I 5
forClder ^
• Mulling Spices
■ English Apple v' '■ 'T;:;
Pie Spices IN NATURAL BEECHWOOD BOXES
7060 W. SAAIvhCH RD.; BRENTWbOb
.......
99® each





('AiV k' '‘,n-| ''K’ni Vi ■ v V'
SPACEMAKER 
Model JVM210
• Can bo attached to underside
of kitchen cabinets V / ^
• .8 cu. ft. capacity
• Electronic Digital Display






• Dual Wave Microwave System
■•"1,4 cu.-ft-capacIty'/VV';;:;.;,;,;;
• Micro-Touch Controls
• Minute Timer (100 minutes) ;
• 10 Power Levels
• Temp; Probe SPECIAL
-•:Cl0Ck^r'v; : --'^/:-.V,{V.V;:::$4gg95
• Interior Shelf
^BYiNlNS'ULAeO-CDP; STOREHOURS: »VtON..WEO.-THUHS..SAI. 
9:00 AM-6:00 PM
pLusounciAs-Q'Anif;-;: :
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Phone 652-1888 
100% Canadian Ownetf 
2132 Keating X Road
//■'""Central'SoanlcH'TV/V'''
In the Seaboard Plaza
CHRISTMAS EVE: Regular Menu 
CHRISTMAS DAY: Closed 
BOXING DAY: Open for Lunch Si DIhn 
SUN DAY Dec. 29th: Buffet Brunch 
11:3b and 1:30
NEW YEAR’S EVE:












ISetTiINK YOU SHOULD KNOTmmBOUlUS
Please place your orders for Christmas soon so that 
we still have your favourite goodies when you want 







The change seems to occur so quickly, 
even parents themselves aren’t sure what’s 
happened.
One day they’re holding and cuddling 
their little bundle of joy, and then almost 
overnight, it seems, they’re wondering 
what to do with this terrorising two-year 
old.. :
“Where’s the kid I used to love?’’ one 
exhausted mother asked ironically, walk­
ing the newest family member around the 
-room.T:'
“You’re patience runs out,” she adds 
realistically. “I’ve had 3'/z years of being 
patient;’’.
The joys of parenting: while it includes 
all that is lovely, new and wonderful 
about having a baby and watching the 
amazing growth and development, also 
includes all the not-so-wonderful times.
Families association, New Parent Discus­
sion Groups operate tliroughout the 
Greater Victoria area, and in the words of 
a 34-year-old mom of a two-year old, are 
“really invaluable as a support group.’’
The sessions are open to both mothers 
and fathers, and everything devulged in 
the group is confidential. As the conversa­
tion shifts easily from one parent to the 
next, ore factor becomes immediately ob­
vious: the similarity of everyone’s ex-_ 
perience.'' ■'
The newly developed aggressive 
behavior and individualism of two and 
three year olds, kids “acting up’’ more 
often and how to manage a little time for 
yourself, were the main concerns at a re­
cent group gathering.
The temper tantrums over what to 
wear; the screaming insistence “I’m not 
hungry”, and even if hunger prevails, it’s 
not for anything which appears on the 
dinner plate.
Frustration, dealing with defiance and 
trying to be patient are among the most 
common traits of parenthood. And by hot 
dealing with them, the whole business of 
raising children can become chaotic, a
Every Friday morning, the new rnothers
: n^
They exchange horror stories; “she 
! took all the baby’s clothes and stuffed 
them behind the stove, I’d just put them 
back when she was at it again.”
But mostly they offer encoufageihent,; 
> share similar experiences and take an hour 
off withbutlthe kids.
a little laughter and lighten the mood, 
most new parents are involved for sup­
port, to be assured that .someone else is 
going through the same dilemmas, and to 
get the “bad things off your chest.”
One mother of a three-year-old and a 
new-born wrapped up everyone’s feelings. 
“The bad times, even just a few hours, 
stick with you all week.”
The Brentwood group has met at Shady 
Creek Church on East’ Saanich Rd. for 
three years: now. Many of the regularr 
members haye been attending since the
have recently
added a second baby to the family; ;
y j ‘ i'Phgj.g’g more perspective; the second : 
time around,’’ they, agree. “It’s a whole 
hew:life, nevVeverything the first time;” : ;
juggling kids, a home and often a job 
as well, can often take up: more hours 
than are in a day. But keeping time for 
yourself, which sometimes seems impossi­
ble, is imperative these women agree.
“You need regular breaks, time out 
without the kids.”
“Sometimes at the end of the day all I 
want is to be alone. I’ve been attached to 
someone all day and it just gets to be too 
much.”
“You must meet your personal needs 
too, just getting some sleep sometimes 
seems an accomplishment. ”
The frustrations go with the job, there’s 
no use denying them, and at least having 
an outlet once a week is a saving grace.
Besides providing an opportunity to 
share anecdotes, weekly sessions often in­
clude gue.st speakers on alternative 
systems of education, daycare and child 
rearing.
As w'ell as the Brentwood group, a 
Sidney group also meets on the peninsula 
and is open to all parents of young 
children.
While the negative cam easily overtake
Annual
OPEN HOUSE
SAT. 14th and SUN. 15th
10®/c©OFF






with any complicated life experience), 
members steadily offer encouragement 
and promote the positive among them.
“You have to have something to look 
forward to, otherwise it’s hard to keep go­
ing sometimes.”
exchanged their best and 
worst experiences of the week, the group 
wound up on a happy, positive note.
: The 34-year-oId mother of one smiled 
as she announced her news, y
“ After everything we’ve heard today, 
you rnay all think I’m crazy. But my hus­
band and I have decided to have another
of
:oaDyv;:;'/v-
No one thought her crazy, babies are 
the reason f or; these: meetings . and even 
more encouragement flowed.
The Saanich Peninsula Municipalities 





7855 E. Saanich Rd., Saanichton
TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM:
Chamber Office;: Pat ; Bay Hwy: 656-6316 -- Spooner’s 
Ladies Wear, Brentwood — Village Gallery, Sidney — Ex­
pressions, Seaboard Plaza, Keating.
St. Vincent de Paul Sociah 
Concern Office donates food|i\ 
hampers to over 1,600 people' 
a month. Fresh fruit ; aiid:®
■Legion Branch 37, Mills Rd. 
‘ bingo Fridays, 6 p.m.
vegetable donations would 
be appreciated. For pickup
call 382-3213 or drop off at 
840 View St.; Victorla.
come to P Central Saanich
M ( 4 it, ' ?'
? V '
and to make sure your family 
has the Merriest Christmas
Offer:
m. ; ;.niv ‘
|:;:t(vlO IIAlii
’ first iiu‘livii|ii;ii;(;i)iisiilUill()n;: "J : 
: \vli 11 your uwji lioi’soiiaf f:i ’ |:
WINOVER
Pete Petetson of the Kiwimis Club inspects the Plumnusnve 
donmion to the toy drive with Carol Tbonuis w)>o delivered 
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\ “I have reasonable and pro­
bable grounds to believe that 
you are committings or within 
the preceding two hours have 
committed, an of fence under 
Section 234 or Section 236; of 
the Criminal Code. 1 hereby de­
mand yon prbyide now; or asvy 
soon as is; practical, a sample;bf ; ;
lyour breathe..... ”
iThe^ words win be. ?
recited of ten ; by;, police i ■ during - ; 
the holiday season with their 
CounterAttack program in 
operation.
They are printed on an index 
card carried by policemen: They 
form the request made To 'a per-; 
son in care and control of a 
motor vehicle to submit tp a 
breathalyzer test.
The end result could be a six- 
month driving suspension and 
either a minimum $300 fine or 
up to a maximum six-month jail 
sentence plus a $2000 fine.
But the actual breathalyzer 
test and arrest itself can be an 
emba:rassing ' and humiliating 
experience.
Under a simulated scenario 
created with the assistance of 
the Sidney RGMP, Reporter 
Barry Gerding acted as a 
“guinea pig” to find out con­
fronting drunk drivers when re­
quested to provide brealhalyzer 
readings.
Gcrdina |.endured a lunch 
which edifli/ffited of four double 
rye and cokes, one liquor and a 
bowl of mushroom soup.
He was then driven to 4th St. 
and the car was parked adjacent 
to the RGMP detachment. He 
slid over from the passenger Ip 
the driver’s scat to wait 
; .Const .■GcorgeGarbutt.';"
Garbutt stepped oi'£ of the 
RCMP office and poticed Ger­
ding was struggling to strap on 
the seatbelt. The first indication 
Gerding might be impaired.
Asked to step out of the vehi­
cle, Garbutt asked him to per­
form two roadside tests. 
i ;; ;The first: entailed tilting W 
; hea.d;back;and touching his nose ■ 
in a slow deliberate fashion 
with the left hand and then the 
right.
The second test required him 
to walk on a straight line put­
ting one foot directly in front of' 
r the other. Balance Avas a little
Constables never wear a load­
ed gun when interviewing an in­
toxicated driver in case a 
physical struggle should occur.
“The worse that can happen 
is a bump on the head,” Gar­
butt said.
He said about 60 per cent of 
those tested feel guilty about be­
ing caught while the remainder 
are usually belligerent until told 
of their breathalyzer readings.
Corp. Gary Kaminski has 
entered the room to administer 
the breathalyzer test.
Kaminski asks Gerding to 
stand up, place a small tube 
connected to the breathalyzer 
into his mouth and exhale a 
long deep breath. The same pro­
cedure is repeated 25 minutes 
later as two breath samples are 
required.
Both readings are .14, nearly 
double the allowed blood 
alcohol content of .08. Kamin­
ski says it will be another six to 
seven hours before it’s legal to 
drive.
Having failed the test; Gar­
butt escorts Gerding to another 
room to be fingerprinted and 
photographed.
;. His police record is also 
checked. It shows a previous 
parking ticket and a speeding 
Tviolation.';:;-;;'"';
The whole process will oc­
cupy about one hour of two 
constables regular shift. That
EVERYTHING MUST GO! 
BIG SAVINGS
means time is being lost for 
other administration or patrol 
duties.
Kaminski says additional 
constables would be called to 
work overtime if required.
The driver is then either 
released to another person to be 
taken home or, if severely intox­
icated, placed in a holding cell 
until sober.
The Sidney detachment has 
two cells. One cell, monitored 
with a video camera, is used for 
holding those charged with in­
dictable offences.
The other cell serves as the 
“drunk tank”. It can hold a 
maximum of four people at one 
time. .
Surrounded by bleak yellow 
painted walls, the cell has one 
toilet and a bed spring hung 
from one wall. There are no 
mattresses or blankets.
There is a drain in the floor so 
the cell can be washed down 
with a hose.
Garbutt says the bed goes to 
the person who wants it the 
most.
Police check the cell regularly 
to ensure no one is hurt or is 
suffering a medical problem.
Garbutt says peoBje ,, often 
become claustrophobic locked 
up in a cell. There are scuff 
marks on the walls left by bare 
feet or fists left behind as 
evidence of their fear or frustra- 
■XTions.
COR. KEATmG X RD. & BENVENUTO
Come in out of 
the cold & register 
for good time leisure 
programs!
Winter Program Registration commences:
SATURDAY, DECEIVIBER 14
at 9 a.m.
(and continues until programs begin)
PANORAMA 
LEISURE CENTRE









Dine In or Take Out
Garbutt then read
breathalyzer deniand.
TGefding wa placed in the 
back seat of the patrol car and 
transported to the detachment.
There is not much leg room in 
the back of a patrol car. Gar­
butt says it can be difficult fit­
ting a drunk driver into the car 
particularly if they are an- 
. tagonistic;: ,v
Inside the detachment, he is 
taken to a small robin and told 
to sit in the corner right beside 
the breathalyzer.
Garbutt begins filling out the 
necessary paperwork known as 
the RCMP investigational guide 
for impaired drivers.
He asks a range of questions, 
everything from where and how 
niu4^ff^ was consumed to 
■ the amount of sleep had the 
previous night.
Gnrbuit’s observations in­
clude the odor of alcphofm 
^ Gelding’s breath as moderate, 
face flushed, eyes bloodshot, 
speech sliirrcd and pupils 
;;;dilfiicd:;;
■DINNER FOR TWO
☆ 2 Egg Roils




Tr Pineapple Sweet & Sour 
5 Chicken Balls 
% Tea or Coflee
/-FAMii-Y; DINNER
Serves 4-5 Persons 
Wunton Soup 
. ☆ Pan Fried Prawns with 
Garlic B.B. Sauce 
'•h' Almond Guy Ding .O'
☆ Bayshore Special :
'■■.'-Chow Meih;-\,
☆ Sweet a Sour Boneless
Pork; ;,;'.■-■■:■
☆ Bayshore Special ;
Fried Rice
☆ Tea or Coffee
OPEN DAILY 11 am ' 
Closed Mondays except Holidays
Gerding blows into the breathalyzer after consuming four
;D;i>cdvcr.y'’':;4TG:'':;:Gi'u;b;
(toast tnisiresscs) meets se­
cond and fourth Thursdays, 
Shady Creek United Church.; 
Info 652-2.584.
Save the Children group 
meet s, ;^bye^y;';^sccond ■,;'■'and/;:’ 
fourth Wednesdays. 2 p.m., 
St. Andrew’s Church, 4ih St.
HOTEL SIDNEY’S annual
Tuesday, Docembef 31,1989
; ; DINNERS DANCE
Music by FINE LINE
Dinner & Dance i... •«♦..... **25.00 p/p 
Dance *10.00p/p
(alUlckile Include parly favours) ■
SPECIAL NEW YEAR’S EVE ROOM RATES
I DON'T PELAYv.;■.v:;^.■^^:;;;: V
lickoinare
2SI7BeiooaAv«, 154-11 Jl.
he got a number to0, 1L«mu
CORNER OP 4(|] fAjEACON
It ##■/'’
w







25 Accounting Services 
30 Appliance Services 
103 Autotxxiy Repairs 
100 Automotive 
18 Babysitting Services 
143 Beauty Salons 
175 Births 
110 Boats & Marine 
135 Building Materials 
155 Business Opportunities 
Business Personals 
Business Services 












142 Furniture for Rent 
130 Garage Sales 
50 Gardening 
55: Glass ;: :
140 Groceries, Meat & Produce 
19 Help Wanted 
^ In Memoriam 
60 Janitor Services 
205 Legal Notices 
150 Lost & Found
36 Masonry
120 Miscellaneous For Sale ;
125 Miscellaneous Wanted 
215 Mobile Homes ; 
lOT Motorcycles ^
63 Mowng & Storage 
62::iMusic,::r"V;/'.:;: 
'■;%5j’Obitijiaries.;:’:
;65 Paint & Painting 
160 Personals 
144 Pets & Livestock 
70 Rumbing & Heating
212 Real Estate for Rent 
211 Real Estate for Sale
213 Real Estate Wanted 
f;105 Recreation Vehicles
; 72 Refrigeration & Air Conditioning 
75 Secretarial Services 
' 80 Signs
85 Small Engine Service
126 Toys
88 Tree Services ‘ '■'
90 T.V. and Stereo 
95 Watch Repairs 
'185 Weddings 
‘•137 Wood Heating 








7925 E. Saanich Rd.
(opposite Fairgrounds)
9:30 am.. ........ Sunday School
1 T;00 am ...... Memorial Meeting
by K. Herbert
Phone 652-3606
RELIABLE MAN will do odd jobs like 
construction, painting, lumbering, 
renovation etc. $8-$10 hr. Call More 
656-3080. 52
YOU'RE BOTHERED BY COONS and 





• Residential & Commercial 
e Complete Design Service
• Custom Homes
• Renovations & Additions
656-2164
Ttr Backhoe Excavating 
☆ Trucking
S.Q.S. LTD. for professional window 
and gutter cleoning. 656-3317. tf
RESIDENIAL SERVICE, specialize in rock 
work, concrete driveways, brick and 
block masonry. Very competitive. In- 
qulre 656-4264 ofter 5 p.'m. tf
BART BUITENDYK
General Building Contractor
RENOVATE AND SAVE! 
656-4915
PRUNING FRUIT TREES and ornamen- 
tols, reasonable. Inquire 656-4264. tf 
PROFESSIONAL PRUNING, cleanups, 
656-3317. tf
7820 Central Saanich Rd. 
652-2723
9:45 am.. ^....... Sunday School
11:00 am............... Worship
E. Kratofil - Pastor 
477-8527 652-2723
: ^WELCOME^ : '
7008 W. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
9:45 am...... Family Bible School
11:00 am .:..... . Family Worship
7:00 pm _ ____Evening Fellowship
Pastor V. Nordstrom 
652-5631 652-3313
A Friendly Family Church 
Serving Central Saanich
CABINET MAKER, antique restoration, 
custom furniture, cabinets, woodwork. 
Traditional quality and techniques. 
Call RenaGroulx, 656-9135. 03
CLEANING LADY or housekeeper ex­
perienced, references, supplied 
reliable, please call in p.m. local area 
only, pleose. 656-2472. 49
DEEP GOVE 
RESTORATIONS 
Specializing in waterproofing 







•Lawns —Seed Sod 
•Fencing ‘Rockwork 
•Designs 656-3317




TUTORING, all academic subjects cer­
tified teachers, reasonable rates. 652- 
. 0749- : ' tf
SIDNEY & NORTH SAANICH 
REV. R.HORI PRATT 
Off. 65S-3213 Res. 655-1930
ST.JOHN’S
10990 West Saanich Rd.
9:30 a:m.
MOTHER OF TODDLER would like to 
care for toddlers or pre schoolers my 
home by airport, nice yard, playroom, 
educational toys, nutritious meals, lots 
:of tender loving care. Trained and ex­
perienced in eorly childhood. $2.00 per 
houh'656-9841r: 50;
QUALITY ACRYLIC enamel paint jobs 
$350.00 Heavenly Bodies Autobody 
ond Pointing. 479-8131. . : 51
fROS.UTD
COMSTRUCTfON
RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL I 
•Painting «Roofing 
•Tiling t*Carpentry 









: allot 3 p nv ;
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Free estimates.
■■652-4688.:.' .■■:;':.■. ^■‘■"c'Vtf-
AZTECH COMPLETE DRAFTING and 
design services 656-7744. 52
BESLEY CONTRACTING - genera! 
carpentry. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Colt Ron Besley 652-2338. , ; tf
GARDENING, LANDSCAPING, 
cleonup, gross cuts, tree service, haul-' 
Ing. OAP ' discount. Good reliable* 
work. 656-8730. 52.
TOP FLIGHT TURORING in oil grades 
and subjects by professibnol instruc­
tors, emphasizing academic ex- 
, cellehce.:598-26n. ;: V : 05




RESPONSIBLE MOM will bobysit : my 
. home. References: 656-9508:: J:; :: :. 50
' HAND CRAFTED ‘Windsor chairs and 
; fine furniture. For more information 
call Dan Gentile 652-1758. :: - : s OI
;;WOULD' LIKE; to.: babysit In; rhy Hpm^: 
Monday through Friday. 3 V4 and older: 
656-5001. >, 51
Roman Catholic
QUALITY DAY CHILD MINDING*.^ n rgy, 
: home: Sidney^ 6^-6938. . ^ ‘jSP
PLASTERING & STUCCO; 
DRYWALL & PAINTING 
RE-TEXING CEILING S 
OUTSIDE OF HC^USE^
:i ALL REPAIRS & NO JOB TOO SMALL: 
ESTIMATES
BARRIE 656-4556
Ads are accepted Moot 
day through^riday, from 
■ a.m. to 5 p:nn. 
656-1151.
7726 W. Saanich Road
8:30 am...................... Assumption
12:30 p.rn, . ; . . Assumption
ELIZABETH’S
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Camellon Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent spies reprdsentdtives to morket 
our luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Groat 
business. Call 388-6278 anytime. If no 
answer please leave name and phone 
number. ''‘‘tf




Locally owned & operated 
Tubs. - Fri. 9:00-5:00 
Saturday 10:00-4:00 
2491 Bevan Ave. 656-8612
•Wm
jThe Complete Homaai^ 7 
- Office Cleaning Service 




10030 Third Sti, Sidney
5:00 pm...................Saturday Mass
10:30 am, Sunday Mass
^^hone 652-1909
CAREER MINDED. Fast growing Herbal 
Nutritional company offers unlimited 
potential for holoth consultants: No 
experience needed. Wo lrain. 727-
0693;:::''".'..SO
EXP E R I E N C E D 
BABYSITTER/housocleanor, 2-3 oftor- 
hoons per week, 12-4 p.m. References 
pleose. 652-4794,, ’ : 50
W EST LAK E 
APPLIANCE 
REPAIR-BUY-SELL
, Qood utod Appliances wanted :






9813 Third St . Sidney
656-2945
• NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT ^ 
Full complete arid ' sole 
copyright in any: advertise-: 
ment produced by: island 
Publishers Ltd. is vested in 
and belongs to Island 
publishers Ltd:, provided, 
i however, that: copyright ■ in 
ttiat part and that part only of 
: any; such advertisement cori- 
; si Sit Ing of;; lllus tra tion 
borders, signatures or similar 
: components;which is- or are, 
‘Supplied iri linished ,form; to 
' 18 i a ri d,; P u b I i s hers Ltd; 
pporatlng as: the; Review by 
; t hea d ve r 11S o r; and I n*; 
corporated In said 'advertise- 
'merit :Sriall . remainV in ;and; 
belong to (he advertiser, 
WARNING
;;No;rr)a!erlal ;covered under 
'the‘copyright; out lined' abow: 
rriay be used without the writ- 
;t0n ’; peiTriissidn; of ': ■ Island 
Publlstiers Ltd,
PART-TIME oppllanco repairman 
wonted. Call 656-2325: ^ 50
WINDOW CLEANING SERVICE




FALL WINDOW and: gutter cleaning,' 
yards roofs, regulor homos $15.00 -I 
$25.00. Rob Wheldri 656-7597, 03'
WANTED: full time person to care for 
elderly couple in their own home, Nice 
locotion in Sidney. Phono Joan ovon- 
' Ings. 656-3242, 51 ;
Ain - 'Ll
WlfMWRIlilRW *
'*’'**”*' *^ *'**'"^ ' ‘''t r'i 7
1 , '■ ^ -WT nw e
9908-41hSl.,Sldnoy
; ...''SUNDAY::: -,■,■
10: 30 am Family Worship
"".’•'y:'and Sunday School
.■\;:'■"v,■‘':■:■r‘';';TUESDAY■::■;:.i-




YOUNG AAAN WITH TRUCK will do 
gardening, cleqn-op, roofing and 
general home maintenance: Also leaf 
roking. Wood spllttirig,'snow shovoll- 
Ing. 652-5020, ; -"f;,.i if.‘
ST:MARY’S
CHURCH
DEEP COVE MAN with Iroclt lor houl- 
owayi, yard, garden. ‘ house 
molntenarwe. polhtlno, concrete work, 
fencing, cholnsow work; Any;kind • 
yard, basement, garden clean-up. win­
dow washlhgl pruning, rototllllng, 
etc;, etc. AVilcolm. 656-9312, tf
, Petile Cuissrse,''
•PartyTrays'',.,,;:.;:-
•Freshly frozen home- 
stylo cooked mpals 
•Weekly free 





, 25 years experience 
Residential, Industrial' 
■ Coinrrierci^
Roiwirlng, fioolrle HeslinB RMpalrs 
Ajipllsnco Connsclion*
“No Job Too Smell”
656-5604
82 . / '6 “ - PUiW' '
- • I ii , , II
I ‘ . . I fiff' '*
MUSIC INSTRUCTION
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 






Oaasifid Rale: l at insertion 
';15c: a word, minimum charge 
, $2,00.; 2nd: and subsequenf, 
.Insertiori —■>; igc,a'word Roriin-,. 
serlion;;' minimum’;'' charge: 
$T;35. ; Charge orders by 
pho.ng add: $i ,50,:per..,ad.
, Box, numbgf •'”-$2,00 pof
SAVt!,TIM(!,At'tD MOUKY;?::;, f'hOM w.yciuf:. 







ri''..'Gy carrier's , ^,,ri, :rii:.'
;8EMriDISPLAYAND''„
‘^UlSFLAY;AL>Vl;Hf,ISlNG,;;;
' '' ‘'Raios ciririeqoesl"' -''r
^ Cultra Avenue;
Sunday Oocombor 1 Sth
8:15 am.ri;r.;ri,ri, Holy Connmu^
■;i biOO'am.:'-ri-riri;.'.S'unclavSchobi;
PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPE ond tree 
service, very reaionoblo: Inquire ot : 
; 656-4264 offers p.m;''':'';''‘Hf;-
.■.“■:riri.'7;;'':''Carol Service: 
lollowod by Rplreshmonts 
"■'■‘Rev.'Roborl 8ansom''riri':, ■ 
B52-1811
aEANUPS, hauling; bsmti, allies, 
yards, ceilings, walls, windows; In* 
dctors/’out, eavelrouohs, pointing or 
ony job you don’t find time to do, 652* 
0722. Rbosonoble rates: 09
HOME COOKED MEALS 
lor all occaaions
‘DUALITY MADE affordable *
Fon vouit





• Backhoo • SeWorSidrm DraliiB 
* Loadlho ‘ WBlorllnos • Drlvowiiys
ri i ;; 2320
656*3583
Popular & Classical
'Piano.Organ, Guitar,; : '
;'ri: : Accordian, Voice & Theory
Highly trained instructors;■ 
:,,c;omp0iitiyeRates;,;:
;riB.-v4NW':'€Cf::€lLAWlDt
7174 WEST SAANICH RD,
■■'CallNow',;652-4512
PIANO LESSONS rny homo dr youti, 10 ; 
years teaching l OKperloneo. 4 yeors 
jori college. Slddylnp A,R,C,T. $B„50 
per ttosslon, $13.00;doubl« sosslon,
; At Capullnq, 6S6>62.58; ’.'’^:';■ .'rH.
. PIANO, oldle’bid'ToodTirrssorob
AAATURE, responsible depwndoblo per­
son to do houio cleoning and< .ord 
Vjork. 652-4068. Christine. ' ." .'‘50,
■ssi iiiwwwiwilwil
IN SIDNEY
CUSTOMI BRICK DESIGN, best prices 
dvollobe. Interior, exterior. All (dedfs 
of brickwork ond block work. Coll 656- 
7014 between 10 o.m, ■ 3 p.m. or 5
HEVWOOD CONSTRUaiON, cosiom 
homes, siding, concrete, doilgns, com­
plete home renovolloni and additions. 
FreebstimoleS. Phone 656-2526, 51
POLSpN’S





2269 MlllB Rd., Sidney 
Phono 666-6012 ^
Rev, Gerald Metier 
9:30 am,.,,i-ftmiiy Worship 
and Sunday School 









'■" ■''' 'A Churriri forlririWhojft'Frimily'''
YOU WANT IT DONG, well do it. 
Reaionoblo rotes; sheet metal, roof* 
(ng, gordenlng, houllng refuie, etc. 
etc. Phone Poul 656-0193 Dan 656-
6071, :...... .51
CONTRACTORS ADDITIONS, 
RENOVATIONS, concrete work, 
lounas, sky lights, polio conversllons', 
rec rooms, eereomlci, froming nnd 
finishing, free eitimotes 20 years ex- 





mmm ■« n lievi'i'’' 'I*' 1 ;-Y wepr Kw ll.'W i wHd
C O L W O O D P AIN TIN O A N D 
DECORATINO- Wallcoverlngi; ' iproy 
pointing, brush and roll. Owr prices 
will please yao. Coll for free etilmalo 
pny lime. 478.8030:
DYNAMIC DUO. CoOpI# experienced 
In polnllng, eorpohiry, gardening, win­
dowdenying, and housework; 656-
;7462;:,;"si,"
GAROrNING, MAULING, tree service.
:,gulleri,,,,cl»oned,'end ;sealed,'. I'ences,; 
rejwli*<Mf and inilolled, small point 
jobs, tow tost, Work guaranteed: 656*
’■8T3CI. .“ .'-.'..y:.'.-.'
; iiiuiiaiiANiWcocwli^^^^^^ ,‘
tsosement arganlilngj typing, erronds, 
let me help you with your busy 
'■'■'schedule;;:‘Coll '■' Oeny««r''.;6S3-S520;^i 
References, St
CALL MUW, Win CARPINTRV SIRVICII
., uV.yHX»-,»-*uv, iw yuu»„„S»vritv *,,,
try i 140 job too smatl, 51'
:.::::;.;irtl«fU»r * IJsiwlor WerS :V:.':
,,. U«!i« 10 you* sstislscilon.;, 
’m'fAKa mrm motm wonx 
;i:,CslUnttH:yeur."....
: Kltohen esmoilollino :












BHR INTERIOR PAINTING tiling oh 
; pftpefhonglng. 656 09111 _,''■ il
, ./iiMz'oicoRAfiNO'"iheTamst In woU' 




. !5M D6wn*ylldTCH:1, SIdnay
PAINTING, Interior, extelWr. Retlden
tiol, commerclol: Experienced, guollvi 
workwonihip goofanteed. Days
' Wiphtt'' '.'■' Weekerirl*’;'’''*!:’)' ' Hni.r
Please call 656-7007,






fx l*f A '
656-5646
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RAINBOW
PAINTING SERVICES
20 yaars axpvlionce 
Painting — Wallcovering 
Tiling - Repairs
FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES 
656-9920
USED TIRES, S40 pr.; $50 mounted. 
Georges Automotive, 382-4144. tf
81 DODGE COLT, 4-speed hatch bock. 
Emaculate condition. 47,000 miles. 




CAPE BRETON pottery, 






: if ; ,- W aea
1975 SAAB 99 in excellent condition, 
standard, radials, sporty and roomy, 
fuel injected. 107 hp. A pleasure to 
drive $3500 O.B.O, Evenings 658-1123.
 . - ■ ' ■ tf
25 GALLON AQUARIUM, complete as 
now, $75: 40 channel C.B., $50; router 
table, $20; weight set and bench, as 
now, $60. 656-2487. 50
SUPERBAT - unique batting for fast and 
easy quilt moking. 80" wide batting 
with backing attached. Folly
washable. 656-1396. 50
10" RADIAL ARM SAW, $250; solory 
humidifor, $20. 656-4997. 50
MOVING FURNITURE for sale, 
lawnmower, dinette, chair, 2 wooden 
chests and more. 656-5967. 50
10-PCE. DUNCAN Phyfe style dining 
room suite, $1,200. 656-9579. 51
BERTMORREY
PLUMBING & HEATING 
New Construction and Repairs
10410 All Bay Rd., Sidney
Phone 656-1580
BROTHER Zig Zog sewing machine, all 
attachments and books, excellent con- 
diton, never used. 656-0662. 50
WEIGHT LIFTING bench and weights, 
$40: like new Kenmore sewing 





COMING . . .
For TOP Furnace Oil Service, 
We're Here— Since 1943 — 
Your Local Independent Fuel 
Oil Dealer.
• Burners • Plumbing Contrac­
tors
• Radio Controlled Trucks 
Serving the Saanich Penninsula
G.H.BIRNIE
(1S81)Ltd. 








QUEEN SIZE WATERBED, padded 
sideboards ond headboard, drawers 
underneath, $375.00, boy's ten speed 
bicycle with extra $85.00, two 13 
gallon aquariums with equipment. 
$45.00 each 656-9676. 51
FOR SALE: two twin beds, very good 
condition. 656-7324. 50
CHILD'S WOODEN TABLE and 2 chairs, 




EXCELLENT CONDITION, Kimbel enter­
tainer organ $1100 O.B.O. Singer por­
table with case and extras, excellent 
condition $100. 656-9421. 50
WAHSER, DRYER, stove, fridge, stereo 
ond lots of furniture. Pre-owned ond 
reasonable. We BUY, SELL, TRADE & 
SWAP, 7 doys o week. BUY & SAVE, 
9810 4th St., 656-7621. 50
NOW AT TANNERS, $9.95. a good 
xmas gift book for ex-RCAF types. 




PANDORA'S CLOSET has furs for the 
festive season. Coats, capes, stoles, 
Beaver, muskrot, mink, squirrel. Party 
dresses. Coats, wolleys ski suits. Also 
"Colour Concepts"; makeup to comple­
ment your season colours. Costume 
jewelry and authentic stone beds for 
gifts. Excellent values,"Master Cord, 
Viso welcome. 50
CRIB AND AAATTRESS, good condition, 
playpen, TV stond, 10 gallon fish tank, 
trycicle, boby blonkets. 656-8752. 50
GREAT CHIRSTMAS GIR- Complete set 
of Childcraft (how S why) by World 
Book. Excellent conditon. 656-5639. 50
GIFT ITEA6S, stocking stuffers, hockey 
pucks 69c. skates. 2 pairs for price of 
1, lawn bowling sets, picture frames, 
etc. BUY & SAVE. 7 days a week. 9810 
4th St. 50
NEW LOCATION AT THE FOOT OF BEACON
656-3221 656-1422
WE’VE GOT IT ALL!!
— Expanded shop laciiilies
— Haul ouls up to 2B U.
— Hi Pressure bottom cleaning
— Bottom anti-louling painting
— Oo it yourself parts and ,
. Accessories department
ELECTRIC AAAGICOAL FIRE HEATER. 
$75.00 record radio tope stereo con­
sole $250.00, slide projector $65.00, 
single bed and headboard on roller 
frame $85.00. All good condition. 656- 
4670. 50
TV ANTENNA ond rotor, $100, 
Cruisahome dinghy. $350; 7 ft; decked 
runobout, $175; 4'x8' pool table, $50; 
20" Skilchoin saw, $125; louter and 
stand, $K). 656-5319. 50
A6ANS RALIEGH bicycle 5 speed $100, 
ladies 3 speed folding bicycle both in 
new condition $80. Phone 656-6220. 50
GLASS STORM windows, inexpensive 
woy to thermolizo existing windows, 
installation of most type windows. 









Facilities lor Self-Serve 









Pick-up or delivery 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TRIO READY-MIX
(1971) LTD.





WHITE CROW AVIARIES, buy sell trode. 
Cage type birds. Will hold birds for 
Christmas. By appointment only. 656- 
8197. 51
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SAWYERS SLIDE PROJECTOR, 
automatic focus, remote control with 
33 (100 capacity) slide trays, $150.00. 
Richo 2'/4'' squore reflex camera, 
$35.00. Trolling rod and peetz reel 
$45.00.656-8859. 50
NOW AVAILABLE AT THE EAGLES 
NEST, 2489 Bevon. Lotus West Per­
fumes from Gobriolo Island. Also Mur- 
chies fine products and gift packs. IS 
per cent off ceromics, 656-0343. 50
HEiniis:
rOQUeStS that all Dacamber groom­






EARRINGS, 14K dio- 
man's wedding ring.
■ '.50
AIRCO OIL furnoce, like new, sacrifice 
for only $300. 652-2749. 50
DINETTES, dining room suites, 
bedroom suite, sofa suites, recliners, 
bunk beds, hide-o-beds, lots of beds, 
desks and bookcases. BUY & SAVE, 
9810 4lh St., Sidney. 656-7612. Trades 
Welcomed! 50
VAN HECKE FIREWOOD, Douglas Fir, 
$100/128 cu. ft, cords. Also maple, 
alder and arbutus, cedar, $60/cord. 
656-8702. tf
DRY CEDAR kindling. Cedarwood win­
dows, 2075 Amelia. 656-0761. 50
BOYS RAMPAR dirt bike, excellent for 
paper route, $75.652-9607. : 51
35' FIVER DESIGN AA TRIMARAN 
KETCH, rigged aluminum masts, ex­
cellent construction, owner must sell, 
$12,500.00. or best offer. The Review 
Box 200. 2367 Beacon Ave., Sidney. 
B.C.V8L1W9. 50
FOR SALE, 2 budgies and cage, Raleigh 
BMX; 1976 Boler trailer, Phone 656-
■■3195.'.'/'"' :■■'. .'50
GOOD QUALITY FIR FIREW(X>D, split 
and delivered. Sidney area. Full cord 
guaranteed $85. Phone Audrey 642- 
4888 evenings or 478-7708 evenings. 51 
FIREWOOD FOR SALE. Phone Malcolm, 
656-9312.' ■'.' .'. '.' :tf:':
23' CHINOOK SANGSTER. Excellent 
.condition, low hrs. 190 Volvo engine. 
280 Volvo leg: Fully instrumented CB, 
VHF, stondup head. $10,500.00 O.B.O, 
656-1463.-V/SI",
lb./$12.50;^ cedar swags, $2.50, dealaer buys fiqurines, china, fur- 
wreaths and Christmas arrangements niture, glassware,
silver.
KEROSENE TOYOSET heater, model 
TSC-15,: 9000 BTU, used once. Cost 
$176. sell $75. Jean Hopper 656-4506.
^ - 50-'




pT i /WATE R^) T in s t a I led:
rasohabie fates. Phone 652:9589. 52;
YyPING SERVICE AVAILABLE - fast and 
ibfficienf. Call 656-0747, disk for Cindy 
at Castle Properties (1982) Ltd,, 2388 
Beacon Avenue, Sidney.! j tf
REBUILT 9.8 H.P; MERCURY; electric 
start, iongshaft, $1,190, rebuilt 65 H.P. 
Mercury, electric start including 
remote control, $1,900, 4.5 H.P. Mer­
cury/$.575^20 H.P.'Chyrrsler, $425; 40 
; H P.:' Johrisdn: electric/start iincluding 
/; rernote cpnitro!, :$995; tf l4' ; fibreglass; 
runafraut^^ / complete with 40 H.P. - 
Johnson electric/staft; $21,195; 17' EZ 
.-Loader boat trailer, $595; 24' jandem 
boat trailer, $2,'495; 26'''new fibreglass*
; displacement hull, $3,000; ,3p'v. h 
; rnotpr cufteri 40 H.P. Diesel / from 
; $39,dck). Harbour: Marine, s 2244 / Harf; 
bour Rd., Sidney, B.C. 656-8022;:
CHKTERFIELD AND CHAIR, good con­
dition, brown tones, $200 obo. 656-
■2620,y'U/.i 50;
jewellry, toys, 
crystal, lamps or paintings: or 
what hove you. One article or 
houseful. 652-5040." 13
WANTED:"God Is an Englishman" by 
Dolderfield; 656-3506. 50
•T COAAPLETE TYPING services, 
or student. Pot 652-0476.
business
'"SI
WINTER. SPECIAL. Low winter rotes in 
effect on! ehgirre rebuilclng/: varnish'^ 
ond point jobs -. interiors and other 
large jobs. Harbour Marine, 2244 har­
bour Rd.; Sidney. 656-8022. \ Ol
HOME TYPIST anticipates working for 




■l f 1' *
.'/■: . GRAI^TS. '-
, Repairs 10 Lawnmowers,
- ■ Cnainsaws. ■
• Hutqvarna • Plonear • Toro 
• Shlndalwa • Jacobsen • Partner 
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 
10134 McDonald Park Rond 
... e5«-7TTd .... ,
X COUNTRY SKI PACKAGE inc, skis, 
poles; bools, $99.95. PACIFIC TREKK- 
, INC/quality out door gear, 40 Ingram; 
Sireof, DUNCN 1 -746-7545. ; 01
Lease/Purchase 1985 trucks 
St a rt i n g $154.52 $3200 LE V, 
Cars starting $138.49 $2400 
LEV 48 mo OAC. Hundreds 
in stock, Call Bob Langstalf, 
collect 522-2821, ; Fogg 
..Motors Lid;":;;.' ■ ■■■'/;;'!■■:/.
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
GENERAL ELECTRIC DRYER, totally 
feconditibntici, used only o few mon­
ths, $250 OBO. 386-6967 or phono 47B- 
0515 '•'• ' fT
Where can you lease a truck 
for only $119.97 per month? 
Call R.C, Bell collect at 525- 
3481 or toll-free: at 1-800- 
242-7757. DL 5674.
Fitness Center. West Koot- 
enays. Includes RacquelbafI 
Court, 1600 sq.ft. Weight 
room, Wolff Tanning Sys­
tem, Whirlpool, Sauna, Ex­
cellent returns, very promis­
ing future. $45,000. fnfor- 
mat ion (604)365-3434,
Lighting Fixtures. Western 
Canada's largest display. 
Wholesale and retail/ Free 
Catalogues available. Nor- 
burn Lighting Centre Inc., 
4600 East Hastings Street, 
Burnaby. B.C. V5C 2K5. 
Phone 1-299-0666. ■ ■
EDUCATIONAL
HOWE'S TREE SERIVCE Insurod 
foosonoblo rale. 478-2553 after 6 p.m. 
Froo'osfimalos. /■!;09
FOR SALE/ mirrors, fomporecl gloss, 
new and used doors,! 1ab|o lops, oil 
typos of gloss. Lorg© stock of foctory 
cloarout thermo units, good stock of 
now single pone windows, Thor- 
mopone Patio Doors. All discount 
prices. Insurortco repairs, George 
Clork ond Son Enterprises. 9750 - 4th 
St, Sidney, 656-6656. Visa, Mastercard





30" KELVINATOR RANGE, roltlserie, 
moot probe, block glass door, Moiry 









« TIINCUPS* SNAKES«IUBHICATI0N ; 
Tints* BATtriDES :!',
/ ' ■ :// :*iiiiicumtYMijrfttn




■'.:.'■'■'■ tUfItCanora", Sidney "' '■'■'/:■.:;
CYRIL PRIMEAU - OWNER ?
2 PIECE GOLD CRUSHED velevel top of 
Ihellnft/flexsioot chesterfield and 
loveieot, excellent condition, roplocw 
ment value $3000.00. Asking $950 00
^652-3264...jQ';
FiaNO oldlo' but' goodiei $5M.ob. 656-:
C'''r ■
.Givi’a' LA^NGL’'oiFT"fq 
lorga print blbles from Caiiodlon Bible 
Society, tnfttrmqllbiv phono 656-2862,
One hour credit; approval! 
Possible with our exclusive 
Dial-A-Car and instamallc 
credit program. Lease-pur­
chase with or without option, 
your choice. Low, low pay­
ments to suit your budget; 
Featuring a complete line ol 
GM cars and trucks. Also, 
alwyas available, an excel­
lent selection of quality pro- 
owned luxury vehicles lor 
the discriminating buyer. 
A.sk: for Harold; Pleus at 
;;Royal GM (homo of white 
glove service). 922-4111. 680 
: M af Taylor Way,
' West Vancouver. D,L. 65.34,, 
Buy bt lease now or used 
;! trucks/direct IrorrTB.G.'s 01
Unemployed? Prepare to; 
earn money during lax sea­
son. Income Tax course by 
correspondence. Free Bro-; 
chure. Write U & R Tax 
Schools, 1345 Pembina 
Hwy.. Winnipeg, Manitoba. 
R3T 2B6.
Free Career Guide desc­
ribes 200 learn-al-homo cor­
respondence Diploma Cour­
ses: Accounting, Art, Book- 
keeping, Business Manage­
ment, Clerk Typist, Secre­
tary, Journalism, Television 
Servicing, Travel. Granton 
(1 A). 1055 West; Georgia. 
02002, Vancouver, (604)685- 
:■ 8923.'" ■'•■'/'___.■"
Gun bargains! Save up to 
40% by subscribing to "The 
Gunrunner" The Canadian 
monthly newspaper listing 
hundreds of new/used, mod­
ern and antique firearms lor 
sale or trade. Subscription 
$15. year. Gunrunner, Box 
565K. Lethbridge, Alberla. 
T1J 3Z4. Samelo $1,50.
Buy now while the market’s
low, 13 suite apartment in 
Whitehorse. Y.T. ;! $60,000; 
plus ; reVenues. Asking 
$320,000. Assumable 1st 
mortgage of $150,000. Ven­
dor financino available. 
Phone Frank (403>633-3922■.
David Jones Floslery; Direct y - —
Pain control with electric 
impulse, (T,E;N.S.) machine 
(as seen on T.V, Market- 
:: place program). No more 
pills. Money-back guaran­
tee. Why sutler? Call now 
loll free 1-800-663-4350,
HELP WANTED
Video dealers • save at least 
35%. Wo sol), buy, ex­
change Bola/VHS: movies. 
Accessories, blank tape, 
wrapping services available, 
K-Mal Video. 1160B-149th 
St. Edmonton (403)455-4154.
sales people required for Suffering a personal Injury 
B.C. territories, Full 8; part- , Insurance claim? W. Carey, 
time; Earning potential Linde, BA LLB/;; Lawyer^ in / 
$500/weok. Quality /brand ; practice since :1972,! ;T650 /; 
name hosiery, perfume and, /Duranleau, Vancouver; B.C. , 
mens socks, 1-689-1420. ; ; :/ V6K ! 3S4. Phone / Cohect / 
Boaiers earn extra hoaiing ^
funds assisting disabled vos- „ anH
sots in your area, Be part of
'iho best. Write C-Tow Assis- '' '’TRAVEL:.;/■ , ■,■
lance Ltd., Box 660, Parks- Boliingham, Washington 
v(llej_B..C^ VOR 2S0:_; ' Motels, Coachman/ Inn' &
Phlirmacis~wanTocl, "Would (now) Park Motel. Modern / 
/you dike:a semi rotiroment , units, Canadian money at 
position in small community par. Special rodur.ed_rates - 
30 minuies irom Viclofia? iwo: people Tor'$42 00 plus
lax. (206)671-9000 or/ Van, , /:
EQUIPMENT a 
MACHINERY
GIVE YOUR CAR THAT SPECIAL TREAT. 
^«VB it eomplotoly cloonod Intida ond 
Wt, Phoon Carl ot <',rM!i-5671. 51
1
TWO MICHELtN STUDDED SNOW tiro*.
;'I65k14.TW.OO-'6%-I6I6.:,./:///::,./:,,^’-^
■ QUAUTY ■ ACRYllFwnamBi* painl‘"iob», 
$350,00 Hoovwnly Bodio* Aofobody
I Pqtntinn. 479,013k.;., ../:„Sf ,/■
mFoF Goodvoonmowi A70xl3, $'75.,
j.59.3141,'/' ■ ■ ■ :;,::',;..T,',,:/,!,..':,/.50''
iFoFsAiJiVziHEV’NpW^ A'Cylinder,'/ 
power fcitforing, powr brak»«, $450 or 
''Uit of for, 656-3802.'■' /■ ;/'/■'/
TWO TUBELESS GOODRICH *now flf#t, 
HRr0xlS/ $l5 doch! 2 Hrtitton# ium«,
■' mqr 1lr«8. li^-1
■■ HDRlS[i”ler"poffiT*S"v Jiont.'. coll/'''




; SIdnoy • formMlo.Tlmport Auto,Repair.;/ 
timo-op*. broKttii, sofely 'thittk*, nir.', , 
Oh your Datiuft, Hondo, Toyoio, Alfa 
Rooma, Fiat, Lancia, Jolla. Scinoco, 
Robbll, BMW ond Volvo. 20(11 
■''(CortIflW Moelxanfc); 656-431T,','.'/'""/' 50:
';6S6-lSt7;",/"T■/■/'’//■,;■'■’ /.SO/'!,
' UKE’74EW,*"qiatlorm rockorn,,'$M,, '$70; '':, 
lovotoof, $40;TtoUaLt'chair, .$.15/656-/',, 
.6187...;' ...
; condition, $Wi.iytan«;656^3B4/T /■
rofOMorlo. ftpood broil, rtutot tornpor- 
tur» prob«. oxcoHonl condltloni $350./
. 652'.5883.'/''', ■'
' HOnIyCOmF’WPINO.S^ b«i» pplloit,! ' 
bWiwox, bonoy foclpon, IlghI or dark 
onoy. low Form piicos ol Bobo's F0fm
! Prico,:Acliwity .Contra,/ ond',,Rid»|i;,«n'/. 
horti« , r 0ckingho r so ond 
mlscollonoous baby itoms, 652-1341.
, F door "com-
mod« tobfos, high, «s now,
’.:...|150. 656-6436; ■'.:!' ''■'' ■ ’!/’ ■ .!.'■ /'!/'::/:.:„„5Q.' ■
; .GOLOMOl'rAT.diyuii, w'^vciiifLi’n' w/dvi;,.
with coblit, 1160/ *nu0Blo baby r:d»
'i'' Ml5sio‘Wf CRAn'”FAIR*- Voriotv ■ ot ■■ 
Wnd sown gift*/ somotKIng for oil 
!!!: ogo*. ColWty^homo652-4305,; '.TiO.,^ ^
''"sijitobto for boot -or t0mpetv65?'*mMf».,
. , .■'.'.■■■ 50
....................................................For Information phone John
Montreal: Mllllary Surplus: ■ Farmer, SeoYlew Pharmacy, ' GC../; 
vvprkshlrls $2,75, wcirkpants //Sooko. 1-604-642-5229,; ; ■: Australia /Mow Zealand ;tra*/
$3.60, workboots $15 Hand- Realtyworld North Country .yol plansrNow you cap :call
cuffs, bags, knives,, parkas, requires ambitious, Innowa- tree to/ANZA Travel ' The !
combat pants, ' etc, $2,' for : Tivo prid ; sell-Btortlng rear Down Under experts. Lowest
, „ _ , ■rVtFTruWT978 QM onotcm:/c8t£iloaueHr0imburBOfi^nl/ :B8tata BalO8porson for small’ ^reai ibMt/^rWnniW^^Iri^^^^
volume Ford dealer. Nething Holmes 480 wrecker, ' Nowr on first order). Military Sur- r odico In Houston/ B,C, Con- 'Toll-free/tn. B.G,; ;i-B00-972*!:
!'doym,we/pay;^(ransportBtlOfi /! Dollys, sling'olc, VHF radio,/ 'plus, !. Box .243; Jalijt^TImo*:(act JinvMcNeal (or/details,
OAC. Cali, Teh or , Gary Komplale. ready to work, thee, Quebec/J09 1X0,..^^! /^^ in ~yme.oumrp BW’i'
PTr8t,/'g,|j„i„y;;::di^^lated'/;Re8ldon/','''':pERs6^LS';':;^^;£^^^
Oarage doors,' Available ■' D*alo3 Galore.' For:/all 'ages'' Breakfast';in _ the ■
BUSINESS Logging Truck for sale,.Tate: I,om P'ornier Door. 12212 *, anTunattachod. T^^
:OPPORTUN(T1ES// : :T979;,Westorri: Star/logger/ . BB A Dutch /Pancakes/ i Orily / al:o(memU,r8.^xi^TemLot ^^,ch//^annfiWek Houses,
word . certainly more excll- celleni condition, 1979 Peer* ' 8B98, Cbmbate our prices. c(jb, Call Toll Free T-fiOO-
/,ii7g’s:than:,,pizza/.or''::'rnu(1ler,:/:''^8B./trallo.f Mi6pW,b|R:T«acP;/i:r;T;;/'''/^'/'/'/:’TjT;^T'';/!^^’"'T:'/::/:2G3-'6673:'Hd^ .cabin/
/ri<^it?/ Right,: SO'/why /riot/Gomes^ with/iob^:^/rlQhi^/^:C^ 1^"“ sometimes/sit empty?, Lika /
,: by ild a career Tor yourself 'ln ■. cu'o7::r'o.7SorP Miooroih-': The World's / number /one,: FOR SALE:2^/ /Ists?, Write;/j^,R,D
gfow;ih : ]ndusiry/and, enjoy L A
worldwide travel benefits in tias n now two plate sot " V,® ■ n fjfirarhfld aduMs mrouoh! " North Vanceuvorv V7G 181,;
addiiion, to developing
ty, 'h your owrt roiaiLtrayoi : onriiversary: of the C.P.R. 637 Hamilton Street. Van-' Vancouver Getaway • Out-:
agency^^Umglobo is Lfthlied to:only 7,500, ev>"., mnu Tnn ^Trt m; Wuver, B 876-/ (erin Hotel, mioiites to shop* ’
gesi fh'6,d ! uwel T^j^hlw:/ .. |,.,^aUable' beloro : 4270, /: . ping malls, theatres, /B.C.
n ?nra{[!m?r" F''rnf*~nnssi"a^^^^ Place Sladium. CtOiin/Bpac,"
f-lo previous travel, exper- or,in tncludlno sales tax , ■; grtarartteedv, T(k , tree cat.ii. Free, wiassique .virigririe . . rAAfnfi /cOinui’ T Vlence necessary Investment /,^ m / mus rooms, coiout , l .v...
3Va; 1604)985-1404.
One Hour Photo Equipment 
complete with various lens 
sl7es, giAss display counters 
• canti 'raqtsler.' Grnai'/ or>- ■ 
poriunity.' 40% below pur­
chase value," Cair9'2‘6-4300,pr 
: 681*9699. "...- " ” ■ ■
''fwo"'’HubsON'; 'RAY," ,'b1o,nUe1«,,!;;,'3';ii', 
point, "n»v«r u«m<, whltt* ■wlth.nirlpwi.' 
„f52-404«. //:!i/
required, Call Unlglobe Tra­
vel Canada collect 1*270*
2241’:.. ' ' .
(■>.-d’eri Wanted' :-’"GovoVn-,
:,irieni /$ industry,proven, eng- 
j<roducis, -Up, ,to'../50% . 
mark-up. -Mimmum Invest* 
rtienl $200, Reply MiCfOton 
'■/Inr:;, .149- Riverside/ 'Drive.-'
North Vancouver, .0,0, V/H .
' ! 1.T6',/fKQ4^929.7944;/ :■■
Ideal .Fam'dy : DusInoss.Est*’
,ihiiiih<N' Autowrecklrig Yard 
"r'2rn eg ft"' tirmn/"? #0' ho 
/’ft,,/Shops.'Office,'MF,Tr,»c*/
:. tor., ;..'77/ 0MC''.c/w ■ Wrecker,
/ $220.000;'"Serious ■ Inquiries',/gift'.givirin /soclidn, .Color 
' 'nnly tn RoxTHO, Hftvetfltokfl, / "nhotOt,"T?f)4 coH-hOUnd 
.-/..B.C" V0H/:‘r»(l panes $10i9S’po'Sl piild,;Box'
!■'INVr sorral:' 'Colo'r -■-' Analysis',...-
/,:,sr!asonai nr cooHwsrm.;-8y8«:!u/Fr'ee Bfamp: 6,:,Cotn Supply 
I.-.', mm.s i-a./ rnaiwials--evailalJie -■ CaialOflue,-Fro® ..tell,, phono 
to (.ntour S bffautv consul* service ,24 hours a day.
.■: tants. Liflhis'/drepesi.Bwatch;/':,seven'!.,days a,-'week,...Service 
Tiuokiftis, etc. For Ladlils S fromTeng esliibllshed family 
'. Mo'h.' Come.Ahve 'Wllh Col-:. .b'U4l»l«s»./'.C»ll '1-800-265- 
'or..''(604)53fl.'1«13..'!''''': ''''/07K),
ex*;/".'
traofof, soap dispenser, ’boll-'' ' 
er and parts. Offers oniall or':'
at mmomoraiing Hitii toolh
kom« ava? Lie 'before by m«tL Top iqualjly True 
rnHstmtiO^ Price $144 45 Tm duicouni prices: SatisfflctIon
Mndu^m gtJ«''»!d0(}d : For troo cat,a* Free "Classiquo;
* K write; The Vitamin............................
dll cards- Ire^ ^sh onmo House, 1929 Lonsdale, North
/ • wiiSSfElSS;
708/Oueonsburv Avenue, Golfnet for Xhristmas?
North Vancouver, O C, V7l/ : B'xl2' nylon fmt.up base-
...... . ' ment/car-port'.' $69 plus 7,%’
tax, ,932'6465,' Vica'/fJI.C,' or 
cheques. J.CiO. SportBneis,
BOX 2225,' Rnlmon Arm, B.C.
Money back „ou,i»ranie0,.,„://,.//
.Sale - tableware;. T- ir si. love,,
Lady Hamilton, Corenatlon 
Flair, Boulhseas,/Normandy .
For Sale - The Crafly Cook • 
;,C£i(Hicl!.5ii'Left seller,, rcclpec
and hondicrafls Including 
palierns/ chlldron'a sociien.
Rose, Morning Blur, Even// 
>'Trt(i star/'-Fncnenlrnss, ''Buy 
-. and>- 8011/1/ Echo’s ■'biivr(r., «. 
China, ’' 336„i-' Len'Bdale.'-:"/W,:, 
Vancou'ytif-V7M 202. 1-800-' 
’663-6909::'Toll (reo; . / /' . 
'//O'ARO'ENINa:'::!-.
.Free 'rrielar,, halide TOOOW, 
'./.’■grbw'/ light/ With . every / STst 
..Ceritufy; Garden.;, ,,L.(m»,ted 
tlmff special, Celt or write 
for details, Wefctern Water 
’ Form,®,.. 1244,:,,, Seymour 
., Street, Vancouver/B/d.'VflB 
■''i3M9, §Q4}682-M3«.
Lin er lo”
CaialogorT Now Available in : na-vinnCanadal dall Free Monday E^^®’'l,^‘*r^h Hreo_parkin^^
to Friday,.. 9am :.io: 5pm. /,
1.800-’/42-,Mas , (In Victoria : -Ski ,a«g/White,, Silver-, Star:, 
"call 474-.6511),' Order :'‘Clas-'’' »hd ■ A piw : MouhtalrisBook 
„siqi,)« Linger 10' " Todayi,. -, , wil-h VafvWest.Bet) ft-Brisak-,,
' ''BnwmsTwritV'loday”'’
' for a'.freo eighi/irissan 
Study fro'm' New -.Tettlamend'" ■'
Christians,'>,Chrls1ianS/,Of\fy,'-,'/'>:Ch,rtKtmas,/.snoopers,,Special: 
'nut allllimcia A'lili di/noifnriu- • AbLOlrToirt 1-lo'UT, Vanr,,r.\i- 
stional'religions;: :- Box ,">,*)27,’:/'■■ vef,,',681.-4335/''Tt■':./,Red.::„Lion, 
Chift.l'w.af,'H', 0,C.',V2P..6J4.„ .. -, r..."'.lnn,/V.iClori,1:385-3366, -TJIn.',,
':drirthf5l:at«i':se«k/ielon*"/l|l^
■rafij/':Cari«rtian''< men/- for
«hopp*hg’ ^''bus-' Live;enter-:: 
:/ rta'inmohl;'Woekoriij $30/ ilft*;
Ph(Mos, :,Mfid. $2,-.. Equator, /./gia/goubie,.Fri:*'':Sa1-..'/Sur»T:
Mpr*:',\'m>‘ '‘'night'""10%''' rtis- 
'■■e«i»nl'/wim/'Tms>'’'»d;.'’/'Olroct'' 
/:-:CSHi;MbqnS4nty.,
- "Box .14443.G/::To1wd«, Ohio, - 
-U.,S.Ai.-4.36t4:::,- 
HiAL esiATE'’'‘T'
:-.Owpoemust Mill,.IHd sq., (l.-' 
..beaci't.,,,.front... .siu'dle.- condo-,, 
minium, in luxury hi-rifiw 
toutiding, Rueito Vaiiatia, 
:Mexico', .Privaur beach,' mag*.! 
.rillicent 'View. pool, reslao* 
,rant.'-$57.0CK),.1*921-7689;".-'., c)KBca)ldo6Sll^
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SHANKS’ SADDLERY
764 Roderick St. 
Victoria 
384-5011
MONEY SAVING KITS —
*5.00 TO *20.00 
Tack Claanlng — Baginnors 
Qroomlng/Osluxe Grooming 
QLOVESIQLOVESIGLOVESIGLOVESII 
TTte b9»l otoctton In th» hMory of 
SHANKS’
BLACK COTTON — RUBBERIZED PALM
................      *8.99
DURABULL — LEATHER...................  13.99
BLACK NYLON — LEATHER BACK.
Ladles........... .................................. ...17.99
Mens ..........................     20.99
DEERSKIN — LEATHER .................... 18.99
BLACK FINE KNIT— LEATHER INSERTS
...................................  18.99
BROWN FINE KNIT - LEATHER INSERTS
..........................  18.99
STAQLINE—DEERSKIN.Mens ....21.09
BLACK LEATHER DRESS.................  29.99
BLACK DELUXE ALL LEATHER DRESS
..........................    34.99
LUXURIOUS ENGLISH LAMB SKIN . 55.99
SENATOR LORNA AltARSDEN will be 
visiting her parents on December 20th. 
She would love to meet any of her 
Sidney or North Saanich friends who 
remember her as Lorna Bosher. Please 
phone 656-2275. 51
DIPPED * HOLLY, $1.50 lb., 10 
lb./$l 2.50/ Cedar swags, $2.50; 
wreaths and Christmas arrangements 
from $6.00. Fresh flowers. Peninsula 
flowers. 652-9602. 51
SWAN LAKE POTTERY CHRISTAAAS 
SALE, December 14 and 15, 11 am-6 
pm, 821 Ralph St., 479-1245 or 479- 
6074. 50
Caleia<ia*r
Knights of Pythias, 4th St., 
paper bingo, every Thurs­
day, 6:30 p.m.
Arbutus Smocking Arts meet 
monthly to share interest in 
English smocking. Beginners 




GIFT CERTIFICATE SALE 
BUYONEFOR:mn FACE VALUE COST TO rout 9.00*28.9* FACE VALUE. COST TO TOU *18.90*38.99 FACE VALUE. COSTTO YOU *28.99
*48.90 FACE VALUE COST TO YOU *34.90tS9.Kl FACE VALUE COSTTOYOUM2.00
GREETING CARDS— CALENDARS- 
JEWELLERY — GLASSWARE- 
CERAMICS—PLUS MANY MORE 
GIFT ITEMS FROM EUROPE.
We can’t poaalbly monlion all of our 
slock, let's brag and say “Como In and 
aoothabostselocttonovarl"
MORE STOCK — MORE HOURS 
— MORESAVINGSI 
OPEN SUNDAYS FROM DEC. 1 
VISA—MASTERCARD




NOW AVAILABLE AT 
SAANICH PENINSUU HOSPITAL 
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
CLASSiC FLOWERS
No. 3-2310 Beacon Ave. 6S64I411
THE FAMILY of the late Rachel Blond 
wish to express their sincere thanks to 
all their friends and relatives for their 
kind vVords of comfort and sympathy 
for the cards, flowers ond donations to 
■the Canadian Concer Society in 
memory of our beloeved wife and 
mother. Our appreciation to Dr. Walsh 
ond Seigo and staff ot the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital and special thanks 
to Rev. Bob Sansom fof his kind words 
of consolation. Tom, Len and Edna 
Bland and family, Ken and Lorna 
Wilson ond fomily. 50
FOUND: red jacket, corner Second and 





























parking. Security entrance & 









S a a n i c h P e n i n s u 1 a 
toastmasters meet Tuesdays, 
7:30-9:30 p.m.. Silver
Threads center.
International folk dancing, 
Brentwood elementary 
school, Tuesdays, 7:30-10 
p.m. Special instruction for 
beginners. Info 652-1331.
ONLY ONE cul-de-sac lot left 
for your rancher, sunny | 
Winmeadow Street. $34,900' 
or owner will build to suit you.
QUALITY HOME priced in 
the 70’s (getting hard to 
find!). Near Sidney Library 
with full developed basement, 










Sidney and Saanich Penin­
sula Garden Club meets third 
Monday each month, 
Margaret Vaughn-Birch 
Hall, 7:30 p.m. Info 656- 
9852.
SENSATIONAL SUM- 
MERGATE modular home 
with double carport and easy » 
access to the indoor pool and | 
rec centre. Very spacious, 2 s
Peninsula Singers meet 
Tuesdays, Legion Hall, Mills 
Rd., 7:30-9:30 p.m. Info 
656-5301.
If you must burn your Christmas wrapping paper in the
wood stove or fireplace, do it slowly.
Don’t throw the entire household’s supply of used wrapp­
ing in at once, it could burn the house down or at least cause a 
chimney fire says Sidney fire prevention officer Larry 
.Buchanan.
Every Christmas at least one tragic fire story is told because 
of faulty Christmas tree lights, an overly dry tree or even so­
meone reverting to a really traditional yule, and lighting their 
tree with candles.
Any one of these incidents could spell disaster, and at a 
time of year when tragedy hits doubly hard.
Electrical fires caused by worn or defective equipment or 
just sheer carelessness are most prevalent during the festive 
season, the Fire Prevention Canada association reports.
Some of the things you should check include:
•Make sure the tree has enough water and keep it outside 
until you’re ready to put il up.
•Don’t use electric light strings on metallic trees. Always 
check for Canadian Standards Association (CSA) approved 
lighting sets.
•Check light strings for worn insulation, broken plugs and 
loose bulb sockets.
•Make sure indoor lights go inside and outdoor lights out­
side; mark their boxes appropriately.
•Don’t put the tree near a fireplace or stove.
•Switch off lights when leaving the house and before going 
... to bed.,
•Keep a fire extinguisher on hand, and remove the tree
from the house as soon as possible after the celebration.
And most importantly, have a Merry Christmas.
bdrm. with huge ensuite. Pric­
ed right at $109,900. (New 
listing).
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Lina 383-3232. V/e offer informa- 
tiori, support and referrals. 24 hours a 
;doy;7doysoweek.; ^ ^ tf<
COUNSELLING ‘ f or : f ami lies and i ri- 
dividuals of all ages—- serving the 
Peninsula. ICommunily Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney. 656- 
0134.^V-.’: ■;
IS’OVEREATING creoting problems in 
your life? Overeaters Anonymous can,, 
help ybu^ No dues, ho weigh-ins."Call
v;Sidney^65^1004.::/v^'/';/v;:■:,^;y?r:'':^:?;^^■;'^^''■:'tf?
BLAND - After a short illness, Mrs. 
Rachel Bland, aged 79 years. She 
leaves her loving family, husband, 
Tom at home, son Leonard and wife 
Edna Bland, Sidney, B.C., daughter 
Lorna and husband Ken Wilson, 
Kelowna, B.C. Five grandchildren, 3 
greatgrandchildren. Brothers Stanley 
ond wife Mar] Perkins, Rob and wife 
Gladys Perkins, of Nipawin, Sosk. A 
memorial service was held at the 
Sands Chapel of Roses, 9838 4th Street. 
Sidney, B.C. on Wednesday, December 
4, 1985. Rev. R. Sansom officiating. 
Flowers gratefully declined. Those so 
desiring may moke contributions to 
the Conadidn Cancer Society, 2206 ■ 




CALL CLIFF ESHOM 
Res. 652-9858 Off. 656-5584
LOTS!!:
RELIABLE STENO SERVICE. Diol-
lelter, help for an. office overload SECLUDED/ WELL TREED 
'situation; statements; reports^; theses;: / ;Ardmore. V: will /; exchohgey 









Features 1/3 acrb sites with 





COZY WARM BACHELOR SUITE, close 
oirport, Sidney, all utilities washer, 
dryer, cable, fully furnished, quiet 
street. N/S. $325.00/month. 656-5950.
'/'SO'
SIDNEY) 2 BLOCK FROM BEACON, 3 
bedrooms, two entrances, fridge and 
stove included. AvoilobleUonuary 1st. 
Phone3B6-0041; 50
FOR RENT 3 bedroom house, Sidney 
$600.00 a month, references required. 
276-2778 (Richmond). 50
2r TRAVEL TRAILER, $300.00 per 
month; oil utilities included except 
propane. 652-1460. ; y " ■ ; 51V
insurance Agents
;y:/y/::y.AyTOPLAN.;;,:
Member - Victoria M. L.S. 
:/:/:6S6-1154
INFORMATION CENTRE 






typing now available locally. Books, 
manuscripts, brochures etc., etc. Coll 
; evenings 656-6)^: No job too smoll. tf
RENT-A-WRITER! Resumes, Briefs, 
busliiess: letters/ what! hove ybu. 652-: y
:PERSONAL/ FITNESS TRAINERS;; 
Quollfied/aridyexperlenced: trainers 
ywlll help you reolizb your fitnosS goals, ; ■ 
For all levels of fitnossi for guanteed 
rbsulfs, call kinot-X Testjng/Training 
ySystbips,/: David /R.;: W B.Se, ;:
KImesiology 656-4866. ' y i 50
DRESSMAKING AND TAILORING, ex- 
periehced professional. Trillium Croa- 
ytlbnt, Joan blakow, 656-3190. y tf
PENINSyLA property WATCH, 
regular security check for loss than the 
cost of a nov/ window.: For worry-free 
hollddy Information; Box 2603 Sidney, 
B.C.V8L4C1, 01
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL
Quality home with complete 
office facilities including iove|// 
reception room. The living 
area is spacious and tastefully 
decorated; cdnsistirig of : 4; 
bedrooms;; 3 baths, library. : 
family room and brand- new
BRENTWOOD BAY, 1 bdrm: suite in 
older fourplex, $375 per month in­
cludes heat, appliances and fireplace. 
:;'479-33io:'52:.;:
COZY FlJRNiSHED bachelor suite in 
quiet hbrne. QuQdra-McKenzie area, 
laundry. :cafpbrt;-,.colour:Ty-'/ 
, and utilities; $325 b month. Available';: 
Dec. 20. No pets. 656-4845, 384-006S.
so,*
PERSON TO SHARE 3 bdrm. ; 
Bqthrbom yhouse;;in Sidney; y$250y per^
month plus shared utilities. 656-6208.' j
:SipNEY//y3,: bdrrny;duplex5yfbr/rent,;/-' 
fireplace, beautiful home. Very clean 
and quiet,: lorge treed yard; $575. 656- ' 
4287. 51
kitchen. 4 Sundecks on two
CALLTODAY 
TOP BLOCK BROS. 
SALESMAN
m
levels and floor to celling win­
dows. 2 storey’ s high in the 
/.living room. This is an invita- 
t i o n t d t h e most 
discriminating. Priced at 
,::$169.500.;:y
SAAM8CH PEMINSULA REALTY LTD.
DR8FTWOOD CENTRE 656-0131









Pager; 3886275 No. 2151
Sidney: &5&-5584
MUlTiril lltrillG SEltlCE
Mon.-Fri. 9 am - 5 pm 
Saturday 9 am - 4 pm
ROM: AND BOARD.i Cozy furnished y 
: rborn with j Ibft: available Jariuaiy; 1 st. 
Are ybu feasbnaBly cheerful, indopen- y: 
dent, clearf living? If so, phono: 656- . / 
yt455 doys or 656-9975 ofter6 p.m. tf
THREE BDRM; duplex, fireplace, $575 
per mb. REferorices required; 2 bdrm: ;y 
condo, $600;; 1 bdrm. condo, $475. For 
further infofmotion phone 656-4066. 52
SIDNEY SXS modern 2 bdrm. duplex, 
double plumbing, large workshop and 
carport, close to schools and shopping, 




SENIORS (60 OR MORE). New lo 
Sidney?; Don't i know: onyone? The 
Silver Thread*: C»nlr«: offer* cla*»e», 
ocilylfle* ond 0 warm welcome, Drop 
in to 10030 Rwithaven or Mill u» al ;656-
TH ^ P E NI S U LA CO M M U N1T Y
MsofciATioN,':Wsi a'ld.st.,: u' ih® in-
forniallon and Yolunieer ServIcti Cen­
tre for the penlniulo. if you need 
a»*iitance or If you witli to yolonleer oi 
few hour* a week to help bthor# In
:'BRANb..NEW
y'5-""':'-""'T89,500
WHAT A DEAL 
: IT’S ALMOST: A STEAL! K




CONSIDER THESE EXTRA ADVANTAG ES
A local Fear Estate team using TWO computerized catalogue 
listing services;— MLS and NRS, our proven national rolerral 
system, our Real Estate supplement, plus NEW marketing ser- ■ 
vices,'■■
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION AND 
FREE MARKET EVALUATION OF YOUR HOME. /
::PAM and bob KINQ""/'^>/'';:: 656-3257)
BLOCK BROS, NATIONAL REAL ESTATE SERVICES 656-5584
BRENTWOD BAY ■ 1 ond 2 bdrm, opart- 
ment; quiet modern building, close to 
oil conveniences, $360, $395: per mo, 
652-5005,652-1884. 51
ROOM WITH KITCHEN privileges or 
room and board in large home. 656-
■6345;':",:';':'".:."". 50'
THREE BDRM. house, living room, din/
log room, kitchen, $600 per mo., walk­
ing distonco to Sidney, avialoble now. 
No Pet*. 656-5998. 50
SIDNEY • furnished room to rent, 9601- 
7*n St. ot Ocean St. $185 per mo In- 
dudes utililies. Is across from pork ■ d
SIDNEY 2 BEDROOM SUITE, $465 a 
month, heat, hot wotor. coble lnclud- 
•d. Adult block, 658-B845. : 51
TWO LARGE ROOM suite,, non drinker, 
non smoker, no parties, no children or 
pel*, $300 mo. You pay keol and elec- 
trie, 9628 2nd Sh, Sidney B.C; iV
:|in0:f 1 lyIng-din 1 ng :;todm/*
'5und0ckV’'oTrr'''k^ IV? ^
yl/;'
Vour ebrnmuriity, please call 656-0134 
ia
ballirooms, roc room. Country "
,sotHng,:::c1p8o::'td::::;Bu'tchar1 '
for further Ihformollon.
TABLE TENNIS (Ping Pong) at Brent- 
: wood Elenienlory School, Monday# y, 
7:30.9!30 p.m. All ages welccsm*: Fltr^ / 
;.:iher Info: 65S-4500,652-1531 K:.-:' If
, . .............
. Gardons.'.:, :1750„:;:'sq::y(t-,; -
'‘graplous:living;'.Hurry for this
lisBayiGtji
ono, 65^747 JOE STARKE i
656-8781.
THE ' peninsula DISARMAMENT 
: GROUP,.; moel»:d»gularly:':'To .lol|V''U#,'::; 
help us,: or Jusl for Information, coll 
6S6-290aor656-54S7 after 5 p.m. rd, 
OVIRIATrNGcreS’inO jsroKmr'in^^^ 
your life? Overeoter* Anonymous can 
heipyouf No duos, rtb w«l0h<lr«, Coll 
W.9931 or556.l00.4..':'')
Orop*ln .laroup, meel* every Wedmis- 
doy, 7-9 p,m: ot 1045 linden Ave. 383- 
;y 5545,: 10-5 :'p.rn:' Monday to' PrldoY.for.,:
"morelnfP.,''"'"'"'"'': '/■.....:(!
■ - SAvilSufAM^^ Wertern'.' 
:■ Squore,Oanc«:A**otln«ion tpll«ci#,r,i|l.
':: 'u*ed itdmp*' Proceed* lo Cancer fynd 
:':>dfop'<h»moftMl!*gMj»!l!!fi/...,/.;S::
CHRISTMAS ART SHOW, local ortlit*. 
Opening Dec, 16, I'S* p.m, >how run* 
to end of January: infotwailon 477- 
0SB4. TIfon Imbaw, Hill X
listincs wanted
I
: "''pANDCStA'S' ClOtPY' ha*; fwt lar the ^
'■ fett|y« .'leolp'ni Coot*;.''ca»>«»'< Mole*-' ■:
' Bersvef/ Muskrat,'' 'mink; - ,r«Bf»ft,'::*qulf • ■: 
"'"'rel. 'Portydr»**e4,'"C0«t'* Wa1l#v*|-*»d '■ 
'Al*o/'ColpuFCon<?»pi*''nwk«up.
::;io,:«:ompl«went::yaur ,«•«>»»« colmrr*,
■ '-tottume.'Jewelry'and authentic'tton#;: 
'■)'Beod*:‘ forExcellent ;!;-volue*.' ■
^ 2.38ACRES::Cole8Bayarea,.' 
: (reed,-wull and driveway in, 
Olfera on' $69,900:. PftEODV ■ 




'' v''^. " toil OAft
'::::,OPEkliOU8E.1;00>,1:30";:':i
793STELLY’SXBO,
A very contemporary homo on 
.'On v''Oa8y;':cafO;;1of.dn.:.''qulot'''
Brentwood, Sorno vratpr 
'''vidwB'-' froriT''''8ncorid ''''atofoy;. 
"’join'ustO'viowr'■'
LABHY OLSON 886-1650 
VERAL LANES 365.1478 
or 656-0747y
WANTED small bungalow In 
Iho lowor pilco rango, North 
Saanichr'Ocop,::' Cove '‘.'area' 
pfolerfod. FREDDY STARKE 
682-66»2or65(N)747. ^
DEAN BARK RANCNERS 
$119,600 v-y:::yy':''.::::':
::ThosO'. brand 'new^homM ’are': 
available :fot Immediate 
‘‘'posBeBsionr:' Two"-"dilferonf 





PROPERTY MANAGEMENT DIVISION 
SERYINGiTHBRENINSULA::::^?;'''::::":
OF RENTAL PROPERTIES 
RESIDENTIAL* COMMERCIAL* INDUSTRIAL
HOLIDAY MANAGEMENT
Complete Holiday Property Supervision i Jncludirig Mail 
& Paper Collection, Indoor Plant Mointenance . C^rounds 
Maintenance, Pet Care, alternate InterlorvUghting etc, .
' 2368 Beacon Avenue,Bidney, B.C.V8L''tX3
■:::::'':''::’';.:::':’:.:;:^'’:!''.:;;TELEPHONE.65B-*074'7:':::''::'.':'C'.^
SIDNEY, retail store or tpaco. urgently 
needed,.by,end'of Dec. 6$6-0616 doys.^^., 
SlM'MWe 5l||^w'
WNATtOt. rent.to purcho** 3 bdi'm.,0'*lT^:j 




t BiiHitai* fitef •rtnrte* »nil twt- ■ 
.•seie.'/Vliitt.iee'M'iisy Ofm Hmn»$ 
elMM* wsd t wtW Arop by tt your MrtM- 
etSOM. As* •NlUt KW «»tl<MI»i W*I1I»« i*fr;
CALLJACK WEEKS




: Off ICE :SPAa",pleve(or; 400.1600,; *q,:', 
h.,' 15 ft. Sidney Prafesii'nol Blda: 652
^ 97H,'656-6860.;,tf.'
ar" jijwr tSaiiw
month, all iilllliioi Imiuded extopt
'■ propane.,'652-t460.'P .'r"::'. ■' 51;'
APT. AVAIlABLfe far senior*.
, reo*onobl», rent,'Norgorden■; 'Court,' 
'AAArMt?,''' ' '■■•i-y
WANT A WORRY FRIK HOLIDAY* Will 
fake,/ex ee1l«nt:;cofw,it'af.'.your,.heme.,';.: 
AvuiloWu mid Jon, Phone 1.743'3V».
Ky.::M
WAMfiD fd buy targe omei.on large,',;: 
lot north or eo»l of Sidney. I ow down
30” new motor cutter. 656»B022.'','V.';'",'' 51
PiioiiiWwANfib, allc«*h. bonalidey
builder-developer want* tot*, aind (or 
, tubdiviHon. oportment*. townhou***; 
or other cnnunerdol ute; Kipot Con*





eommodolion with kar.»»«n privilege*. 
,;;Would. he ■ lntere*led ,:in, hou*e«ltting 
' *lluatlon,. 7f*e Review Be*. '350, ,2367 
'■ Atmi niAnitit 0 r 'vmt iw** *n
"r
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NEED AN ELECTRICIAN?
To replace a faulty switch, add another v^all 
plug, connect an appliance or add another light 
in one ol the rooms or basement. Qualified 
journeyman Electrician, Licensed and living inj 
your area can provide an efficient service.
Deadline for Community 
Calendar entries is 5 p.m. 
^nday of the week before 
ou wish the information to
ipear.
Penisula Diabetes Auxiliary 
meets second Wednesday 
each month, 7 p.m., Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital.
Sidney Spinning Group 
meets Wednesdays. Info 656- 
4201.
Law Centre’s free program 
Defending a Traffic Ticket, 
Dec. 18, 7:30 p.m., 1221 
Broad St. Info 388-4516.
Central Saanich Boys’ and 
Girls’ Club offers quality 
afternoon and evening pro­
grams for young people ages 
6-17. Info Rhonda 652-3021, 
383-1101.
Silver Threads Centre 
Christmas dinner Dec. 18. 
Info 656-5537.
New to Sidney? Over age 55? 
The Silver Threads Centre, 
10030 Resthaven, offers 
classes, activities and a warm 
welcome. Drop in or cal! 656- 
5537 for info.
Grassroots Theatre Com­
pany presents the musical ‘A 
Chorus Line’, Parkland 
school, Dec. 17-21. Tickets 
$5 reserved, S4 general, SI 
off for senior citizens. Info 
and tickets 656-5507.
Sidney chapter Vancouver 
Island Scottish Country 
Dancers meet every Wednes­
day and Thursday, 7:30 p.m. 
Info Joan Isaac 652-2138 or 
Lucy Whitehouse 656-2128.
Xmas trees for sale at Sidney 
Guide and Scout Hail (Third 
and Bevan) Dec. 7-22. 
Weekdays 12-4 p.m. 
Weekends 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Merry Christmas and thank 
you for your support.
BCOAPO Sidney Branch an­
nual Christmas dinner, Dec. 
12, noon. Senior Citizens’ 
Centre. Tickets S6.50. Info 
656-4988.
Saanich Peninsula Chamber 
of Commerce meeting Dec. 
12, 6:30 p.m., Colombo’s, 
East Saanich Rd. Guest 
speakers on the Saanichton 
Bay Marina issue. Info and 
tickets 656-3616.
The Mennonite Central 
Committee will be holding its 
self-help crafts sale at 
Saanich Community Church, 
990 Falmouth, Victoria on 
Saturday, Dec. 14 from 9 
a.m. to 3 p.m. Info call 656- 
4269. (Postponed from 
earlier date because of 
weather.)
676 (Kittyhawk) Air Cadet 
Squadron’s parents’ night 
and open house, Dec. 12, 
6:30 p.m.. Cadet Hall,
Canora.
Victoria Business & Profes­
sional Women’s Club 
Christmas party, Dec. 18, 
Imperial Inn, 5:30 p.m. Info 
384-6628,592-3718.
Sidney Stamp Club meetings, 
Dec. 14, Sidney/North 
Saanich library. Seniors — 1 
p.m. Juniors 3 p.m. Info 
656-3554.
Saanich and The Islands 
Social Credit annual 
Christmas dinner, Dec. 12, 
Chinese Village, 6:30 p.m. 
Tickets $20, available at con­
stituency offices.
New Parents Discussion 
Group needs volunteers will­
ing to cuddle little ones while 
their moms meet Fridays, 
9:.30-ll a.m.. Shady Creek 
United Church. Info 652- 
■'1509.';:::
Bahai’s of Sidney discussion 
meeting Dec. 13, 8 p.m., 
Sidney/North Saanich 
library. Info 656-2473, 656- 
0521.
YMAM of the Anastasis pre­
sent Toymaker and Son, 
Dec. 15, 7 p.m.. Friendship 
Baptist Church. Info 652-
:/''21723.;.:'
: * ■
Law Centre’s free program 
Small Claims Court pro­
cedure, Dec. 11, 7:30 p.m., 
1221 Broad St. Info 388- 
4516.
♦ Jjt *
NO JOB TOO SMALL 
FREE ESTIMATES ON ELECTRIC HEATING 
A RE-WIRE OR NEW CONSTRUCTION
JIM LeMARQUAND 652-4501
Serenaders Christmas Con­
cert Dec. 11 at 1 p.m. Seniors 
(55 or more) new to Sidney? 
Don’t know anyone? The 
Silver Threads Centre offers 
classes, activities and a warm 
welcome. Drop in to 10030 
Resthaven Drive or call 656- 
5537.^"',:'
ccMan is, in reality, 
a spiritual being, and 
only when he lives in 
the spirit is he truly
Christian business men and 
women’s luncheon with guest 
speaker Pat Fisher of Fisher 
Technology at Sidney 
Travelodge in the banquet 
room Dec. 18 at 12 noon. $5. 
For more info call 652-2350.
The university extension 
calendar of spring non-credit 
courses is available Dec. 19 
at most libraries, recreation 
centres and book stores. Or, 
pick one up at the university 
extension office, second 
floor of University Centre at 
the UVIC campus. Registra­
tion for extension courses 
begins Jan. 2. Phone 721- 
8451 for more info.
From the Writings 
of the Baha’i Faith
You are invited to attend an informal discussion 
of the “Spiritual Nature of Man”. Friday, 
December 13,-8p.m., Sidney Library.
SIDNEY:': Z;;
BUSINESS PEOPLE ON December 17th
An FBDB representative will be in your area. Come and meet him.










If you’re looking for financial aid in the form of loans, loan : 
guarantees or even selling an equity position in your business, ?; 
come and discuss it with us. We have experiehced counsellors 
who can help you plot a course for growth and success for your v 
business. We can provide you with direction to get government Z 
' assistance, both federal and provincial, as well as other vital in- Z: 
formation. For an advance appointment, call:




t Fi^eral 'Z'Z.:Banque f^eraieZi:^




Last week’s Sort Out The Citizen cutout problem turned 
out to be tougher than we figured —- especially The ladies’
; legs.;,;—Z,Z.,
; By late Monday, only one correct answer had been received 
although do/eris of cnlries had been submiued.
George Mayer of Courser Dr, .shifted ladies leg.s around un­
til they were almost worn out. But his pcrsistance paid off and 
he won a dinner for two ai Srnilty's. Z, ;
Two other dinner-for-two prizes await. Keep trying.
Two ofz the Zunwitting participants managed^ lo get 
themselvcv together and >von a year’s Kubscfiplion lb the 
Z'Revie'w,':;:'.ZZ ^ ■'■■■"■Z','::Z,:Z,;.;:,.z..:ZZ. ,z::Z;;;;,.„;,
Zi RoLbieZRogers of Blackthorn Dr. itt Cential Saanich and 
:z'Na|han:Owsntski;'1 |v, a: Mbrth Saanich', r;esidcniv';v\:creThc;wim^
nerssofar.
Thu eonicsi will lemain open until we have out winners, so 
keep trying.





f ro$h cVariboiTy asuco 
.'CHICKEN 'MARYLAH'd:
SUI»REME'.i,z'"^''^":"v,'zv,v,"^




CprBTm*® P'uddino ,pf Ertolliili Shei ry Tfl Ilo^
FlAtt pick up 
Worth Swnich and Sidney 
Si:i5,c»no©'Covp Rd.;''''Zv:,":z 6S8-3498
* 'tZlIiffTiplzfTwu all «»
1 (•fU
tass! beacon^Ave.z ot ft __ ____ _
I,:, ?,
■rirV::
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.>100%.
OUR 8th ANNIVERSARY SALEI 
WAS OUR BUSIEST EVER !
THBIFTY FOODS
el9l»














1 ADMIRAL ! KRAFT PHILADELPHIA Ji
COCKTAIL l1^ CHIP 1
SHRIfVIPlISg...:............... i 1 DIP 227g..........     i
CANADA DRY, SODA, TONIC 1
GINGER HyC 1
ALE 750 mL..................... . 1
"" KRAFT"
'CHEESE / . SWT. :I\^IXED :. lOll::
SLICES50(Jg.....................fc I PICKLESsoog.................. 1
MiLD™'MED.''''OLD'.’  ""'  'JL “*| :
CRACKER yil I
BARREL 340g................... .. fcs W Price I
CHRISTIES Ji oKr OO
BACON - .1:29 SHARP 199 :
DSPPERS 250g.................. I ! CHEESE 227g................... 1
REG. OR NEW LOW SALT ft ft 1
BRENTON i09 1




WATER1009........ ................ . *3
“Rfe.EBLER-CRACKERS . ^
HARVEST i 59 I










fTScCAiN^TOREEN OR ® A '
APPLE :
I PIESesog..........i
NESTLES ASST. FLAVORS. 4 PAK ^ ^ ftMINI- ■ l49:
PUDDINGS................... I •
VIVA OR COLOMBIAN Ji «^ft 1IHSTAHT ; V J79 i
COFFEE i70g.............. I
1 LAWRYS JS 4 ft












KRAFT UGHT singles 1
. CHEESE : :y49: i
1 SLICES 500g..................... fc i
1 - FIVE ALIVE JUICES ^
TROPSGAL OQC
CITRUS 355 mL..;.......:..:... 33
MARTIN’S ft 1 ALCAN —^ ^ ^ ^ ^
1 RAISINS 750g i 1 FOIL 18”x 25’...... ... ............ i 1
CHEWS ’N’ Ksll POPPING HQC
1 CHUNKS4k9.1 coRNsoo9..........v..........iy3: ;
1 FRENCH’S ; I
MUSTARD.. 69'










SLICED 99- y50 SMOKED 2.99
^BOLOGNA............ .£,1=10891 beef.........................!!■:....001009
: BEER SAUSAGE „ ^1
OR 2 S3 1
GERIi^AM mozi..........'!v..liyioog|
VANCOUVER SUN )S HOME GROWN FOOD STORES •
'rtesh'off ^th^lHook S
iSMOKED sot 
SALMON 3;99 001 
CHUNKS...'?:....... 100g






































MAPLE LEAF SPECIAL CURE
CORNED BEEF 
ROASTS' y I». « p« « « »« V * »f *
MAPLE LEAF PURE
yLVOALE FR02EN GRADE ’A’
ALL SIZES 
WJIhPop.Up
, Timer,,..,., Lg 3“;. 1,,
fmm
